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Preface.

Aphseresis is the unconscious and unintentional

dropping of an initial pretonic syllable of a word. In

the N.E.D. the loss of initial vowels is designed by a special

name, aphesis, i. e. ))the gradual and unintentional loss of a

short unaccented vowel at the beginning of a word.)) In the

present work, I use the term aphgeresis also for the latter kind

of shortening. Aphaeresis is employed in a narrower sense than

in the N.E.D., where it is defined as follows: ))The taking

away or suppx^ession of a letter or syllable at the beginning

of a word)). Aphseretic shortening must be distinguished from

elliptical abbreviation, which, contrary to the former, is con-

scious and intentional. See Sunden, Elliptical words,

Upsala 1904.

The loss of an initial syllable which is the result of a

wrong disverbification in connected speech ())subtraction)))

is a phenomenon related to aphseresis, though not identical

with it. If alone is apprehended as a lone we are, strictly

speaking, not concerned with dropping of a-; the abbre-

viation is here due to a- taking over another function than

it had before. — Nor is a »back-formation)) like live adj.

from aliue adv. due to a- being dropped. See p. 84. —
Although I would not call subtraction and back-formation

of the kinds suggested by the name of aphaeresis, it has

appeared necessary to pay attention also to these phenomena.

They are often difficult to distinguish from aphaeresis.
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Apart from collections of examples and brief remarks

of a general nature, our subject has not yet been seriously

dealt with. It would serve no useful purpose to enumerate

all the works where aphseresis has been mentioned. I here

refer to the following authorities which I enumerate in alpha-

betical order: Abbot, A Shakespearian Grammar (1901) §

460, Behrens, Franzosische Studien V, heft 2, p. 64 f., van

Dam and StofTel, William Shakespeare Prosody and Text

(1900) p. 24 f., Ekwall, Jones's Practical Phonography (1907)

p. CCXLVI f., Fiedler-Sachs, Wissenschaftliche Grammatik

(1861) II p. 382, Franz, Skakespeare-Grammatik (1909) p.

68 f., Horn, Historische neuenglische Grammatik (1908) §

144, Jespersen, Om subtraktionsdannelser i Festskrift til V.

Thomsen (1894) p. 1 f., and A Modern English Grammar

(1909) p. 281 f., Kaluza, Historische Grammatik (1907) II

§ 249, Koch, Historische Grammatik (1882) p. 207 f., Matz-

ner, Englische Grammatik (1860) I pp. 44, 156, 164 f., Metz-

ger, Zur Betonung der lateinisch-romanischen Worter im

Neuenglischen, Anglistische Forschungen (1908) p. 85 f. (gives

a fairly complete list of aph. Romance loan-words), Mors-

bach, Mittelenglische Grammatik (1896) p. 96, Skeal, Principles

of English Etymology I p. 385, II p. 61 f., Sturmfels, Anglia

IX p. 578, Zupitza, E.E.T.S. Extra Ser. 25, p. 354 f. —
The compilations of aph. words in the works mentioned

are often uncritical.

The present investigation is divided into two parts:

I. Aphseresis in native words. Under this heading are

included all words except Romance and Latin loan-words.

II. Aphseresis in Romance and Latin loan-words. — My
chief aim has been to adduce a sufficient material, and to

explain, so far as this is possible to do, the origin of different

categories of aph. words. It is not my intention to trace in

detail the history of these forms. — In Part I. attention has

been paid also to the distribution of aph. forms in O.E. and



M. E. dialects, whenever this has seemed to be of interest.

In Part II. I have confined myself to giving a collection of

examples, followed by a discussion of the origin and causes

of aphseresis in loan-words.

The different use of aph. forms in different kinds of

language: in poetry, in vulgar speech etc., has only rarely

been touched upon. — The loss of particles in native verbs

is treated rather summarily. This question would be best

dealt with in a special investigation bearing upon the sense-

development of the verb in English. — In quoting examples

from a text, I do not record all the various spellings and

forms of a word occurring several times; this would be

unimportant for our purpose. The figures added after a

word within round brackets, and stating the number of

cases found, are only of approximative value. — Shortened

names are as a rule not taken into account. — The mate-

rial given makes no claim to completeness. I trust it is

complete enough to give a correct idea of the extent of shor-

tening in different cases.

It follows from what has been said that the scope

of this study has been narrowed in several directions. I

wish that my work may be regarded as a general introduc-

tion to the study of aphseretic words. If it could be of

some use to future workers in this field, I should feel

that my labour has not been in vain. —
I beg leave here to express my sincere thanks to my

teacher. Professor Eilert Ekwall, who has always followed

my work with encouraging kindness and untiring interest.

I am also greatly indebted to the University Lector, Dr. Tom
Oakes Hirst, for valuable help in revising the proofs of

this book.

Lund, January 1912.

E. S.
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I. Aphaeresis in native words.

§ 1. On the loss of the O. E. prefix ge-.

A. Nouns and adverbs.

1. Old English.

It has been generally assumed that the prefix ge- did

not begin to be dropped until the M. E. period, passing through

z- before disappearing. Cf. Kluge, Grundriss I p. 1057: ))Der

Prozess des Schwindens beginnt schon in der Sprache Orrins)).

This statement is somewhat misleading. As I shall try to

show in the following pages, the particle w^as doubtless

dropped already in O. E. in many cases.

When I had already formed my opinion on this point,

I found that the question had been accidentally touched

upon by Klaeber in a paper on the Anglian elements in the

O. E. translation of Bede's Ecclesiastical history, Anglia

XXVII 401. Here he points out several cases where, con-

trary to the W. S. usage, the prefix ge- is wanting, and looks

upon this as an Anglian dialect trait. If I understand the

author rightly he also means to say that this dialect differ-

ence is due to ge- having been actually dropped in certain

words: ))Der haufige Verlust des prafix ge- ist eine fiir den

Beda sehr charakteristische Erscheinung)), p. 401. K. does

not enter, however, upon a discussion of the matter.

Evidently, we must proceed with great caution when
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dealing with a loss of ge- as early as O. E. Owing to the

unsettled function of ge- in nouns, absolute certainty on

this point is to be arrived at only in a minority of cases.

In order to ascertain in which cases loss of ge- has taken

place we have to pay due attention especially to the follow-

ing points of view: (1) the sense and function of ge-; (2)

the use of ge- in cognate Old Teutonic dialects; (3) the

time of appearance of the form without ge-.

The first of the points just mentioned is the most im-

portant. If the meaning of a certain word cannot be ac-

counted for except in connection with ge-, the appearance of

the simple form must be due to loss of the prefix. — Un-

fortunately, this test is applicable only in a comparatively

small number of cases. — The function of ge- is clearly

discernible especially in the following three classes of words:

(1) In bahuvrihi adjectives of the type gelic 'like', gcr

mod 'unanimous' etc. (properly: 'having the same body' etc.).

(2) In personal nouns of the type gefera companion

(prop, 'one who has the same way'). This group has ori-

ginated from (1). Cf. von Bahder p. 200.

(3) In collective neuters, formed by means of ^e- -|- the

suffix -ja : gesci] 'shoes' etc. This mode of forming collec-

tives was developed into a fixed principle in the old West

Teut. languages. The suffix -ja by itself has not been able

to give rise to such a formative type, although incidentally

a collective sense may develop even without ge- being pre-

fixed. Here may belong O. E. fipere 'wing' (: feper); the de-

velopment of sense is of course quite intelligible: 'what is

feathery, consists of feathers, feathers, wing'. Cf. also Wil-

manns II § 191. But such cases are quite exceptional. On

the function of ge- in the above mentioned groups cf. esp,

Grimm, Deutsche Gram. II pp. 734, 725, 727, Wilmanns II

§,§ 315, 154, 155, 191, 416, Kluge, Stammbild. §§ 176, 177,

4, 16, 66, von Bahder, Verbalabstracta p. 200 f.



If, as is most frequently the case, the etymological

necessity of the particle is doubtful, our difficulties are in-

creased. Other points of view referred to above must be

duly considered.

If other Old Teut. dialects agree with early O. E. in

using a word only in composition with ge-, this is evidently

one point in favour of ge- being originally necessary in this

w^ord. Thus early O. E. gemdne, Goth, gamains, O. S. gimeni,

O. H. G. gimeini point to a common stem with original *ga-.

Now I do not mean to say, of course, that the appearance

of the simple form of a w^ord in earlg O. E., contrary to

the use in cognate dialects, would be a sufficient proof in

itself of ge- having been dropped. It goes without saying

that O. E. may deviate in preserving a word or word-form

that happens to be lost in O. H. G., O. S. etc. But more

weight must be attached to the evidence of these dialects,

if a certain word appears in its simple form only in later

texts or in sources where from other reasons a loss of ge-

may be expected, the corresponding compound being exclus-

ively used in the earliest texts. Then we must reckon with

the possibility of ge- being actually lost. Thus I do not

hesitate to quote m<^/7-(lic), occurring in the 11th cent., and also

e. g. nyht-(ness), in spite of its appearing in the Mercian gospels

as early as the 10th century, as indubitable instances of short-

ening; in the latter text we find e. g. [era 'companion', lie

'like'; and other Old Teut. dialects agree in using only the

compounded forms of the words in question.

The dialects to be compared with regard to their use

of ge- are Gothic, O. H. G. and O. L. G. (O. S.). In Old

Scandinavian and Old Frisian the particle w^as dropped. Cf.

Grundriss I 1250, Noreen, Altisland. Gram. §§ 146, 277, Grimm
II 740. Also in M. H. G., M. L. G., M. Du. the particle was

partly lost, cf. e. g. Weinhold, Mittelhochd. Gram. § 292, van

Helten, Middelnederlandsche Spraakkunst p. 124.



Even if cognate dialects afford us no help, the evi-

dence of early O. E. texts, taken by itself, must not be

altogether disregarded. The frequent occurrence of a word

with ge- in independent early texts, the corresponding simple

form appearing only later, may often lead us to suspect loss

of ge-. Even if, for instance, O. H. G. knows the same word

without prefix this need not preclude the possibilitj^ of short-

ening in English. In such cases the frequency of the com-

pound in old texts is evidently a factor of importance. Thus

I have given words like bed, pijld as examples of possibly

shortened forms. Now I am the first to admit that the ab-

sence of a word in the scanty early O. E. literature is by

no means decisive. It may often be due to chance that only

the compound is recorded in older sources. But I have

thought it better to include too many examples, rather than

too few. In one dialect a word maj^ be due to loss of ge-,

in another it may not. Besides, as will be pointed out later

on, the very fact of words with and without ge- interchanging

in the same texts, without any apparent difference in sense,

is a circumstance not to be overlooked.

Our knowledge of the earliest stage of O. E. down to

about 900 is mainly confined to the W. S. dialect. The

Anglian dialects of that time are very scantily represented.

Before 900 we find only one purely Anglian prose text of any

length, viz. the so called Vespasian psalter, belonging to the

Mercian dialect of the early part of the 9th cent. Cf. Biil-

bring p. 9. It is true that the O. E. poetry is assumed to

depend mostly on very early Anglian originals. The poetical

pieces, however, are, almost without exception, handed down

to us only in W. S. copies from about the year 1000 and

later. Gf. Sievers, Ags. Gram. § 2, Anm. 6.

So these texts would not seem to show much with re-

gard to the oldest Anglian use of ge-; a W. S. transscriber

may have exchanged a word without ge- in the original for



a corresponding compound, supposing the latter was more

in accordance with his own habits of speech. It may be

questioned of course whether the scribe can be expected to

have been consistent in this respect. But even if a word

without the particle occurs in a poetical text, it is not easy

to know whether such a form has been kept from the Ang-

lian original, being archaic or due to dialect difference; it

may equally well be due to the lateness of the MS. Besides

there may have existed many Anglian copies of the earliest

original; it is difficult to tell the precise age of the one that

came into the hands of a W. S. transscriber. He may have

had a comparatively late copy before him. Consequently,

poetical texts must be employed with extreme caution. — If,

however, the poetry agrees with other early texts in using

a word only in its compounded form, this circumstance will

be taken into account. Also sporadic poetical deviations

from W. S. in the use of ge- must be paid attention to.

Such deviations are rare. We find ri/ne 'secret' Exeter riddles

49.6, ryne-mann 43.13, winn 'strife' Gen. 259, writu 'writs'

Phoenix 1. 425. I have not come across tliese words in pure

early W. S. except in composition with ge-. I admit it may be

due to chance. — But the Lindisf. gospels have rpne, winn,

writ. — Hieran 'hear', seon 'see' are frequent in poetry; in the

W. S. literary language from about the year 1000 tliese verbs are

very rare; in the W. S. gospels we find the compound geseon

ab. 350 times, seon twice; Lat. audire is translated 206 times

by gehi/ran, once by hyran (cf. Harris, Glossary). In the

Lindisf. gospels hera, sea are comparatively common.

On the whole I do not think dialects differed much
in their early use of nominal ge-. Old Mercian, as represented

by the Vesp. psalter, is in close accordance with Alfred's

prose on that point.

The texts used may be divided into two sets: (1) Ang-

lian texts. Here I also include a few works preserved in



W.S. MSS. but exhibiting a number of Anglian traits in

vocabulary and phonology. Such texts are the Old Mer-

cian Martyrology, the translation of Bede's Ecclesiastical

History, the Dialogues of Gregory; the two latter works are

ascribed to King Alfred; but he was probably assisted in

his work by Anglian translators, which may explain the

curious dialect-mixture. Cf. on this question, Jordan, Eigen-

tiimlichkeiten des anglischen Wortschatzes p. 6 f., where

further references may be found. (2) Southern texts. — I

do not think it necessary here to enumerate all the sources

used in collecting the forms. As will appear from the ma-

terial, the best part of the O. E. prose literature has been

taken into account. For several works special glossaries have

been accessible. In cases where my information is due solely

to B.-T. or other dictionaries this will be expressly stated.

— I have taken particular care not to leave out of con-

sideration any of the earliest O. E. texts, such as the Parker

Chron., King Alfred's works etc.

The collection of charters edited by Gray-Birch has

not been taken account of here. Charters can hardly be

used with safety for our purpose; they may very often be

spurious and have not been sufficiently investigated as to

their language; cf. Gray-Birch, Cartularium p. XX, Williams,

Anglia XXV 393.

I have thought it the best plan first to give the short-

ened words in alphabetical order with complete references

for each word, then the relative number of abbreviations in

different sources will be more fully discussed. The age of

MSS. and the like will be noticed in due course when-

ever this is thought necessary. In the list given below

particularly remarkable instances will be printed in Roman

letters.
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baeru pi. 'behaviour' [ge-: Oros., Chr., Gr.—O. H. G.,

O. S.].

II Nap. 45 bdriim 'gestibus' ^

bed 'prayer', -hus [ge-: Past, Bo., Sol. ^; Vesp., Gr.

— O. H. G. (gi-)bet, O. S. gibed].

I Rit. 6.19 beado etc. (34). only in plur., gi- (37);

Bede 292.29 T. (l)am) bede ^
Greg. Dial. 206.5 O. (j^ait) bed, C. O. 156.2 bedum \
O. 213.17 bedhusse (MS. C. has ge-).

II Aelfc. Lives I 4.122 A. ^ beda;

Assm. Horn. 179.343 (MS. C. C. C. 303) « bedum;

Ben. Rule (Schroeer) 31.5 O. (beg. of 11th cent.)

bedhiise;

^ The Digby glosses edited by Napier belong to the latter part of

the 11th cent. See Napier's edition p. XIII. They are interesting on ac-

count of their language. Cf. Napier p. XXVII: ))these glosses no longer

exactly represent the correct language of Aelfric. In the latter part of

the eleventh centurj-^ the language was undergoing a number of changes

which we find represented here)). Of spellings indicating such changes

N. mentions unstressed a > e, ea>>tc, end :>- eint. The frequent loss of

ge- is another sign of lateness.

" The Soliloquies are preserved only in a M. E. MS. from the

first quarter of the 12th century. Cf. Hargrove's edition (1902) Introd.

p. XVIII. This MS. contains many late M. E. forms, see Hulme, Die

Sprache der altenglischen Bearbeitung der Soliloquien (1894) p. 98. Conse-

quentl3% its evidence with regard to ge- is of value only in so far as it

agrees with that of other early texts. Also the MS. B. of Boethius is

))hardly earlier than the beginning of the twelfth centurjo), cf. Sedgefield's

edition p. XIV. lb. p. XV about the same MS.: ))a number of errors

have crept in, letters and words being often omitted)). The Cotton MS.

of Bo. belongs to the 10th cent., cf. ib. p. XIII.

' The MS. T. of Bede probably belongs to the latter part of the

10th cent., the rest of the MSS. are somewhat later. My examples from

this text have been drawn from Klaeber's paper, Anglia XXVII, cf. p. 1 above.

* The MSS. of the Dialogues belong to the 11th cent.

^ MS. A. was probably written before the middle of the 11th cent.

Cf. Skeat's edition (E. E. T. S.) II p. IX.

^ MS. C. C. C. 303 ))post conquisitionem Angliae)), Assm. p. 250.
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Wanley, Catalogue 91 bedhus (MS. Cott. Tib. A. 3

about the time of the Conquest).

In several of the above examples we might have started

from bedu f. In Rit. bed is found only in the plural. But

bedu f. is extremely rare in O. E. I know only one certain

instance: (Jjinre) bede Past. 399.31.

According to B.-T. and Sweet, A.S. Diet., bed n. is

found especially in compounds. I do not think this state-

ment is correct: the quotations for beddceg, bedrip, bedrdden

given by B.-T. are taken from 12th cent. MSS. Cf. below.

byrd 'birth' [ge- : Oros., Bo.; Or. (Cri. has byrdscipe

once). — Goth., O. S.; O. H. G. (ge-)burt].

Ap. Th. 11.20 (B.-T. supplement) birdum (MS. C. C. C. C.

201, end of 11th cent., Worcester, -= MS. C. of Wulfst. Hom.,

MS. D. of the A. S. Laws).

bur 'neighbour' [ge-: Past.; Epin. gloss.— O. H. G., O. S.].

II Laws Ine 6.3 Bu. bare (11th cent., other MSS. ge-).

d6fe 'fitting' [ge-: Past, (iingedeflic); Gr. (fq.). — Goth.

gadofs].

I Rj 19.21 doefe. — The almost regular occurrence of

ge- in adjectives, meaning 'fit, suitable, convenient'

and derived by means of -ja from various stems, is

worthy of notice. Cf. O. E. geciveme^, gedefe^, ge-

dcefte, (un-)gefegey gehyp^ gemdte, gendme, gescrepe,

getdse, getieme, gepwdre; cf. also gefced, gehcep, gemcec,

gepcef. Here ge- shows a clear trace of its original

sense, but it is hardly possible to distinguish be-

tween cases where the sense of *fitness' etc. was

partly implied or developed already in the stem

itself and cases where this sense is due entirely to

^ B.-T. and Sweet, A. S. Diet, give O. E. cweme adj. without refer-

ences. N. E. D. : 'O. E. *cweme' ; the existence of the word may be doub-

ted, cwemlic, civemness I have taken to depend on civeman vb.

' deflic adj. in B.-T. and Sweet without ref. Where?
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the particle. — For a few simple forms of this

type shortening in O. E. has been assumed by me,

cf. td'se, screpe below.

dwo/a, *error, heretic' [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo., Gr. —
O. H. G.].

I Li. Mt. I 3.6 dwola, Mt. 27.64 duola; ge- Mt. I 8.9 <1);

Kit. 38.5 dvoles, gi- (4);

Bede: 42.22 B. dwola, O. Ca. 142.14 dwolan.

II Nap. 14 Augustine (MS. 11th cent.) dwola *hereticus';

Nap. 2854 dwolan (man) 'scismatici';

Wulfst. Hom. 196.9 B ^ dwolan.

tea 'joy' [ge-: Past., Oros., Sol.; Vesp., Gr. — O. H. G.

— Cf. gefeon^.

I Bede 58.7 Ca. fean;

Greg. Dial. 262.1 feana.

II Assm. Hom. 155.81 (MS. C. C. C. 302) ^ fean.

feoht 'fight' [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo., Chr.; Vesp., Gr.;

very frequent word. — O. H. G.].

I Li. Lu. 14.31 fehU ge- (6);

Bede 102.30 T., 194.15 O. Ca. feoht, 416.8 T. fyht.

II Aelfc. Lives II 25.422 A. feohtes, 25.713 C. (l)£et) feoht.

It may be objected that feoht, even if not found in the

* MS. Corp. Chr. Coll. Camb. 14 about the middle of the 11th

cent. Cf. Napier, Uber die Werke des altenglischen Bischofs Wulfstan

(1882) p. 9. The best account of the MSS. of Wulfstan's Homilies is found

in the preface to Vogel, Zur Flexion des englischen Verbums im XI und
XII Jahrh. (1901), also p. 2. The Homilies belong to Worcestershire,

bordering on the Anglian territory. The language has been characterized

as being ))im wesentlichen westsachsisch mit mercischen Beimischungen

und einigen Kentizismenw, see Dunkhase, Die Sprache der Wulfstanschen

Homilien (1906) p. 75. ))Von den ausservvestsachsischen Formen ist die

Mehrzahl dem anglischen Sprachgebiet zuzuweisen)), ibd. p. 73. The dia-

lectal peculiarities in the Dialogues of Gregory are also supposed to be

due to Worcestershire dialect; the Anglian element in the Dialogues is

considerable, however, especiall3' in the vocabulary', which cannot be said

about Wulfstan's Homilies.
'^ MS. C. C. C. 302 ))paulo post conquisitionem)), see Assm. p. 247.
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oldest sources, may be due to new-formation from feohtan.

I doubt, however, whether the mode of forming neuter

abstracts of the type feoht (from the pres. stem) was used

at all in historical O. E. times except in connection with

ge-. It is well known that the latter method of forming

verbal abstracts was strongly developed in O. E. Palmgren,

Gradation-nouns p. 26 f., gives about 40 nouns of tliis type,

which never occur without ge-. Simple words of the kind

are very rare in early O. E. and mostly not of a character

to give rise to new-formations. Of those mentioned by Palm-

gren the old words fa'r, grcef, hlced, sceap, set are evidently

out of the question both on account of their form and sense;

lac, lif, teld, scad are already isolated in sense from the

corresponding verbs. Of the rest deorf, feoht, hat (igehdtan),

heald, swine are late ^ and rare by-forms to the compounds
with ge- and may have been shortened, cf. pp. 11, 18, 27,

32. The same may partly apply to winn n., which, apart

from later instances, occurs only sporadically in poetry, {winn

Gen., windagas Beo.). There remain bid (in poetry), bland

(once in poetry), blot (Oros.), gield. ^ There is reason to be-

lieve that simple words of this type are only remains of an

older mode of formation, not active in the later stages of O.

E.; sometimes such words may be due to shortening already

in O. E. — On the origin of the type gefeohi cf. von Bahder

p. 202 f.

ferja 'companion', -rdden, -scipe [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo.,

Sol., Chr., O.E.T.: Vesp., Ca., Ct.; Gr. — Cf. O.H.G. giferto.\

I Li. Lu. I 11.10 foera, Lu. I 4.18 foerano, Lu. 5.7

foerii: ge- (3);

R, 23.30 foeran;

^ When speaking of laic texts I also include all Aiuflian sources

later than the \'esp. psalter.

"^
I do not take into account words of this kind occuiring onh^ as

members of compounds and with other prefixes than ge-.
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Bede 122.2 T. feran, 390.20 C. ferscipe.

II Nap. 2354, 2662, 5037 fernedeiie; 2544, 3596 ferscype;

Aelfc. Lives II 31.1317 K. ^ femm;

Aelfc. Gram. 9.8 J. ' feran.

hat 'promise [ge-: Past., Bo., Chr.; Vesp., Gr. — O. H.G.,

Goth., O.S.].

I Li. Lu. I 11.14, 24.49 hat, ge- (1);

Kit. 14.7 hat'es, gi- (2).

hield 'protection' etc. [ge-: Past., Vesp. (8)].

I Bede 374.11 T. hcelde 'observantia'.

I^afja. 'belief, -fiiU -hlijstend, -sum [ge-: Past., Oros.,

Bo., Sol., Chr.; Vesp., Gr. — O.H.G., O.S. Cf. Goth, galaii-

beins. — Graff gives loiben 'fides' (once) from Williram,

second half of the 11th cent.].

I Li. Mt. 15.28 leafa, Mt. I 14.5 leafes etc. (6), ge-

(29); Mt. 25.21, 25.23 leaffuU etc. (4), ge- (6);

R, Jh. 20. 27 leaffnU:

R, 9.2 leafa;

Bede 124.27 T. leafan, 150.31 O. leafsumra, 66.15 B.

leafa.

II Aelfc. Hom. ^ II p. 196 leaffidran ;

Aelfc. Gram. 3.8 R. ^ leafa;

Wulfst. 36.1 E. ^ leafan (according to Dodd's glossary,

Napier prints geleafan);

Nap. 1329 leafidre, 2190 leafhlijstendra.

lie 'like', -ness [ge-: Past., Bo., Sol.; Vesp., Gr. —
Goth., O.H.G.,* O.S.]

I Li. Mt. 6.27 Ucnesse, Mt. I 21.10 licnessa; ge- (3);

^ MS, K. .somewhat earlier than the Conquest.

2 MS. J. about the middle of the 11th cent, cf. Briill, Die altengl.

Latein-Grammatik des Aelfric (1900) p. 2.

^ Cambr. MS. about contemporary with Aelfric.

* 11th century.

5 MS. E. second half of 11th cent.
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R, 7.24 lie.

Sweet gives O.E. lice adv., which I have met with only

BHckl. Horn. p. 247: Gif eow swa lice puhte. But here lice

is perhaps rather a suffix, cf. piislic.

lorn Ie, 'often', -lie [ge-; Past., Oros., Chr.; Vesp., Gr. —
O.H.G.]

I Bede 442.12 T. lomlice.

II A. S. Chron. 789 D. ^ lome;

Nap. 984 lomlicum.

tnaecjlic, maca, msecca, cf. gemcee 'suitable' [ge-:

Past.. Bo. (gemcee), O.E.T.: Ct.; Gr. — O.H.G.. O.S.]

I ?Rit. 165.6 maca, used to gloss unice owing to some

mistake of the scribe. Cf. A. S. Hymnarium ed.

Stevenson (Surtees societ}^) p. 5: Patrique compar

iinice, glossed wdth feeder gemaea anccenneda.

?Li. Mk. 6.21 maeealic 'opportunus'. Cf. Bjorkman,

Loanwords p. 250.

II Aelfc. Lives II 33.103 A. mceeca (MS. O. gemcecca).

Nap. 18.27 (11th cent.) mceclican *iugales'. (Napier:

((Read gemseclican))).

mabnje, -lie 'common'. On the etymology cf. N.E.D.

mean, Kluge Et. Wb. gemein. [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo.; Vesp.

(-nisse), Gr. — Goth., O.H.G., O.S.J

II Aelfc. Gram. 11.17 J. mceneliee; 8.9 D. H. U. (11th.

cent.) mceneliee;

Nap. 2353 mcenlicere (Napier: ((Read gemsen-))).

maere 'border' [ge-: Oros., Vesp.; Gr. (very fq.)].

I Li. Mk. 6.56 mceru, Lu. 14.21 mcer, ge- (17);

Rj 15.39 mceru (Li. gemcvrum), 19.1 mcere;

Rg Lu. 14.21 mcero.

mcere, mdr- seems to be usual in charters, especially in

* MS. D. is probabl}' ver\^ late in lltli cent. cf. Earle-Plummer,

Two Sax. Ciiron. II § 77.
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the so called Codex Wintoniensis (MS. 1130—1150). Cf. Wil-

liams, Anglia XXV 483.

tnynd 'memory', -z^, -leas \^e-: Past., Bo., Sol.; Vesp.,

Gr. — Occas. freondmynd Gen., weorpmijnd Beo., Past. etc.

— Goth., O.H.G.].

I Li. Mk. 11.21 (eft-) nujndig, J. 12.16 (eft-) myndigo;

(eft- is an artificial translation of Lat. re-);

Rg Mk. 14.72 myndig.

II Aelfc. Hom. II 326 myndleasum.

neat/land 'land held by a geneat' (tenant) [geneat orig.

'companion', neat 'ox'. — O.H.G., O.S.]

II. Laws Eg. 1. 1 D. (ab. 1170) neailande, G.A. ge-.

noh 'enough' [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo., Sol.; Gr. — Goth.,

O. H. G., O. S. — O.H.G. nuog occurs once in 10th cent,

glosses: nuog ci gituonne (see Graff), nuog here instead of

ginuog is perhaps only a scribal error, caused by gi- in gi-

tuonne.

Li. Mt. 25.9 (ne) noh (is us).

nyht' 'abundance', -ness, -sum [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo.;

Vesp., Gr. — O.H.G., O.S.]

I Rj 12.34 nyhtnisse;

Greg. Dial. 145.32 O. nihtsumnesse.

II Nap. 322 nihtsumere, nihtsumestan

.

rad adj. 'straight' \ge-: Past, Bo., Sol. — Goth.,

O.H.G.]

I Bede 484.9 C. (in) rade (sprsece).

r6fa 'reeve' [ge-: Oros., Chr., O.E.T.: Ct., Epin.

gloss.; Gr. — Of uncertain etymology].

I Mart. pp. 154, 166, 168 (se) refa, cf. Engl. Stud.

XXXIX p. 84; ge- pp. 4, 56, 88 etc. (very fq.);

Rj 27.23 roefa;

Greg. Dial. 125.8 O. refan, 220.3 O. refa (C. ge-).
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II Aelfc. Lives I 5.395 C. ' refa,

r/sne adj. sb. fitting, filness', -lie, cL gerisan. [ge-:PRsi.,

Oros., Bo., Sol.; Gr.]

^ I Bede 64.4 B. risne;

Li. Mk. 9.11 risnelic, ge- (5).

II Wulfst. Horn. 158.9 E. rysena (ace. to Napier; Dodd
gives only ge-)

;

Laws (Thorpe) 404.27 D., cf. p. 8, (B.-T.) (mid) rismim.

saegdness 'sacrifice'. [Greg. Dial. 348.18 gescegednes,

Li. Mt. 7.6, 13.11 gescvgdnis(s)e. Only these 3 instances have

been found.]

I Li. Mk. 12.33 scegdnisii:

Kg ib. scegdnissum.

Sweet A. S. Diet, connects scegdness with onscegdness

'sacrifice' and places gescegdness separately in the sense of

'mystery'. I prefer to regard scegdness as shortened from ge-

scvgdness which I take to be identical with onscegdness 'saeri^

lice'. '^ It is true that Latin mijsteria is translated clceno liryno

\ gescegdnisse Mt. 13.11. But 'mystery' is hardly the true sense

implied in gescegdness. Compare the following passage in

Greg. Dial. p. 348.17—18: we seeolon Gode asecgan {)a dseg-

hvamlican onscegdnesse ura teara 7 eac })a daeghvamlican on-

scegdnesse his lichaman 7 blodes. So})lice })eos gescegedness

gehaelej) synderlice J)a sawle fram |)au*e ecan forwyrde. There

can be no doubt that gescegedness here simply replaces on-

scegdnesse 'sacrifice' in the preceding sentence. It remains to

explain how a word properly meaning 'sacrifice' could be

used to render Lat. mysterhim. — In the first place it is to

be noted that ascegdness is used to translate mysterium too:

Li. Lu. 8.10 ryne \ ascegdnise. — I think this curious cir-

cumstance is accounted for in the following way. In O. E.

' Well written, «biit in several hands)). Skeat II p. XIII. Age?
^ From onsecgan 'sacrifice'. I do not take into consideration here

the derivation from onscpgan 'prostrate', which seems to me improbable.
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religious language, sermons etc., the holy Eucharist was often

spoken of as a mystery. Cf. e. g. Aelfc. Hom. I 270: for{)i

is paet halige husl gehaten gerynii, Greg. Dial. 846.20: onfeng

J)am gerynum })a3s halgan husles, Bede 82.22: to onfonne t)a?m

geryne Christes lichoman; sometimes it wholly replaces the

O.E. word hiisl: Bede 86.13: to onfonne ])3em halgan geryne

*to receive the holy communion', Aelfc. Lives I p. 218: hi

gehusloden mid haligre gerynii. Nap. gloss. 2211 sacramento

i. munere divino, geryne. — At the same time, from a re-

ligious point of view the holy Eucharist was often character-

ized as a sacrifice of Christ's body and blood, as in Aelfc.

Lives I p. 60: Eode J)a to msessan . . . and hlosnode georne

be })8ere liflican onscegednysse i. e. 'waited eagerly for the living

sacrifice (= the holy communion)', Nap. 2140 communicans

i. sacrificans, gemcensumiende, i. e. 'partaking of the Eucha-

rist'. Certainly this is also what the translator has in his

mind when rendering 'nolite dare sanctum canibus' with:

|)y halga gescegdnisse at hundum nere gesald Mt. 7.6. Then

we also find Christi ecclesiae sacrificinm Rit. 109 translated:

Crist . . . ces ckengiryne, cf. Mt. 13.11 'mysteria : clceno hryno

\ gescegdnisse. — The special sense often implied by 'my-

stery' as well as 'sacrifice', these two w^ords being often

associated with each other when used in religious language,

may have led a thoughtless translator to render Latin my-

sterium w4th a-, gescegdness by the side of (ge-)ryne, even

if the former translation of the passage in question gave no

real sense.

The form gescegdness instead of on-, ascegdness is easily

accounted for. In the first place it is evident that (ge-)scegd-

ness, as an independent formation from (ge-)secgan 'say', could

not possibly develop the senses 'mystery, sacrifice'. For on-,

ascegdness the sense 'sacrifice' is the natural one, cf. G. entsa-

gen. I think gescegdness is nothing but ascegdness with change

of prefixes. As a matter of fact the interchange of a- and
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ge- is characteristic of the Anglian dialect, e. g. a-, gelefa

'allow', a-, gebida 'expect', a-, gegelda 'give back' etc. in the

Lind. gospels (See Cook, Glossary). We even find the exact

counterpart to a-, gescegdness in the verb gesecga for asecga,

meaning 'avoid': we forgaeldon 1 gescegdon
J)

baerlic feruit-

giornis, translating 'vitavimus publicam curiositatem' Li. Lii.

I 3.8. — I consider scegdness as shortened from gescegdness.

sseh'g 'happy' [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo., Sol., Gr. — But

O. H.G., O.S. have sdlig. O.E. -sdlig in compounds is usual].

I Kit. 79.15 seliglice, gi- (2).

II? Wulfst. Horn. 139.22 E. scelig (ace. to Dodd; Napier

prints gescelig).

sceaft 'creature, creation' [ge-: Past., Bo. MS. Cott., Sol.,

Chr.; Vesp., Gr. — Goth., O.H.G., O.S. Schade gives scaft,

which, however, is not in GrafT.]

I Li. Mk. 13.19 scecvftes, Mk. 16.15 sceafte etc. (4);

Bit. 68.14 scceft, gi- (34).

II Glosses (11th cent) Germ. 389.2 sceafte (B.-T.)

screpe 'suitable' [ge^: Corp. gloss, gescrcepnis; Anglian

word. On the etymology cf. Jordan p. 18, Lehmann, Das

Prafix uz- im Altenglischen p. 47]. Note the sense of 'fitness',

cf. above gedefe.

I Bede 26.4 C. scroepe; ge-({req.).

scy 'shoes', collective [ge-: Vesp. 59.10, 107.10. — Goth.,

O.H.G., O.S.].

I Li. Lu. 10.4 sceoe, J. 1.27 scoes etc. (7), gsceoe

Mt. 3.11.

scyldru 'shoulders' [ge-: Vesp., Gr.].

I Li. Mt. 23.4 scyldriim, Lu. 15.5 scyldru;

B^ Lu. 15.5 scgldriim.

I find it the most natural to start from gescyldru pi.,

sg. *gescyldre. Possibly the pair sculdru : gesculdru msiy ha\e

given rise to scyldru by the side of gescyldru.

s/hp, siht 'sight, vision' [ge-: Past., Bo.; Vesp., Gr. (very
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common word). — O.H.G. (gi)sihU O.S. gisiht. But O.H.G.

sihi is extremely rare. Graff gives only one instance from

8th cent, glosses].

I Li. Mk. 9.9 sihpo, J. I 1.11 sighpana, ge- (8);

Greg. Dial. 148.24 O. si(h)pe, 320.3 O. syhpe.

II Aelfc. Lives I 1.126 A. sihpe.

sil)/cund 'having the rank of a gesij)' [gesip, orig. 'com-

panion' {sip 'way'). — Goth., O.H.G., O.S.] \

II. Laws Ine Rb. G. (ab. 1060) sipcundes.

Siplsc/pe 'companionship' [O.H.G. gasintscaf, O.S. gisitli-

skepi].

I Bede 246.18 T. sipscipe; ge- as a rule.
'

Supposing the first member of this compound is iden-

tical with O.E. gesip 'companion', there can be no doubt that

shortening has taken place. The question may be raised,

however, whether sipscipe is not simply derived from sip

'road'. A parallel formation is poftscipe (Guthlac) 'compa-

nionship' by the side of the more common gepoftscipe. Here

too we may ask ourselves whether poft 'rowing-bench' or

gepofta 'companion' should be started from. Evidently, if the

words are derived from sip, poft, we must assign one more

function to -scipe besides the usual one of abstractness (or

collectivity); it would also add the notion of 'having some-

thing in common' (= ge-). There seem to be traces of such

a function in cognate Germanic dialects too. Thus we find

O.S. bedskepi Heliand (: bed 'bed') 'marriage', cf. O.E. ge-

bedscipe (: gebedda or bed), O.S. selskepi 'Gesellschaft, Kame-

radschaft (: seli 'hall'j Prud. glosses, 10th cent. (Wadstein),

O.H.G. nozscaf (: noz 'cattle') 'consortium, Genossenschaft'

in 8th—9th cent, glosses (Graff). Wilmanns II § 294 iden-

tifies noz- in the latter word with gindz 'companion' (O.E.

geneat); but then the absence of the prefix has to be ac-

^ sipwif 'lady of rank' from gesip (B-T,, Sweet) I have not had

an opportunity to identify.

2
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counted for. O.E. beorscipe ^ 'feast' (: beor 'beer') by the

side of gebeorscipe need not belong here, cf. metscipe (: mete

'food') of parallel formation.

str6on 'treasure', collective (?), cf. von Bahder pp. 81,

206, Kluge Stammbild. § 66. [ge-: Past., Oros., Corp. gloss.

— Cf. O.H.G., O.S. gistriunij.

I Li. Mt. 6.21 strion etc. (18), ge- (3).

II Nap. 1934 streo 'questuum. i. lucraruni'.

Sivinc n. 'labour, affliction' [ge- : Past., Bo., Sol., Vesp.,

Gr. (fq.)].

I Lchdm. (B.-T.) swincu, cf. Jordan p. 11.

II Aelfc. Horn, swincleasan (B.-T.).

synto 'health' [ge-: Gr. — O.H.G. gasunti. — Rare

word, but cf. gesund].

I Bede 200.15 O. Ca. synto.

tass/e, -lie 'convenient' [ge-: Past., Oros., Gr. — Etym.

uncertain. Cf. Goth, gatass, M. Du. getes: Johansson, Nordi-

ska Studier (1904) p. 465.]

I Li. Mt. 25.9 tceslicro, Mk. 14.11 teaslicor.

poht 'thought, mind' [ge-: Past., Bo., Vesp., Gr. —
O.H.G.].

I Li. Mt. I 8.14 poht etc. (14), not ge-;

R^ Lu. 1.51, 12.22 pohte; gi- (3);

R, 9.4, 12.25 pohtas:

Rit. 14.15 poht etc. (58), gi- (2).

II Aelfc. Lives II 25.263 C. poht.

fjyid 'patience', -ig [ge-: Past., Bo., Sol., Vesp., Gr. (fq.

word). Also iinpyld, -ig. — O.H.G. (ge-) diilt, O.S. gitlmld].

1 Li. Lu. 21.19 pijld, ge- (5);

Rit. 101.4 Pyldig, gi- (3).

w/nn 'labour' [ge-: Oros., Bo., Chr., Vesp.; Gr. has

^ Placed by Sweet A.S. Diet, as a derivation from gebeor 'com-

panion'.
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winn 'strife' once, Gen. 259, windagas Beo., elsewhere always

ge- (fq.). - O.H.G., O.S.]

I Li. Mt. I 1.4 winn, J. I 2.6 winnes etc. (4); R^ has

gi- (1);

Bede 98.18 Ca. win.

witja 'witness', -nesSy -scipe 'testimony' [ge-: Past., Bo.,

Sol., O.E.T.: Ct., Vesp. — O.H.G., O.S.]

The sense of ge- is easily recognizable in these words,

cf. Lat. conscius, conscieniia. The regular sense of early

O. E. wita is 'sage man, councillor' (prop, 'one who knows').

Hence it would be satisfactory to assume loss of the par-

ticle, although the development of sense from 'one who
knows' to 'witness' is intelligible too. Perhaps wita has

simply taken this sense owing to the influence of gewita. In

the A. S. Chr. E. 675,1048 the confusion is complete, gewita

being used with the sense of 'councillor' (=wita).

I Li. Mt. 26.60 wutu, Mt. 8.4 witnesa etc. (18), ge- (4);

R2 Lu. 18.20 witnisse etc. (5), ge- (1);

Bede 316.20 B. wita, 4.26 Ca. B. witena, 72.16 T.

witscipe.

II Laws Ine 25.1 E. ^ weotnin;

Laws IV Eg. 6.1 C. (ab. 1025), II Cn. 23 G. (ab.

1070) witnesse;

W. S. Gosp. Lu. 9.5 witness;

Lives I 8.42 A. witan.

wosa 'intercourse' [ge-: Hit. 32.16, 51.1, 74.17.] North-

umbrian word. Cf. Jordan p. 56.

I Bit. 24.19, 84.10 wosa. — the sense of this word

makes shortening indubitable.

writ 'writing, document' \^e-: Past., Oros., Sol., Chr.,

Vesp. — In Phoenix 1. 425 is found writu, otherwise always

ge- in poetical texts].

^ MS. Corp. Chr. Coll. Camb. 173 of about 925, same MS. as the

A. S. Chron.
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I Li. Mt. I 2.14 writ etc. (23), ge- (9);

Rg J. 7.42 writt, gi- (18);

Rit. 79.6 vrit:

Bede 246.7 T. wreotum.

wunja 'custom' ,-e/zc [ge-: Past., Oros., Bo., Vesp. —
O. H.G., O.S. — O.H.G. wonaheit? Graff gives one instance

from the 8tli cent.].

I Rit. 180.5 wuniilico, 35.11 wiinlic ; giwiinlice (1),

'Wnnii (2);

Bede 350.12 T.O. wunan, 284.12 T. wunelecan.

II Assm. Hom. 16.72 (C.C.G. 302, cf. above /ea) wu/jazj;

Aelfc. Gram. 252.9 H. wuna (11th cent.).

The forms given in the previous list are distributed in

different texts as follows:

I.

Lindisf. Gospels: dwola (2), feoht (1), f6ra (3), hat

(2), leafa (6), leaffnll (4), licness (2),? maccalic (1), mdre

(2), myndig (2), noh (1), risnelic (1), sceaft (4), ssegdness

(1), sey (7), scgldni (2), sihp (2), s/reo/7 (18), tdslic (2),

/>o/i/ (14), /)[//(/ (1), winn (4), M;z7a (1), witness (18), M;rz7 (23).

Rushworthai leaffnll (1), mrtVe (1), myndig (1), saeg-d-

ness (1), scyldru (1), /^o/i/ (2), witness (5), zi;n7 (1).

Durham Ritual: ftec? (34), dwola (1), /zaf (1),? maca

(1), sr%/zc (1), scea/-/ (1), ^oht (58), /'z/Wz^ (1), wosa (2),

writ (1), wunelic (2).

Rushworthi: de/e (1), fera (1), leafa (1), lie (1),

mdre (2), nyhtness (1), re/« (1), /^o/z/ (2).

Martyrology: re/a (3).

Bede: bed (1), (/zi;o/a (2). fea (1), /eo/z/ (3), f6ra (1),

ferscipe (1), hield (1), leafa (2), /ea/szz/7z (1), lomlic (1),

rd(/ (1), rzs/ze (1), screpe (1), sipscipe (1), sz//z/o (1), zz;zn/z (1),

zz;z7a (2), witscipe (1), zz^/'z7 (1), wnna (1), wnnelic (1).
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Dialogues of Gregory: bed (V* bedhiis (1), fea (1),

nyhtsumness (1), refa (2), sihp (2).

II.

W. S. Gospels: witness.

Aelfc. Horn., MS. Cambridge (contemp. with Aelfric)

leaffull, myndleas, swincleas;

Aelfc. Lives: MS. A. (first half of llth cent.) bed (\),

feoht (1), moecca (1), sihp (1), wita (1), MS. C. feoht (1), refa

(1), poht (1); MS. K. (about 1060) fera (1).

Aelfc. Grammar (MSS. towards the middle of the llth

cent.): MS. H. mcSnelic, wiina; J. f^ra, mdnelic; R. Uafa; D. U.

mdnelic.

Ben. Rule: MS. O. bedims.

Assm. Hom.: MS. C.G.C. 302 (ab. 1070) fea (1),

wuna (1); MS. C.C.C. 303 bed.

Apollonius of Tyre, MS. C.C.C. 302: byrd.

Wulfstan: MS. B. dwola, MS. E. Uafa^ risne, sdlig.

A. S. Laws: MS. E. (ab. 925) wita, MS. Bu. (ab. 1030)

bur; MS. C. (ab. 1025) witness, MS. G. (ab. 1070) si[)cund,

witness; MS. D. (1050—80) neatland, risne.

MS. Cott. Tib. A. 3: bedims; (about the time of the

Conquest).

Glosses, Germ. 389: sceaft (llth cent).

Napier's glossary, MS. DIgby (late llth cent.): bdru

(1), dwola (1). ferrseden (3), ferscipe (2), leaffull (1):

leafhlystend (1), lomlic (1), mdnlic (1), nyhtsum (2), streon

(Y). — Other llth cent. MSS. in the glossary: dwola (1),

mceclic (1).

A. S. Chronicle, MS. D. (late llth cent.): lome.

As may be seen from the material adduced, shortened

g^e-compounds are of frequent occurrence already in the
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Northumbrian gospels, written about the middle of the 10th

century. Also in the MSS. of Bede and the Dialogues the

particle is frequently omitted. Probably the instances of

shortened forms occurring in the two latter works were

found also in the originals, dating from King Alfred's time ^

Judging exclusively by the evidence of the Li. gospels we

might conclude that the particle began to be omitted very

early in the North. In the Old Mercian Martyrology, the

original of which is probably some twenty years or more

earlier than Alfred's time, the word refa (if really due to

loss of ge-) is the only instance of shortening; in the Vesp-

asian Psalter such forms are wholly absent.

In southern MSS. shortened words begin to appear

in the 11th century (weota 'witness' from about 925 is per-

haps a Mercian form, note eo for z), particularly tow^ards the

end of that period. In the Digby glosses, ed. Napier, prob-

ably very late 11th cent., examples are frequent enough.

Before that time cases of shortening in southern texts, as

compared to northern ones, must be considered to be very

scarce. Several words of the kind have been brought together,

it is true, from e. g. the different MSS. of Aelfric's works, but

their number is comparatively small, if we consider that the

bulk of the literature is West Saxon, the Anglian dialects being

very scantily represented. The difference between the dia-

lects is clearly brought out by a comparison betw^een the

Lindisf. gospels on the one hand and the W. S. gospels on

the other. With very few exceptions the Corpus MS. uses

a compound in cases where the corresponding shorter form

is used in Li. Cf. above and the glossaries.

^ It may be objected that if the shortened words in e. g. Bede

are really due to the Anglian original, then we ought to find forms like

foera, feht, roefa instead of the actually occurring forms fera, feoht, refa.

But there can be no doubt that a W. S. scribe who as a rule replaced

Anglian oe by e, eht by eoht etc., may have proceeded in the same way

here, without necessarily writing also the prefix.
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Now, of course, ge- may have begun to be dropped

rather early in certain parts of the South too, but we have

no means to decide how far this may have been the case.

It must be borne in mind that our knowledge of the South-

ern dialects in O. E. is mainly confined to the W. S. liter-

ary language, which, of course, was bound by tradition to

a certain degree. On the other hand, we must also reckon

with the possibility of shortened words in W.S. texts being

sometimes due to Anglian influence. Even in texts the dialect

of which is otherwise quite pure a word properly belonging

to another dialect may slip in. At any rate, the tendency to

drop ge- in nouns must have been strongest in the North,

which is shown not only by the evidence of O.E. itself but

also by that of M.E. dialects.

It has been pointed out already that it is impossible

in a number of cases to prove by etymological tests whether

ge- has been dropped or not. But another factor should

be paid attention to here, which is sufficient in itself to

give an idea of the extent of shortening in different texts,

viz. the relative frequency of sense-doublets with and with-

out ge-.

On the whole, the use of ge- in nouns is not at all

so irregular and arbitrary as would seem to appear from

an O.E. dictionary, where forms from different dialects

and different times are thrown together. In e. g. MS.

Corp. of the W.S. gospels from about the year 1000 facul-

tative use of ge- in nouns is very rare ; apart from words like

(ge-)clcensung, (ge)cypness, (ge)endung, (ge)samniing (samnung

once), which may be due to the corresponding verbs with

facultative ge-, we find only beorscipe (1), dcvghwamlic (ge-

once), wenge (1), witness (1), and cases like bropru by the

side of forms with ge-, and still there are about 70 com-

pounds (apart from geddnsiing etc.) with ge- in the W.S.

gospels. Cf. Harris, Gloss. The same regularity, but still
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more marked, occurs in the Vespasian psalter (Mercian)

from the 9lh century. We find (ge)swencednisse, otherwise

there is no vacillation in the use of the prefix, although

about 70 nominal ^e-compounds occur in this text. —
In the Li. gospels on the other hand we find quite a

difTerent state of things; there are between 30 and 40 nouns

with facultative ge-; the particle seems to be retained or

discarded at pleasure. This circumstance is a strong reason

in itself for assuming that loss of the particle has taken

place to a large extent in Northumbrian. There is no rea-

son to believe that the use of ge- in early Northumbrian

was less regular than in Mercian or W. S.

Note. It is a curious fact that a few very common
words in Li. never exhibit loss of ge-, such as gebed 'prayer'

(22), gefea (30), gelic (60 a 70), gesene (25), gewiina (9). —
As regards pohi in the Durham Ritual, which occurs 58

times, gipoht being found only twice, shortening would seem

to be doubtful, as the Durham MS. does not exhibit shorten-

ing so radically in other cases, at least not in the spelling.

Still the total absence of poht by the side of gepoht in the

oldest sources is remarkable, the compound being of very

frequent occurrence.

2. Middle English.

a) 12th century MSS.

In the 12th century original monuments of the language

are extremely scarce. The MSS. belonging to this period

are mostly copies of O.E. originals, partly modernized in

form. As a rule, these MSS. were written in the South. As

may be expected, words with loss of ge- become very usual

in the course of the 12th century. Even in MSS. like MS.

Vitellius of the Soliloquies and the Bodley MS. of the Boe-

thius, which aim no doubt at a faithful reproduction of
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O.E. originals, sporadic later forms may creep in. In the

lists from various 12tli century MSS. given below I do not

make a point of giving complete references for usual words,

especially if they are found alread}^ in O.E. Forms not

given in the O.E. material are printed in larger type.

The Bodl. MS. of the Boethius, beg. of the 12th

cent.: 49.23 mcprii 'borders', 69.27.31, 142.7 sceaft, 146.11

sceafta. MS. Cott. (10th cent.) has only gesceaft, occurring

very frequently.

MS. Vitellius of the Soliloquies, beg. of the 12th

cent.: 8.19 dwolan (cf. 3.19 ge-), 67.24 miinde 'mind', note the

M.E. spelling u for y; 34.3 [)wepe ^ (gepwdre) 'agreeable'.

12th cent. MSS. of the A. S. Laws. MS. C.C.C. 383

(-: B), ab. 1125—1130: bedripe Rect. 5.2, II Cn. 10 mcene-

licre, Ger. 17 mete 'measure', II Cn. 8.2 refan, Ine 54.2 swinc-

um, Ine 51 (se) sipciinde, ib. 52 })ing'a g. pi. (O.E. gepinge

'agreement'), Ine 25.1 wita, ib. ivitiim, II Cn. 24.2 witnysse.

Textus Roffensis (= H) about the time of Henry I (1100

— 1135): Ine 11 leod 'fellow-countryman' (MS. E. geleod),

VI As. 1, 1 (se) ferscype (according to Liebermann; Schmid,

Thorpe print geferscype), Ine 25.1 wiiiim. MS. Harl. 55 (=A.)

ab. 1120: I Cn. 18.2 scelig (other MSS. gescelig). Quadri-

partitus (about 1114) and Lambardos transscript (17th cent.)

of a MS. from ab. 1100 (= Ld) often use the word sipciind,

e. g. Q: Ine Rb. 50, 51, 63, 68, Ine 45, 50. Ld: Ine Rb. 50,

Norl)leod 11. The old MSS. have generally ge-. MS. C. C.C.C.

303 (- Cx.) ab. 1120: Excom. VII 4 ferscipe.

MS. Bodley 343 (= N.E.F. IV 12).

A number of homilies contained in this MS. are edited

by Belfour for the E.E.T.S. (1909). Variant readings from

the same MS. are given in Skeat's Lives of saints (= MS. B),

Assman's Homilies (= MS. N), Napier's Wulfstan (= MS. H).

^ B.-T. gives O.E. pwctre from the Martyrolog}-^ (r= Shrine p. 81.17),

which is an error, cf. Herzfeld's edition (E.E.T.S.) p. 76.
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The MS. probably belongs to the time of Henry II (1154

— 1189). Belf. 132.33 bedii, 44.23. 106.22 ^ef/wm, Aelfc. Lives

31.1359 beda, 32.173 bed-huse, Wulfst. 234.16 bedes etc., 290.17

bedrcedene, Assm. 124.263 bede etc., Wanley Catalogue p.

20.12 bed dagas (B.-T); Lives 10.228 bnrdiim (gebyrd), Assm.

118.29 burdtide: Belf. 64.25, 82.30 cyndes, O.E. gecijnd, ' 86.28,

120.17 cynde sb., Assm. 81.6 cf//?des; Assm. 59.196.204 (^[^o/a^;

Lives 31.126 feoht, 31.108 feohtes; Belf. 120.8 feren dat. pi.

(gefera). Lives 31.1039 feren, dat. pi.; Lives 32.57 hendest

(O.E. gehende adj.; O.H.G., O.S.); Belf. 50.4 leafa, 72.33

leafee, 66.30, 86.25 Ieaf(f)iille, Wulfst. 290.24 leafa, Assm. 84.97

leafan; Lives 31.1318 licnysse; Belf. 94.17 (on gode) limpum
(O.E. gelimp), cf. O.E. on godum gelimpiim 'in prosperity';

Belf. 96.16 lomlice, Assm. 90.307 lomlucor; Assm. 120.97

imvccan (O.F^. gemcecca); Belf. 88.17 /nz/nr/ 'mind'. Lives 32.19,

Assm. 51.44 mundig ; Belf. 94.29 S(»%; 100.9.10 etc. sceafte;

Belf. 118.21, 120.21.33, 122.3 etc.. Lives 31.88 sz7?/?e 'sight'; Lives

32.53 streon 'wealth'; Belf. 16.17 swinke, Assm. 82.36 swzncn,

Wulfst. 9.14 swince; Belf. 54.13 (on ure) })eode 'language'

(O.E. gepeode; O.H.G.); ib. 88.25, 94.13 pohte, Assm. 127..361

pohte; Belf. 106.5, Assm. 62.263 piilde 'patience'; Wulfst.

10.16 weald 'power' (O.E. geweald; O.H.G., O.S.), ^ Belf.

42.22, Lives 31.1279 etc. writ: Belf. 6.11 wiinelicre. Lives

31.370 wiine, Assm. 128.379 wance 'custom*.

The Worcester MS. of Aelfric's grammar, not very

early in the 12th century (Briill, Latein Grammatik p. 3):

43.2 maca (O.E. gemaca).

^ O.E. cijiid: 'doubtful' (N.E.D.). cynd occurs once in O.K., Bo. MS.

Cotton p. 98.11; MS. B. has gecynd, which occurs ab. 75 times in Bo. The

simple form may be due to a scribal error.

^ According to B.-T. weald occurs in the Cott. MS. of Oros., but

Sweet prints geweald in his edition (E. El.T.S.). O.E. weald-leper 'rein'

is better connected with wealdan vb. 'control, govern' than with ge-

weald sb.
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Rule of St. Benel, ed. Schroer, MS. F. ab. 1100: p.

o^A^ ferrceden, 137.25 fiijld.

MS. Lambeth 487, about 1175, containing homilies

and a version of Poema Morale (ed. Morris, Old English

Homilies I). Homilies: e. g. 51,99 ciinde sb., 153 fa, fan

*foe' (O.E. gefd), 151 ([)at) fechty 93 fere 'companion', 91

fereden, 141 ferede (O.E. geferraden), 75 lefnlle etc., 105 met-

nesse 'moderation', 79 sihfie, 13 etc. witnesse, 119,121 etc.

writ. Poema Morale: 1. 27 lome adv., 50 reue (O.E. gerefa),

256 reuen pL, 84 scefte (O.E. gesceafl), 282,365 sihte, 57 elc.

swine, 246 winne 'labour', 108,116 witnesse, 100 write.

The Middle Kentish gospels preserved in MS. Royal,

about the time of King Stephen (1132—1154), and MS. Hatton

a little later, cf. Skeat, Gospel of Saint Mark p. X. If not

otherwise stated, both MSS. have the same form. Mk. 9.29

bede pi. 'prayers', Mt. 21.13 bed-hiis, Mt. 15.37 broccan

(O.E. gebroc), J. 17.13 fean 'joy', Mt. 24.6 feoht, J. 9.22

ferredene, J. 7.2 hende adj., Mt. 1.24 mceccen (Hatt. mcecchen)

'conjugem', Mk. 5.17 mceren Tmibus', Mk. 15.43 R. reafa, H.

refe (gerefa), Lu. 10.4 scy 'shoes', Mk. 16.8 sihpe, Lu. 18.7

Hatt. peld 'patience' (R. gepeld), Mk. 5.41 (on ure) J)eode

'language', J. 20.24 Halt, peode (R. ge-), Lu. 9.5 etc. wit-

nysse, Mt. 26.56, Lu. 24.32 etc. write. — The O.E. Corpus

MS. has only the corresp. forms with ge- in these cases.

The A. S. Chronicle, MS. Laud Misc. 636 (= E),

12th cent., East Midland. Part III is almost purely M.E.

in form. 1107 cynde, 1097 (mid stranglicum) feohte, 1128 feoht,

1036 heald 'protection' (O.E. geheald) \ 1137 swine, 1085

swinefull, 656,675 etc. witnesse (ge- ib.), 656,675 etc. writ(e).

— In a 12th cent, copy of a charter, inserted in the Peterb.

Chr., occurs daelf 'ditch' (O.E. gedelf) (N.E.D.).

The following words have been added to the O.E. list:

^ O.E. heald? hald is found in a charter, dated 1042 (N.E.D.) Age

of tlie MS.?
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bpoc, cynd, delf, fa, heald, hende, leod, limp, met, metness,

J)eode, {jing-e, pwsere, weald.

As is seen from the above lists, sliortened words are of

very frequent occurrence all tlirough the 12tli century.

b) MSS. later than the 12th century.

Hitlierto we have not been able to trace any general

principles in the development towards prefixless forms, be-

seems to be dropped in substantives as well as in adjectives

(and adverbs) without any apparent rules. The number

of shortened substantives is certainly greater than that of

adjectives, but this may simply be due to the fact that adject-

ival compounds in O.E. are inferior in number to sub-

stantivai ones. In order to gain a general idea as to the

process of shortening in M.E. we must turn our attention

to original M.E. texts. Naturally we cannot expect 12th

century MSS. to show^ any clear lines of development, mixed

as nearly all of them are with O. E. forms. The evi-

dence of these MSS., however, shows sufficiently that we may
expect to find any word with O.E. ge- shortened as early

as the 12th century. In tracing the later history of the pre-

fixless forms in M.E. it will prove more interesting to direct

our attention to cases in w^iich the particle has been retained

than to w^ords in which it has been dropped. It is sur-

prising, in fact, to find a distinct tendency towards a sj^stem

in this respect.

The North.

We find no northern texts in M.E. earlier than about

1300. The particle is omitted as a rule in these texts. But

there is a small set of words in w^hich the prefix is often

retained, viz. Hike adj., adv., imang prep. (O.E. gemang, or

perhaps rather from inmang, Li. gospels), inoh 'enough' adj..
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adv., iwis adv. — Also like, mang, wis occur, but curiously

enough, I have never found a single instance of *noh in M.E.;

in this solitary case the particle was consistently preserved.

It will suffice here to give a few examples. Fuller references

for the words in question will be given in the Appendix,

p. 61 f.

Cursor Mundi, Edinb. MS.: elik(e), inoh, inoch

etc., iwis.

Cursor Mundi, Cotton MS.: ilik(e), emaug, inogh,

inow etc., iwis(se).

Surtees psalter: Hike, inogh.

Hampole's Prose treatises: ylike, emange, ynoghe.

Midland.

In the Midland texts the prefix is treated in much the

same way as in the Norlh.

N.E.M.

Ormulum ab. 1200. z- is retained only in the follow-

ing words: imcen adv. 'together' I p. 116, 157 etc. (fq.) [cf.

mcene 'company' I pp. 65,77 etc., mcvnelike 'common' I p. 85J,

inoh adj. adv. I pp. 22,27 etc., iwhillc 'every' I pp. 57,113 etc.,

iwiss adv. I pp. 21,28 etc.: wiss pp. 88,108 etc. In all other

words the prefix is completely lost: bede, birde, Icefe, lie, lome,

minde, Jjild etc. Cf. White's glossary.

Havelok, end of 13th. cent.: inow, ynow(e) etc. 706,

911, 931 etc. (8), but licli, queme, sene etc.

Robert of Brunne, Handling Synne ab. 1300: ylych(e)

adv. 4332, 7462, ylyke adv. 12253, 12256 (euer ylyke),

[cf. lyke adj. 3986, 11542 etc.], ynogh 1460, 1750, ynow

2306 etc. (5). yware 'aware' 4197: ware 8084, ywys adv.

3028, 6676.

S.E.M.

Genesis and Exodus ab. 1250: ymong prep. 3419;
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ywis, iwis(se) 91, 109 etc. (4). — [olike adv. 2024, lik adj.

223].

Osbern Bokenham's legends ab. 1450, Suffolk (p.

1^208): ijnow, -e, Inow pp. 12.217, 23.651, etc. (6), ywys, Iwys

8.34, 24.679 etc. (fq.). — [alycli adv. 75.841, lych 58.167 etc.].

W.M.
Earliest Engl. Prose Psalter, beg. of 14th cent.

There are no instances of the prefix, ynoh does not occur.

[//c/?(e) psalm 27.1, 39.7 etc.].

Mire's Festial ab. 1400 (pp. 1— 150 and glossary):

ynogh, ynow 4.14, 67.21 etc. (11), iivysse 233.7. — [lyke, lych

adj. adv. p. 106, 156 etc.].

To sum up: we have found the following words with

z- in Midland texts: Hike, imang prep., imcen adv. (only Orm),

inoh, iwar adj. (1), iivis adv., i. e. 4 adjectives (adverbs),

1 preposition. As we see, the very same set of words that

keep the particle in the North recur also here. —

The South.

Kathcrine-group (cf. Morsbach p. 9), beg. of 13th cent.

Life of St. Katherine.

The prefix is retained in: ihwer adv. 1. 1713, iken adj.

423, ilich adj. 501, iliche adv. 1663 etc. (4), iliche sb. 'likeness'

1823, ilicnesse 991, imeane adv. 1846, inoh 346, 555 etc. (8),

(|)er) imong 1568, (iinimete adv. 738). Apart from iliche,

ilicnesse depending upon the adjective ilich, i- is found only

in one substantive: iferen 'comrades' 1366 (once). Otherwise

dropped, as in: burde 84, ciinde sb. 294, 905 etc. (10), derf

2393, fan 'foes' 689, feren pi. 1245, ferreden 704, 2309, feht 611,

leaf, leaue 115, 384, 386 etc. (5), leaffnl, -le 164, 1038, reuen

1950, refschipe 11, seli 1410 etc., schape 448 etc. 'shape', schafte

237, 366 etc., sihpe 496, 904 etc. (6), swinkes gen. 805, poht

511, pnldi 'patient' 174. Cf. glossary.
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Julian 9, MS. Royal.

/-; ifan pi. 'foes' 74 (once): fan 34,60, ifere 48 (once)

•companion', imeane 'company' 76 (once), iivil sb. 10 (once):

wil 8, 10, 16 etc. (7), further in: ihwer adv. 54, icweme adj.

44, ilich, -e 20, 48, 60, ilicnesse 74, inoh 12, 34, 52, ireadi

'ready' 8. — z- is lost in ciinde sb. 54, cwenie adj. 32, fan

'foes' 34, 60, reue 'reeve' 8, 18, 20 etc. (12), seli adj. 46, 76,

sihpe 46, puldeliche 28, writen (writ) sb. 44.

Seinte Marherete.

Z-; z'/a/? p. 5: fan, iwald 5: wald, iwitte sb. 6: zz;z7; ihwer

12, z'/zc/i adj. 13, iliclie sb. 7, zVo/ne 'often' 15, imong prep. 12,

zzz;zs adv. 6, imunde adj. 12, O.E. gemynde [if not for 'z/?

munde'. The example reads as follows: *|}ine beoden |je

beoj) J)e so imunde]. — But: beoden 'prayers' 11, 12 etc. (7),

cunde sb. 13, 16 etc. (6), fan pi. 1, man(e) sb. 'intercourse'

13, munde 21, reue 6, 7 etc. (9), schefte 11, szVz/'e 7, 15 etc.

(4), swine 13, /johtes 14 (2), witness 15, waldes pi. 10.

In the Katherine-group we find only rare instances of

z- in substantives, in adjectives z- is frequently retained.

W.M.S.

[Poema Morale, Lamb. Ms. ab. 1170.

I have already mentioned the shortened words occur-

ring in this piece, cf. p. 27. z- is very frequently kept in

all parts of speech: ibede 'prayer' 1. 297, 335, ifere, iuere

102, 229 etc., z7/c/ze 66 etc., Home 47, 91, isetpe 13, iswinc 36,

iwar 330, iwil 341, iwis 215 etc. z- is quite as common in

substantives as in adjectives; there arc no rules.]

Ancren Riwle, MS. Cotton Nero A. XIV ab. 1225. z-

is retained in the following cases: icweme adj. 120, 146 etc.

(7), ihol 'whole' 38, 80 etc. (7), iliche adj. adv. 4, 14, 112

etc. (17), z7zc/ze sb. 136, ilicnesse 230, 330 etc. (6), Home adv.

136, 226, imene adj. adv. 12, 64 etc. (5), imete sb. 'modera-

tion' 286, once, (unimete adj. adv. 40, 140 etc., sb. 74),

inouh, -repe 64, 86, 106- etc. (ab. 10), iseli 60, 182, 308,
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330, -lice 208, iivar, -re adj. 104, 194 etc. (8): ivar 270,

iwis, I wis adv. 270, 274, 288. — Apart from iborenesse 158,

iliche, ilicnesse, imete, which may be influenced by the ad-

jectives, I have found i- in substantives only in (kemp) ifere,

274, iueren 392, iseluh fie'hViss' 382 (once): sehihpe 354, 398,

400. — i- is lost in: beoden 'prayers' 8, 140, 162 etc. (10), cu/We,

k- sb. 14, 126 etc. (7 noted), biirde 'birth' 158, (/er/ 'tribulation'

80, fere, vere 'companion' 86, 152 etc. (10), fihU v- 234, 390

etc., /b, /;- 138, 300 etc. (very fq.), hendest superl. 398, hendure

192 (hende), hendi adj. 186 etc., likiire comp. of lich adj. 242,

lome sb. (O.E. geloma) 12, 384, make 'match' 104, 114,200,

mong 'mingling' 384, miinde sb. 66, seli adj. 64, 108, 352 etc.,

sihpe 52, 90, 94 etc. (very fq.), sette dat. of set 'seat' 358,

swine 94, 110, 220 etc. (fq.), pouht sb. 32, 62, 94 etc. (very

fq.), puldeliche 106, 158, witnesse 68, 144 etc. (fq.), writ 52,

76 etc. (9 noted), woldes gen. (geweald) 6 etc., wane sb. 266,

326. — It is noteworthy that substantives in -unge derived

from verbs that in A.R. as a rule exhibit the prefix, always

drop /-.• cnowiinge 94, 280 [licnowen], heriinge 'hearing' 64,

80, 94, 100 etc. [: iheren], velunge 'feeling' 48, 100, 102, 110

etc. (fq.) [: iveleni]. — The following rule may be laid down:

in A.R. i- is regnlarly dropped in substantives, in adjectives

and adverbs it is very frequently retained.

Hali Meidenhad ab. 1225.

The prefix is treated here in much the same way as in

A.R. — z- is kept in iborenesse 37, icweme 39, ilich, -e 5, 11,

13 etc. (11), ilicnesse 13, 25, imeane adj. adv. 21, 23, 37, sb. 25,

Home adv. 33, inoh 29, 33, 35, 47; otherwise the particle

is lost.

The regularity in the treatment of the prefix, as obser-

ved in the above texts, is not common to all 13lh cent.

MSS. belonging to the W. M.S. A few texts are very much

behind in this respect.
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Thus in MS. Jesus Coll. I. Arch. I 29 [in Morris,

Old English Miscellany p. 37— 191] about 1250, the prefix

is kept in a number of cases, not only in adjectives but

also very often in substantives, e. g. ibod, icatide, ifere, ifo,

ilyche, ymunde, imone, iqueme, isunde, istreon, iwyn etc., cf.

Morris, Glossary. We find about 30 compounds with i-,

of which there are more than 100 examples in this text.

The Jesus MS. is very conservative in this respect. Of course

shortened forms are found too, as bedcy fiht, hende, lome,

sihte, som adj., streon, pouht, uere, wane etc., but matters

are quite unsettled.

In the Owl and Nightingale, ab. 1225, we find a

similar state of things: ibedde sb., ibere sb., icunde sb., adj.,

(hold sb., ihende. Homey ivo *foe', iweld sb., iwitte etc. Cf.

Stratmann, M.E. Diet., which seems to give nearly complete

references for this text. Besides: cunde, dwole, fere, lome,

make, schafte, pohte etc.

Robert of Gloucester's Chronicle, Cotton MS. ab.

1320—1330 (1. 1—6000 and glossary).

The prefix is found in the following adjectives (and

adverbs): iler *empty' 11221 (: lere 1800), iliche, y- adj. adv.

152, 666, 1140, 2436, 3610, 4440, (: licchere 5680; lich is rare),

Home adv. 43, 51, 207 etc. (17 not.; lome 3239, rare), ylong

'along' 2711, moj, inou etc. 11, 15, 19 etc. (24 inst. 1. 1—500),

imete adj. 1437, ymone 'common' 6359, yredy 3094, 7685,

isibbe 'akin' 6438 (: sibbe 70S6 etc.), (some 'agreed' 52, 936,

1858, iwar 361, 601, 1173 etc. (13 noted), isene, y- 611, 2185,

iwis adv. 86, 100, 106 etc. (15 inst. 1. 1—500).

In substantives z- is quite sporadic: yuere 5994, once,

(: fere 283 etc.), imone 'complaint' 1195, once, (: mone 801),

iwon 'fortune' 10790 (: won 17, 5359 etc.), [rhymes with: fpn
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'foes', i. e. iwpn = iwon (<: O.E. *gewdn) -f- won from Scand.

van].

Thus the same rule as in A.R. obtains here. In 1. 1—
6000 there are ab. 10 adjectives and adverbs with z-, recorded

between 80 and 90 times, only 2 substantives, recorded once

each. — 1 do not think it necessary here to give references for

all the shortened words occurring, the prefix being wholly lost

except in the cases given: bed, fo, hende, munde, seli, si^te,

won 'custom', po^t, sound etc. Cf. Wright's glossary.

Sir Ferumbras, end of 14th century (5800 1.). This

poem has originated in the South Weet but is not a pure

specimen of this dialect, having a large admixture of northern

forms. Cf. Introd. § 8. The treatment of the prefix, however,

is interesting.

z- is retained in: ilych, Heche etc. 2336, 2462 etc. (: lych

2404 etc.), ylong adv. 4291, ymone adv. 99, ynow, -e 678,

1043 etc. (fq.)> y^'^dy 354, 5414 (: redy 489), ysounde 'sound'

1993 (: sounde 200), ywar, -e 3469, 4391 (: war 4635), ywis,

-se 139, 181, 3083 etc. — I have found no instances of z-

n substantives.

St. Editha, Wiltshire 1420 "(5000 lines).

y-: yleiche adj. 399, yliche adv. 4095, 4100, 4112 etc.

(6): lyke 525, 2752 etc., ynow, -e 519, 1070, 1071 etc. (5),

ywys 42, 58 etc. (very fq.). — The prefix is lost in all

other cases.

Trevisa's Polychronicon 1387, WTitten in the S.W.

(Part I— II and glossary).

The particle is kept only in the small group ilich,

-e adj. adv. I 29, 47, 261, II 37 etc. (ab. 10), inow I 81,

109, II 19, 21 etc. (ab. 20), iwys adv. I 397.

Gilds of Worcester, end of 15th cent., E.E.T.S 40

p. 370—409: ynoyh p. 383.
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Kent and the South East.

Vices and Virtues ab. 1200. This text is remarkably

conservative in its treatment of our prefix. Loss of i- is

comparatively rare:

We find: bede 'prayer' 127.1, 141.20 etc. (: ibede, g-e-

135.28, 143.20 etc.), salt 'happy' 127.33 (: isali 97.31, 107.20

etc.), scafte etc. 'creature' 15.2, 69.31 etc. (: z-, ^escaft 105.4 etc.),

sei(ht)pe 'sight' 29.19 (^esihthe 17.4), swinke, swinche 79.15,

93.16 (z-, 3-e- 47.4, 75.4 etc.), poht, poiihi 99.28, 115.18 etc.

(fq.), ivriU writt 37.14.26, 41.14 etc. {^e- 73.27, 93.19), umne

'custom' 59.31 (: z-, ^e- 113.27, 79.17). Usually the particle

is retained, as in: ikynde, ^e- sb. 21.8, 25.21 etc. (fq.)> UeauCy

Ze- 31.7, 25.5.6 etc. (fq.), ifiiie sb. 67.24, imeit 11.28, imiend

'mind', imone, ipank (: pank), iwil (: wil), twin, iwit (: wit),

iwitnesse etc. In p. 1— 100 (50 pages) there are about 30

compounds with z- (5"e-), with more than 100 examples, apart

from verbs.

Ayenbite of Inwyt, 1340.

z- is lost in e. g. bedes 'prayers' 141, kende sb. 18, 24,

27, 28 etc. (fq.), licnesse, lik-, lyk-, 49, 92, 242, longe prep.

266, make 226, reven 'reeves' 37, 39, 43, zi^t-, zy^pe 'sight'

39, 47, 71 etc. (fq.), po^t, -e 6, 9, 11, 63 etc. (fq.), uo 'foe"

255, 261, zz;rz7 57, 60, 67 etc. (fq.), wone sb. 22, 33, 38 (fq.),

wytnesse 10, 60, 64 etc. (fq.), zuynch 83 etc.

The prefix is still found in the following adjectives and

adverbs: yhende 212, yhol 12, 62, 126 etc. (: hoi), yhollyche

109, 175 etc. (: hollyche 28, 94), ylich, ilyche 15, 62, 65 etc.

(very fq.), yno^, -liche etc. 22, 26, 112, 210 etc., yredliche 1,

yredy 173, yzounde 'sound' 205, ywer 'aware' 100, 182; be-

sides in 3 substantives: yuo 'foe' 77, 171, 198 etc. (9 noted;

cf. zzo), ywyl 94, 115, 217 (: wyl 106 etc.), yleaue 'permis-

sion' 50(2), 112. — The conservative tendency with regard

to z- in adjectives is noticeable here too.
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London.

Proclamation of London 1258.

z- is dropped in witnesse, writy retained in: ifoan, igret-

inge 'salutation', ino^e, isetnesses, cf. Morsbach, Schriftspr. p.

161. The appearance in this short piece of the nominal

compounds mentioned would be in itself a sufficient proof of

the decidedly southern character of the London dialect spoken

in the 13th century.

Chaucer, Canterbury tales.

y-: ylik(e), yliche A. 1. 592, 1539, 2734, D. 2215 etc.

(11), ynogh, ynow A. 373, 888 etc. (fq.), ysene adj. A. 592,

F. 996 etc., ywis A. 3705, 4362 etc. — ywar adj. is found

in Troilus 2.398 (Skeat, Glossary). The particle is lost in

all other cases.

In the London Records, described by Morsbach, only

ynow^ is found (Morsbach, Schriftsprache p. 78).

London Records 1430—1500: inough, emong (once).

Cf. Lekebusch, Die Londoner Urkundensprache 1430— 1500

p. 83—84. emong is for earlier imong. Cf. the Appendix below.

Caxton, end of 15th ct., uses ynough, emong. Cf. Rom-
stedt. Die englische Schriftsprache bei Caxton p. 28—29.

As is well known, initial ge- has survived in Modern

English only in enough. The latest M.E. quotation for Hike in

N.E.D., s. V. alike, is from 1486. In New English the word

is used by Spenser and is probably one of the numerous arch-

aisms in which the works of this author abound, elike is

found in Scotch as late as 1555 (N.E.D.). The latest quotation

for emong is from 1571. ywiss is still used by Shakespere.

The results arrived at in examining the M.E. sources

may be summed up as follows. — In the North and Mid-

land O.E. ge- is almost completely lost already in the ear-

liest M.E. texts known; only in a small set of words the
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particle was tenaciously kept. One of these words never

exhibits loss of the prefix, viz. inoh.

In the South, where O.E. loss of ge^ was still comparat-

ively rare, numerous instances of shortening crop up in

12th cent. MSS. The loss was, however, not completely

carried out in this century. Passing on to the 13th century

we still find considerable vacillation in the use of the prefix.

But this vacillation is no longer w^ithout rules. The words

going back to O.E. ge- forms may be divided into two di-

stinct sets: (1) substantives, (2) adjectives and adverbs. In

the former of these groups the particle is regularly dropped

in certain texts, in the latter group it is still very frequently

retained. This rule is most strictly observed in the A.R. and

also in the Hali Meidenhad and St. Katherine. In a few

other 13th cent, texts matters are more unsettled: the Owl

and Nightingale and the poems contained in the Jesus MS.

use i- ver}^ often both in substantives and in adjectives,

the particle being dropped or retained without any seeming

rules. Evidently this may be due to the development being

slower in some parts of the South than in others; in cer-

tain districts the 'A.R. stage' may have been reached sooner,

in others later. — The South Eastern Vices and Virtues

agrees on the whole with the two texts just mentioned, only

the conservatism in regard to ge- is still more marked. —
In the 14th cent. Robert of Gloucester and Sir Ferumbras

still retain i- in several adjectives, only sporadically in sub-

stantives. The Ayenbite of Inwyt (Kent) is somewhat more

conservative.

About 1400 the southern dialects represented by St.

Editha and Trevisa preserve /- only in ilich, inoh, iwis —
the very same words that were still found unshortened in

the earliest northern texts.

In Chaucer's w^orks we find a similar state of things.

In a few cases the disappearance of a form with i- maybe
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simply due to another prefix taking the place of z-. Instead of

Hike, Hong, imong, iwar the by-forms alike, along, among, aware

were preferred, a- being the more usual prefix in late M.E.

and N.E. This may partly account for enough standing

isolated in Modern English. Even in cases where the short-

ened form of an adjective has taken the place of the original

compound we cannot prove that this is entirely due to loss

of the particle; it may be partly due to the compound hav-

ing been superseded in the struggle for existence.

B. Verbs.

The list of shortened (ge-) verbs given below has been

largely drawn from B.-T. and glossaries. The quotations

are not meant to be exhaustive, but chiefly to illustrate the

earliest appearance of the words in question. Examples

later than about 1200 will not be given. The list chiefly con-

tains some verbs which may have lost ge- as early as O.E.,

cf. esp. cweman, myndgian. I have not thought it necessary

to place M.E. instances separately.

1. Verbs derived from nouns with ge-.

'

bdran *behave' [: gebdru 'hehsLx'iouf; cf. O.H.G. gibdren,

O.S. gibdrianj: Jul. 53 berde (ab. 1225).

cweman (: gecweme, cf. Goth, gaqiman) 'please'. This

verb is very usual by the side of the form with ge- even

in the earliest W.S. prose: Past., Oros.. Bo. etc., but in

the same texts we always find gecweme adj. — cwemlic Rit.,

cwemness Bede, may depend on cweman.

doeftan 'make smooth' [: gedcefte], evidently derived

^ I include in this list also cases like bckran although here the verb

is perhaps not due to the noun. At any rate, the particle is probably

original.
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from the adjective; note the -/- in the suffix. Aelfc. Horn I.

362.8 etc., cf. B.-T.

dafnian [: gedafen; cf. Goth, gadabanj *be fitting', Aelfc.

Coll., Wright Voc. 102.19 dafnap, Sol. 32.16 dafnian. — From

dafnian may have been formed dafnlic adj.: Nap. 1331

dafnlicum.

lengan 'belong' [: gelang *at hand, dependent on',

O.H.G. gilangj: Lchdm. (B.-T.), Aelfc. (Cl.-H.). — It seems

more natural to connect this verb with gelang adj. (ge- -}- lang

*long', cf. N.E.D. belong adj.) than with Germ, gelingen, as

is done by Schuldt, Bildung der schwachen Verba (1905)

p. 7. *gelengan is not given by dictionaries, which may be

due to the rareness of the verb. — From an early lengan

may be derived lenge adj. 'belonging to' Cri. 1685, Gn. Ex.

121. — The parallel formation langian 'belong' for earlier

gelangian appears about 1200 (N.E.D.). O.H.G. galangon.

lomk/can 'be frequent' [: gelome]: Nap. 2164 lorn-

Icehtan.

mdnsumian 'partake of [: gemdnsum; O.H.G. gamein-

samon]: Li. Mk. 12.25 mamsumiap 'nubere', Aelfc. Hom.

mcensum(-ung) (B.-T.), Nap. 2590 mcensumede.

myndgian 'remember' [: gemyndig; O.H.G. gamunti-

gon^. The word is very usual by the side of gemyndgian

even in early sources: Past., Bo. etc., but in the same texts

we always find gemyndig adj. with ge-.

nyhtsnmian 'be abundant, suffice' [: genyhtsum; O.H.G.

ganuhtsamon] : R^ 25.9 nyhlsumigce.

pwdrian 'reconcile' [: gepwdre; but manpwdre Past.,

Beo., unpwdrness A.S. Chr. (B.-T.).]: Bo. 136 Bodl. /^wara/)

(prob. for pwdrap), MS. Cott. gepwcerap. — From pwdrian

may be derived pwdrness 'concord': A.S. Chr. 827 E. pwcer-

nesse.

pwdrldcan 'agree' [: gepwdre]: Nap. 2525 pwcerla^can:

Aelfc. Lives 32.223 B. (cf. p. 25) pwcerlcecen.
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pyldigian *endure' [: gepyldig]: Spelm. Psalt. 91.14

pijldigende. (B.-T.). '

In late instances of the verbs just given, derivation from

the corresponding siiortened noun would sometimes be

possible; but there is no necessity to assume this.

Other simple verbs occurring by the side of a nominal

ge- compound are e. g. mierran, mearrian (: gemearr), men-

gan (: gemang), tengan (: getang), pafian (: gepcef), but here

the particle has no marked sense, and the verbs may equally

well have been formed independently.

2. Other cases.

Here we must in the first place pay attention to verbs

the senses of which point to a compound with ge- as being

the probable basis. Even if the simple form of a verb lives

side by side with the ^e-compound all through the O.E.

period, the two verbs may have been early so much diffe-

rentiated in sense that the later appearance of the simple

verb in the same sense as the ^e-verb must be due to loss

of the particle, not to a later development of sense. Cf. e. g.

liefan below. — Sometimes also, a verb is not recorded without

a prefix in early O. E. nor in other Old Teut. dialects. Then

the appearance of the simple verb in later texts points to

shortening, cf. cndivan.

byrian 'happen, belong to' [ge-: Alfred (Lenz p.

59). — O.H.G., O.S., cf. Gothic gabaurjaba, -jopus.] O.H.G.

burian means only 'raise'. Now an independent develop-

ment of the sense 'raise, lift up' > 'happen' would perhaps

^ Here perhaps also belongs strienan 'acquire, gain', which is usual

in early texts: Past., Cri., Gen. etc. The sense of strienan would seem to

point to gestreon 'gain' as the probable ground-word rather than streon

'bed, restingplace' (properlj': the spreading out', cf. von Bahder p. 81).

Graff gives, however, 2 quotations for O. H. G. striunen 'lucrari' from 8th cent

glosses.
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be possible, cf. N.E.D. bir vb.; but the late and rare

occurrence of the simple vb. in O.E., as well as the evid-

ence of other Teut. dialects, makes shortening highly prob-

able. — Li. Mk. 4.38 byrep etc. (3), ge- (4); Hatt. gosp.

Mk. 13.7 byrep, Lu. 13.33 berep etc. (3), MS. Corpus always

ge-; Laws Cn. 71 a B. byrie, Aelfc. Lives 32. 222 burcep.

cndwan 'know' [gre-; Alfred (Lenz p. 59) Gr. — O.H.G.

only in comp. ir-, bi-]: Nap. 76 cnawene, Hatt. Mk. 14.69

cneow, Lu. 24.16 cneowen, J. 8.43 cnawe,

liefan 'believe' [ge-: Alfred (Lenz p. 57), Vesp., Gr.

—

Goth., O.H.G., O.S.]: Mart. 202.19 lyfde (= Shrine 146.18);

Li. J. 2.24 lefde, J. 7.39 lefdon. — Hatt. Mk. 16.11 lyfden

etc. (13); Aelfc. Lives 10.261 B. lefde, 31.461 lefdon, Assm.

Hom. 90.308 N. lyfdon, Wulfst. 86.22 H. lyfdon, 241.5 lyfdest

risan 'befit' [ge-: Alfred (Lenz p. 62), Gr. — O.H.G.,

O.S. risan = rise]. Cf. byrian. — Li. Lu. 6.2 risep, Mk. 13.14

risesy ge- (15). — Ct. gloss. (10th cent.), Wright Voc. 74.15

(ne) risep; Nap. 8.328 (late 11th cent.) risap 'congruunt'.

witan 'depart' [ge-: Alfred (Lenz p. 64) very fq. ; Vesp.,

Gr. — O.S. — O.E. witan 'blame', orig. 'see'.]: Bo. Metra

24.52 (ut) witan: Aelfc. Lives 31. 1324 B. witen: Hatt. Lu.

4.42 wite, 9.31 witend- (nysse), MS. Corpus only ge-.

wunian 'be in the habit of [ge-: Alfred (Lenz p. 49).

— According to Graff, O.H.G. wonen occurs in 8th cent,

glosses (once) with the sense of 'solere']. Etymologically

ge- cannot be proved to be necessary. O.E. wunian in this

sense, however, is comparatively late and may, at least partly,

be due to loss of the particle. — Greg. Dial. 210.12 C. wu-

nedon, Bede 230.23 T. wunedon (Klaeber); Aelfc. Gram. 247.5

wunigende, C.D.U. ii;un/^e; Wulfst. 70.11 C. wunige.

Other verbs appearing later than the corresponding

compounds are e. g. M.E. freden 'feel' (O.E. gefredan Alfred,

Aelfc.) Hatt. Mk. 5.29; timen 'happen' (O.E. getimian Aelfc.

etc.) H.M. 35, cf. Stratm. — It may be due to chance, how-
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ever, that these verbs are not recorded already in O.E. in

their simple forms. •— Cases like M.E. cepelien, O.E. ge-,

tillen 'touch', O.E. ge-, are hardly worth mentioning owing

to the rare occurrence of the compounds in O.E.

In confining myself to the examples given, which in

my opinion are probably to be regarded as aphaeretic, I

do not mean to say that the particle w^as dropped in these

verbs and no others. On the contrary, it is very prob-

able that loss of ge- has taken place in many other verbs,

but we have no means to decide how far such an ex-

planation should be applied in the particular case. In order

rightly to estimate the difficulties attaching to this question

it will be necessary to pay some attention to the general

function of verbal ge- in O.E. — Cf. on this point especially

Streitberg, Perfektive und imperfektive Aktionsart im Germa-

nischen, P.B.B. 15 p. 70 f., Wilmanns, Deutsche Gram. II

p. 167 f., Fijn van Draat, The loss of the prefix ge- in the

modern English verb, Engl. Stud. XXXI p. 353 f., Lenz, Der

syntaktische Gebrauch der Partikel ge in den Werken Alfreds

(1887), Hesse, Perfektive und imperfektive Aktionsart im

Altenglischen (1906). — A few of the quotations below^ have

been drawn from van Draat's paper.

The most important function of the prefix ge- in O.E.,

as in other Old Teut. dialects, was to change the mode of

action of a verb into perfective: gesittan 'sit down', geslean

'slay' etc. — There are traces, however, of an early weak-

ening of this function of the prefix. Already in Gothic

w^e find cases where ge- does not seem to affect the sense

of the verb and, what is more, we even find originally dura-

tive verbs which become perfective without prefixing ge-:

stop 'placed herself, habaida 'took' etc. See van Draat p.

359. This tendency to confusion was further developed in

O.E. Even in early texts a diff'erence in sense between

simplex and compound is often not discernible. Imper-
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fective ^e-compounds: Gif mon beforan .... ealdormen . . . .

gefeohte ('fight') Laws Af. 38 E.; Hu Regulus gefeaht \vi{3

III Pena cyninges Oros. 4.20; gehyre gif hwa earan hsebbe to

gehyranne Mk. 4.23 Corp., cf. Goth.: saei habai ausona /laus-

jandona, gahausjai; geseonde ne geseon Lu. 8.10 Corp., Goth.

saikandans ni gasaih/aina. Cf. Streitberg p. 83. Perfective

simple verbs: gif mon o{)res godsunu slea Ine Rb. 76 E.,

Brutus slog his V suna Oros. 68.7 ; Jja cwaej) se haelend. doj)

{) jDas men sitton (*discumbere'). . . . {)8er sceton ('discubuerunt')

})a swylce fif {)usend manna J. 6.10 Corp.; and pa tima

waes he scet ('discubuit') Lu. 22.14; cf. standan J. 20.19,

Mt. 27.11; from later MSS.: hine lecge ('kill') for })eof se t)e

him tocume Laws II As. 2.1 H., B., So., cf. IV As. 6.2 b,

VI 8.3 H. etc.; sunu oppe dohter gif he stynge ('stabs to

death') Af. El. 21 B., biige ('submit') Laws II Cn. 84 Ld.

(older MSS. ge-).

Besides making a verb perfective (ingressive), ge- often

turns an intransitive verb into transitive and changes the

verbal rection. Thus we find in Alfred's works (cf. Lenz

passim): buan 'live': ^eftuan 'inhabit', fon intr. (to) -take

possession (of)': gefon 'seize', gripan intr. (on) 'grasp (at)':

gegripan 'catch, seize'; rdcan 'stretch out': gerdcan 'reach',

sitian 'sit': gesittan 'occupy', stigan intr. (on) 'move upwards':

gestigan 'ascend', swigian intr. (gen.) 'be silent': geswigian

'keep secret', winnan 'fight, labour': gewinnan 'gain (by fight,

labour)', heran 'carry, produce' (with material object): ge-

beran '(produce), bear' (pers. obj.). — But also here the

simple verbs appear in the same function as the compounds:

buan 'inhabit' Gen., Beo. etc. (B.-T.), ne fengon ('caught')

nan })ing on J)8ere nihte Gospels J. 21.3 Corp., flotan gripap

Sal. (B.-T.), ne sio gripen Glosses, Wright 57.9, he hine grap

Hatt. Lu. 8.29 (Corp. ge-), scei he J)aet biscopsetl Bede (B.-T.)

'occupied', stigan 'ascend' Exod. etc. (B.-T.), swigian 'keep

secret' (B.-T.), heo f)one . . cyning beer Blickl. Hom. 13 (N.E.D.).
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Later on we find: sepe })eof fehp Ine 36 H., MS. E. gefehp

^captures', wolde winnan ('conquer') })is land A.S. Ghr. E.

1138, reche 'reach' Curs. (N.E.D.). — There is not sufficient

reason, however, to assume shortening in any of the cases

mentioned, as the sense of the simplex may have been deve-

loped in the same direction as that of the compound. On
the other hand, reach, win etc. may ver}^ well be due to

O.E. gerdcan, gewinnan, but we can not know in special

cases whether to start from the compound or the simplex.

When looking at matters from a wider point of view,

however, we must conclude that loss of ge-, particularly in

M.E., must have occurred to a much greater extent than

would be possible to prove by using only the tests referred

to above. Even in cases where both the simplex and the

compound are recorded in O.E., without always showing

any noteworthy difference in sense, the compound may still

often be the basis of the M.E. simple form. — It has already

ben pointed out that the sense and function of verbal ge-

were early obscured. In this way double-forms arose, used

in the same sense with and without the particle. A further

consequence of this must have been that in many cases one

of two verbal doublets tended gradually to die out. Such

levelling tendencies are only in accordance with the econom-

ic laws prevailing in all languages. I think that is why
the W. S. gospels almost consistently use e. g. faran, feran,

sittan, standan in perfective as well as durative function:

'go: depart', 'sit: sit down', 'stand: place oneself. Only once

gesiitan is used to translate Lat. discumhere, sittan 25 times,

see Harris, Glossary. — But it is only natural that such

levelling should not always be in favour of the simple verb.

As early as in Alfreds works we find cases where 'a com-

pound has nearly ousted the simple vb. from use: seon 'see'

is extremely rare in Alfred by the side of the ge^ form; the

two instances given by Lenz p. 37 are uncertain (ofer
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seon, mcege seon). Cf. also Lenz p. 58 f. metan, weorpan,

although originally perfective, are used far less frequently in

Alfred's works than gemetan, geweorpan, see Hesse p. 87. ^ —
In the W. S. gospels videre is translated 347 times with geseon,

twice with seon, audire 206 times with gehyran, once with hyran

('listen to\ luflice him hyrde Mk. 6.20). geseon, gehyran are

used here both as imperfectives and as perfectives. Cf. above.

Further cases from the W. S. gospels are: geceosan 'eligere' (23),

gedrefan (20), gemetan 'invenire' (54): metan (2), geneakecan

(78) [Alfred: (ge')nealdcan 'promiscue' Lenz p. 39]. Cf.

Harris, Gloss. Even in early M.E. we find clear traces of

such levelling. Thus in the Ancren Riwle (ab. 1225) I found

only iheren (31), ^ iseon (41); ivelen *feeV (20): velen (2; pp.

178,376), ivinden 'find' (25): vinden (2; pp. 258, 414; an

originally perf. verb, found with ge- neither in Alfred's works

nor in the W. S. gospels).

What I have designed to point out by the instances just

given is, that several M.E. and Mod. Engl, verbs which can

be traced back to O.E. simple verbs may still be shortened

from ge~ verbs. Thus it is quite probable that Mod. Engl.

hear, see is largel}^ due to O.E. gehieran, geseon. On
the whole, however, there would not be much use in

drawing up statistical tables, showing the exact number of

generalized ge- verbs in different O. E. texts, in order to draw

detailed conclusions as to later loss of the particle. It would

not be advisable, of course, to draw far-reaching conclusions

from the state of things prevailing in literary W.S. on this

point. Owing to the unsettled use of verbal ge- in O.E.,

dialects may have differed considerably in their use of the

particle. In one dialect the simple verb may have died

out, in another the development may have taken an opposite

^ But ge- in gemetan may partly be original (gemot), as also in ge-

drefan 1. 9 (gedrof adj.).

^ The figures are only of approximative value.
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course etc. Only if one possessed a sufficiently large series

of absolutely pure dialect-specimens, belonging to exactly the

same district, and covering a sufficiently long time, would
calculations of this kind help us to decide in which cases

the particle was dropped and in which it was not; and even

then chance would have to be taken into account. Unfort-

unately, such an ideal state of things did not exist in O.E.

Note. It is curious to remark in fact, to what a consider-

able extent dialects may differ in their use of ge- in verbs.

In comparing the Corp. MS. and the Li. MS. of the Gospels

from this point of view we find the following facts. — In a

number of cases where Li. vacillates between simple verb

and compound, Corp. uses only one of the two, as a rule

the simple verb. Thus Li. has (ge)breca, (ge)eatta, (ge)foesta,

(ge)foera, (ge)fulwiga, (ge)hata ('bid, command'), (ge)soeca,

(ge)sweria, (ge)spreca, (ge)wuta etc., where Corp. knows only

the corresponding simple verbs in the same sense. ^ Cf.

Harris' and Cook's glossaries. Much more rare are instances of

generalized compounds in Corp. with vacillation in Li. Such

cases are (ge)seon, (ge)hieran (cf. above and van Draat p. 364),

which, however, are not very common without ge- even in Li.

— A comparison between Chapt. 10^L5 in Li. and Corp.

respectively yields the following surprising result. Out of

about 85 verbs (cf. foot-note 2, p. 45) used in the same sense

and position in the sentence in both MSS., a ge- comp.

in Li. corresponds to a simple verb in Corp. in about 60

cases, in ab. 18 cases both MSS. agree, only in ab. 7 cases a

simple vb. in Li. corresponds to a ge- compound in Corp.

[(ge)seon, (ge)hieran are not taken into account here, as they

make up about ^/a of the ge-verhs occurring in these chap-

ters]. — The use of the particle in Li. seems to be quite

arbitrary: cf. e. g. Mt. 18.29 gebced hine 'rogabat': Mt. 1,8.32

' Of course pples with ge- are not included in this computation.
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})u bede mec 'rogasti', Mt. 1.24 suae geheht him engel 'sicut

prsecepit ei angelus': Mt. 21.6 suae heht him pe haelend; Mt.

6.16 mjJ)J)y . . . gie gefcestas 'cum ieiunatis': Mt. 6.17 miJ){Dy J)u

fcestas; Mt. 14.20 geeton . . . alle 'manducauerunt': Lu. 9.17

eton alle 'manducauerunt', Mt. 14.13 J)a menigo . . . gefijlgdon

hine: 12.15 fylgdon . . . hine monigo; sittan, standan, feallan

are used promiscuously with the ge- compounds. Cf. Cook,

Glossary and van Draat p. 364. Numbers of other similar ca-

ses might be adduced. This is not the place to enter upon

the delicate question how this curious preponderance and

irregular use of ge- in Li. should be accounted for. One rea-

son may perhaps be a strong development of the purely formal

syntactical functions of ge-, such as preterital ge-, futural

ge-, ge- after auxiliaries etc. Partly analogical new formations

with ge- may have to be assumed. Without adducing the

whole material, however, this question cannot be satisfac-

torily solved. — An investigation into the syntactical value

of ge- in Old Northumbrian, as compared to the W.S. usage,

would certainly be interesting enough. But the question is

an intricate one; whoever proposes to deal with these matters

will have to take into account the possibility, not only of

analogical prefixing of ge-, with no alteration in sense, but

also of ge- having simply been dropped in certain cases. —
There being hardly any traces of verbal ge- in northern dia-

lects about tw^o centuries later, I have thought it interesting

to call attention to its frequency in the Northumbrian dialect

of the 10th century.

On the gradual disappearance of verbal ge- in M.E.

I have not much to add to what has been already said by

others. (Cf. e. g. Morsbach, Mittelengl. Gr. p. 14 f.).

In the South z- was still used rather frequently in

early M.E. not only as a regular sign of the past pple. but
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also in other forms of the verb. Even Robert of Gloucester

(arb. 1300) uses a number of verbs with [/-, e. g. yhereiXy

yknaweUy yfelen, ylasten, yseon, yswiken, by the side of the

simple verbs; Aj^enbite (1340): yheren, yknawen, ylesten,

ylevetiy yfallen, yseon, yiviten. — Shortened forms like cna-

wen (Poe. Mor., Hom. I, Kath., A. R. etc.), leven (Hom. I,

Kath., Marh. etc.) are usual, of course, even in early texts.

Cf. Stratmann, M.E. Diet., and the quotations p. 40 f. from

12th cent. MSS.

Towards the end of the 14th century verbal z-, except

in pples, becomes rare also in southern dialects. In T re-

visa's Polychronicon (1387), Part I— II, I found only: (so

{)at {)is Argus myg'te) isee II 171, (J)e Danes .... were

ilogged, as me tellej^, and) (digged (dennes). idigged pret.

is perhaps a scribal error, caused by ilogged. The gloss-

ary gives some more examples: (badde) idoo VI 45, (myg'te)

ileue VIII 177, (schalt) isee VI 271, (wolde) isee V 193,

(kou{)e) iknowe VI 253, (letep) iivorpe VI 279 etc.

Usages of Winchester 1350—1400 (Gilds p. 349 f.):

(for to) ywite pp. 356, 362, (for to) yse p. 357.

Life of St. Editha (Wiltshire ab. 1420): (g-e mow^e

w^el) ysee I. 1252, (mow wel) ysee 1356.

In the Midland and Northern dialects verbal i- dis-

appears as a rule. In Rob. Brunne's Chronicle there

is 1 inst.: (er J)an he cou})e hym self) yknowe 1. 16630.

In Chaucer we meet with sporadic instances of z- (y-)

in the infinitive, cf. ten Brink § 196. In the Canterb. tales

^ve find: (can) yknowe D. 1370, F. 887, (mighte) yhere E.

2154, (may) yse E. 2402, (shal) yfinde F. 470, (mighte)

yfinde F. 1153.

There seems to be evidence for /- being used in the

infinitive dialectally as late as the 17th century. Robertson,

in his account of the Gloucestershire dialect p. 196, quotes

a passage from John Smyth's description of the same dia-
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lect (completed in 1639), running as follows: wSo naturall

is the dialect of pronouncing .... [y] between words end-

inge and beginninge with consonants that it seemes drop-

pinge from the aire into our mouthes)). Among the examples

given by Smyth (Robertson p. 197) we find the following:

I can y finde; may y serve; I will y goe; this hay did well

y henton (dig); thick cole will y not y tind' (burn).

It should be noted that late instances of /- in verbs,

pples excepted, are chiefly confined to infinitives after auxi-

liary verbs. Cf. above Trevisa, Editha, Rob. Brunne, Chau-

cer and the examples from John Smyth. This is a clear

trace of a formal syntactical use of /- having existed in M.E.

(Gf. Streitberg p. 107 f.).

As is well known, /- as a formal sign of the past pple.

is the regular usage in southern dialects of the 13th and

14th centuries.

In Trevisa the particle is used even in cases like iby-

hote, (recovered, {compelled. Cf. Glossary.

As regards Dan Michel's Ayenbite there is one rather

interesting circumstance to note. Immediately after by 'to

be', y- in past pples is sometimes omitted: by bore p. 221, by

bor^e p. 168, by do p. 45, by demd pp. 62, 113, by hyalde

p. 132, by yeve p. 188, by nome p. 204, by ssriue p. 174, by

ueld (= filled) p. 55, by uonded pp. 116, 167, 240, by uounde

p. 83. In other positions I have found (hit hedde al) yeve

(given) p. 190, yemd 204.

In Life of St. Editha 1. 1—1000, there are about 3

pples without z- to 4 with /-; no apparent rules. — In the

Worcestershire gilds (1467) p. 370 f., y- is rare in pples:

ychosen p. 395, yfound p. 404.

The particle is still frequently used in pples in south-

4
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western dialects. Cf. Wright, Dialect grammar § 438, Franz,

Engl. Stud. XII 221.

In Midland texts /- in pples is used only sparely.

A.S. Chron. (1132—1154) has only gehaten 1132, 1140; Orm-
ulum (jehatenn 1. 82, 94, 776 etc. (fq.), istanedd 1. 1968.

gehaten(n) makes an archaic impression, the prefix being kept

in its O.E. form. The word was probably altogether literary

and due to an archaic use of the O.E. form.

Genesis and Exodus ab. 1250: yoten 1. 2416, iwreken

1856 etc. (4).

Robert of Brunne, Handl. Synne: ydoun 265, ydit

3186 etc. (10). In Brunne's Chron. y- is rather frequent,

there being about 50 cases in 1. 1— 15000.

Early English Prose Psalter, West. Midland ab.

1300: yfiinden ps. 36.38, yfried 11.7 etc. (4).

In Au del ay's poems, 15th century, Shropshire (border-

ing on the South), p. 1— 10, there is ab. 1 pple with /-

to 7 without /-. — Also in Mire's Festial (Shropshire ab.

1400), p. 1— 150, we meet wdth some 40 pples with z-.

In Northern texts. Cursor Mundi etc., i- is com«

pletely lost in pples.

Chaucer sometimes uses y- in pples. Cf. ten Brink

§ 196. In Prol. 1. 1—300 participles with y- are to those

without y- as 1: 4.

In the London records, end of 14th and beginning of

15tli cent., examined by Morsbach, i- in pples is extremely

rare (Schriftsprache p. 78), and still more so in later re-

cords from the 15th ct. (1430— 1500): ))Ganz vereinzelt . . .

ist das alte Prafix ge- noch erhalten)) (Lekebusch p. 121);

))bei (^axton nur selten)) (Romstedt p. 47); in the ))Lon-

doner Paulsschulo), beg. of 16th cent., /- does not seem to

occur in pples (Blach p. 37).

After the 15th cent, i- was used occasionally in poetry:

as in Tottel's Miscellany, beg. of 16th cent. (Hoelper pp.
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40, 59); Stanyhursl's Aeneide (1582), as a rule only in the

sixth foot of the verse, evidently to serve a metrical purpose

(Bernigau p. 23); Spenser, rather frequently (Liese p. 14);

Shakespere sporadically: ijclad, ijcleped, ijslaked (Franz,

Shakesp. Gram. p. 100.)

In the preceding pages the process leading to the loss

of the O.E. particle ge- has been sketched in its general

outlines. It has been pointed out that this process commenced

in Old Anglian as early as the 10th century. In the

South the loss of ge- began later, but even here we find

instances pointing to the occasional loss of ge- as early as

the 11th century, in verbs perhaps still earlier. In making

an attempt here to clear up a few doubtful points connected

with the disappearance of ge-, I do not claim to give a satis-

factory solution of all the problems attaching to this difficult

question; some of those it may never be possible to solve

definitely.

It has been the generally received opinion that the

loss of ge- was the ultimate result of a gradual weakening,

the prefix passing through z- before disappearing. This ex-

planation seems to have been tacitly admitted. To my mind

matters are not quite so simple. It must be strongly doubt-

ed whether this explanation holds good in the case of the

loss of ge- in O.E. O.E. instances of /- for ge- are very

scarce. Cf. p. o^^. There are, as a matter of fact, certain

facts that point to other circumstances having played an

important part here.

I want to draw attention especially to the following

remarkable spellings in the Lindisfarne gospels, i. e. the very

text where examples of shortened f/e-compounds are most

numerous: gam (pret. of ge-iorna) Mk. 5.6, gbcer Mt. I 6.14,

gbedes Mt. I 17.7, gbidd Mi. 6.6, gbyes Mt. 5.4, gciimce Mt»
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14.28, genome J. I 3.15, gcuomon J. 1.39, gciieada Mt. 7.22,

gcuoede Mk. 7.36, gdeglice Mt. I 6.1, gdom Lu. 12.18, geade

J. 4.51, 5.9, getta Lu. I 3.8, gfcssiniap Lu. I 7.19, (//ire/en

Mt. 6. 19, gfulivas Mt. 3.11, ghcene J. 8.6, gherdon Lu. 8.18,

gfyllnisse Mt. I 16.14, ^/ea/b Mt. 9. 22, Mk. 11.22, glefap

J. 6.64, groefa Mt. 22.19, 28.14, Mk. 15.5, Lu. 16.3, J.

18.33.37.38, 19.1.4.6.8.10.12.13.15.19.21.31.38, groefscire Lu.

16.2.3.4, gsceoe Mt. 3.11, gsald Mk. 10.33, gsealla Mt. I 20.9,

gsende Mt. 25.27, ^shs/ Mt. 27.4, gsprcece J. 4.27, gpence Mt.

18.12, gwedon Mt. 27.28, gworpa Lu. 8.12, gwurniin (= geiir-

non, cf. wurnon ^ Mk. 6.55) J. 4.51, gwunede J. 1.32. guuta

Mt. I 9.17, gwijrce J. 2.16, giwrhto J. 6.15, gwona (is)

*dees' Mt. 19.20. Compare Cook, Glossary.

Thus, in tlie collection of examples just given the par-

ticle appears in the reduced form g, e being omitted. The

number of such forms is considerable. There is no reason

to doubt that this spelling actually indicates real syncopa-

tion of the e in the prefix. — In modern times we still find

a trace of this syncopation in O.E., viz. in the Scotch word

grieve (pron. griv). There can be no doubt about this word

being identical with O.E. gerefa, Angl. geroefa, groefa. On
the retention of g, cf. below.

It seems to me only natural to associate this reduction

of ge- with the complete disappearance of the particle. When
e was dropped, j" (= the palatal spirant) came to stand im-

mediately before another consonant. The combination of

sounds arising must have been difficult to pronounce, 3" -f a

consonant not existing initially in the language. As a natu-

ral consequence of this 3" was dropped.

We find interesting parallels to this process in other

^ gwiirnon is perhaps rather due to an assimilation of sounds in

geiirnon : geurnon > *guurnon >> giviirnon. Cf. booflic Mt, I 5.8 for

^ehoflic.
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Germanic dialects. In M.H.G. reduction of ge- > g- was

usual enough, the result being often a complete loss of

the particle: M.H.G. birge, selle etc. Cf. Paul, Mittelhochd.

Gram. § 61, Michels, Mittelhochd. Elementarb. § 71, also

Maier, Das ge- Partizip im Neuhochdeutschen, passim, and

esp. Weinhold, Mittelhochd. Gram. §§ 79, 292.

In a similar way the early loss of ga- in the Scandin-

avian languages may be accounted for. Note also such

cases as O.N. glikr, gnogr, Swed. granne, which should be

compared with Scotch grieve. Cf. Noreen, Altisland. Gram. §§

146, 277, Grimm II p. 740.

As regards the word grieve just mentioned it is remark-

able that, contrary to the common rule, the reduced form

g has been retained. This apparent irregularity may be

accounted for in the following way. — The unstressed e in

gerefa was occasionally dropped very early, before / (= the

guttural spirant) had fully reached the palatal stage. The

early syncopation of e in this case may be due to the na-

ture of the following consonant. Cf. Jespersen, Phonetik §

200. The consonantal combination resulting was identified

wdth the usual group gr- (the guttural spirant -^ r), which

was usual in initial positions. Consequently, g was kept.

refa, on the other hand, is due to syncopation in the prefix

after the palatalisation of /. The assumption of very early

syncopation in this word accords very well with the extremely

frequent occurrence of groefa by the side of geroefa in the

Lindisf. gospels.

In the prefix be- there is only one certain instance of syn-

copation before a consonant in the Lindisfarne gospels, viz.

blimpe (for belimpe) J. 5.14. Now the absence of syncopation

in be- would seem to tell against my assumption with regard

to ge-. But it is by no means certain that the vowel-sound

in Old Anglian be- was identical with that of ge-. On the

contrary there are facts pointing in a different direction. It
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is worth}^ of note that the spelling /;/- by the side of be- is

very frequent in the Li. MS. I have counted more than 40

instances of bi- (apart from bitwien, biiwili etc., which oceur

with bi- some 50 times, cf. Biilbring >;; 455 Anm.). gi-, on

the other hand, is never found by the side of ge- in the

same MS. except in the last chapters of the Gospel of St.

John; the occurrence of gi- here may be due to special rea-

sons, cf. Biilbring, AngUa Beiblatt XII (1901) p. 142. It is

probable that the spelling bi- reflects an actual pronunciation,

either due to the original form bi- having been partly retained,

or else to later development; cf. the adverb (prep.) bh As

is well known the pronunciation Zr/- was widely spread in

ME. and may go back to O.E. times. See Kluge, Grundriss

p. 1058. In the Ormulum bi- is the only form in use.

As to the special conditions under which syncopation

of e in ge- took place it is difficult to assert anything posit-

ively. The Li. glosses where the syncopation is indicated

in the spelling cannot give us any clue, as the word-order

used in ordinary speech is not adhered to. The syncopation

need not, of course, have been universally carried through

at first; in certain positions of the sentence e may have been

dropped, in others not. In that way doublets with and with-

out ge- may have come to exist side by side for a long

time \

In southern dialects the tendency to syncopation in ge-

has doubtless begun later or at any rate been less widely

spread than in the North, but even in the South O.E. in-

stances of lost ge- are certainly due to the same cause.

That the stage i- was reached here in numerous cases before

the ultimate loss of the particle is not to be doubted; certain

' In certain German dialects which mostly drop e in ge- we still

often find forms with unsyncopated e : »es scheint als ob urspriinglich dem

ganzen Gebiete jener Mundarten Formen mit erhaltenem und ausgestos-

senem e zugekommen seien)), Hehaghel, Grundriss I p. 713.
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early M.E. texts frequently retain the particle as /-, cf. above

the Owl and Nightingale, the Jesus MS. etc. But the loss of

ge- is not to be explained in the same way for different times

and for different dialects.

The earliest certain instances of z- for ge- that I have

found are the following: iscegde (f. gescegde) Li. J. 5.15, i-

lufad (f. gelufad) Greg. Dial. 21.10 O. (11th cent). In the

glosses, edited by Napier, z- is found especially in com-

pounds: ivyrtima^nesse MS. Digby 313, unilices ibid. 13G4

and other instances after an-; inoh MS. H. (ab. 1100) 2782.

Cf. Napier, Introd. p. XXVIII. himong 'among' Li. Mt. I

18.13, is doubtful, as it may be from *imong f. inmong,

occurring Mt. 10.16; cf. i < in Lu. 4.1 etc., hearo f. earo

Mt. 13.43 etc.

As regards the transition ge- > i- it has been taken for

granted that it must be due either to a weakening of 3-, the

development being ^e- > ^i- > hi- > z- (Morsbach) or else to

a contraction ^e > t (Kluge). Neither of these views is

sufficiently substantiated. ^ It is quite as probable that the

transition ^e- > z- is to be connected with the syncopation

of e in the prefix. Matters may be best realized by con-

sidering the changes of Teut. 7 (= the guttural spirant)

before palatal vowels in O.E. The development was evi-

dently at first y > ^ (= the palatal spirant). But it did not

stop here. It is well known that in Mod. English J in e. g.

yard approaches very nearly the vowel i; the sound may
simply be regarded as an unsyllabic i (i). It is difficult

to tell exactly w^hen this sound-change took place, but it

may very well go back to O.E. times. Spellings with z for

^ The rare early M.E. variant hi- for /- (Lambeth Homilies, De

Initio Creature) adduced bj' Morsbach >i 69 Anm. is hardh- sufficient to

prove the point. I do not know whether h in these texts can be due to

inorganic addition; else it might perhaps be a diacritic sign; /- <: ge-

mav have differed somewhat al first from other /- sounds.
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initial j may, at least partly, be due to such a pronun-

ciation; note also cases like ealla for ^ealla and the reverse.

Cf. Sievers, Ags. Gram. § 212 Anm. 1, 2, Bulbring, Elb. §

492, Anm. 1. There is nothing to tell against the pronun-

ciation ie- for g-e- having existed as early as O.E. The na-

tural consequence of syncopation in the prefix at this stage

of its development would be that the remaining i became

syllabic, i. e. i was turned into z ^ In my opinion synco-

pation in ge- has taken place in the South to a large extent

after the transition ^e > ie; hence the frequency of z-com-

pounds in M.E. — The extensive loss of ge- in Old Anglian,

on the other hand, is due to the syncopation in question

having mostly taken place before ^ had passed into i: then

J was dropped from reasons pointed out above.

As may be seen by what precedes, I have suggested

the possibility of syncopation in ge- having taken place at

different times :(1) When / was but slightly fronted; the

prefixal consonant was retained: grieve. The latter word is

a unique case, however; note that r follows e. Gf. p. 53.

(2) When the palatal stage ^ was reached; the whole prefix

was lost: reeve. (3) When ^ had passed into i (unsyllabic

z); i was turned into z: inoh. — The apparent irregularities

in the process involving loss of ge- will be best accounted

for in this way.

As regards the later loss of z- in M.E., it is difficult

to tell how far phonetic shortening should be assumed

here. The possible influences of analogy, combined with

the general tendency to drop unstressed vowels, makes matters

very complicated, the more so as we cannot know whether a

^ To such a vocalization of j may be due early N. E. cases like

thanky (thank ye), wilhj nillij (will ye nill ye), (city:) fit ije, adduced by
Jespersen, A Modern English Grammar p. 191.
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shortened form used in a M.E. text goes back to O.E. times

or whether the prefix has been lost in M.E. — Rules are

only rarely to be discovered. Thus, as has been mentioned,

instances of shortened past pples in the Ayenbite almost

exclusively appear after the auxiliary by *to be'; /-/ was re-

duced to z. This points to the position in the sentence ha-

ving been of some importance.

We have dealt with the phonological factors that have

brought about loss of ge-. Next comes the question how
far the influence of analogy has to be called in to account

for this loss.

Attention has been drawn to a few ^e-less verbs in

early O.E., such as cweman, myndgian, which suggest the

possibility of a ver}^ early O.E. loss of verbal ge-, irrespect-

ive of dialects. The reasons of such an early loss of

verbal ge- are not far to seek. It has already been pointed

out that the force of verbal ge-, even in its secondary func-

tion to render the verbal action perfective, was very early

weakened. Simple verbs could take over the functions of the

compounds and vice versa, ge- was prefixed even to verbs

which in themselves w^ere perfective, such as weorpan, ni-

man, bringan. Cf. p. 45 and e. g. van Draat p. 363. Just as

ge- was added to certain verbs w^ithout altering their sense,

owing to the number of doublets occurring in the same

sense with and without ge-, the same cause may have given

rise to analogical subtraction of ge-. Shortenings of verbs are

certainly often to be accounted for in this way, the force of

the particle steadily decreasing, as the time wore on.

Note. A factor that may have contributed to some extent to the

general confusion between simple verbs and ge- compounds, was the general-

ization of ge- in past pples. Here the particle was prefixed, whether
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the verbal action was represented as a result or not. This extension of

the use of the particle was verj' usual already in Gothic and universally

carried through in O.E. Cf. Streitberg p. 172 f., van Draat p. 360. The
numerous cases in which ge- was prefixed to past pples without affecting

the verbal action, may have contributed to weaken the force of ge- also

in other parts of the verb. — By this we are also led to the assumption

that simple verbs arising by the side of original ge- compounds maj-

sometimes be due to a sort of back-formation. On the analogy of the

number of cases in which ge- in past pples did not alter the verbal sense,

simple verbs may have been formed anew even from pples belonging to

verbs with original gc-, the latter fact being no longer clearly felt.

Analogy may have played some part at the disappear-

ance of the particle in nouns too. As has been pointed

out, i- was frequently kept in nouns in certain early M.E.

texts; by the side of the z- forms we find frequent instances

of shortened forms. There can be no doubt that the short-

ened words were often taken over from O.E.; the usual

occurrence of such forms in southern MSS. all through the

12th cent., as well as the comparatively numerous cases

found in e. g. the Digby glosses (11th cent.), points to the

tendency to drop ge- in nouns having spread also in the

South as early as the 11th centur}'. The original ge-

compounds appeared in M.E. partly as shortened, owing to

the O.E. reduction ge- > g-, partly with the particle retained

as /-, ie being reduced to / and z. Cf. above. The existence

of doublets, originating in the manner suggested, may have

occasioned analogical subtraction of z-.

Analogy and levelling tendencies, combined with the

tendency to drop unstressed vowels, led to the nearly com-

plete loss of the particle.

One question remains to be solved. Why was the

particle retained more tenaciously in adjectives and adverbs

than in other parts of speech? — The circumstance is the

more surprising, as substantival ge- compounds in O.E. are
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far more numerous than adjectival ones, I am not able to

give a definite solution of this problem. A few suggestions,

however, will be made.

In the Ormulum we lind four words with /- kept, viz.

imceriy inoh, iwhillc, iwiss. It is only natural to suppose that

there must be some special reasons for the particle being kept

in these words and no others. The examples, occurring 1. 1—
10256 have been completely noted. It happens, in fact, that

the unshortened words often appear under particular cir-

cumstances in Orm's verse.

imcen. It is remarkable that this word is used only

in the collocation alls imcen 'all together' 1. 3376, 4554,

5506, 7751, 8185, 8877, 9121, 10151. The retention of i-

here is in my opinion due to rhythmical considerations. It

is well kncrsvn that a succession of two stressed syllables is

instinctively avoided in English, iniwn in alle imcvn with the

easy-flowing rhythm s i or ji _ ^ w^as retained.

iwhillc *every'. As regards this word there is one re-

markable circumstance to note, viz. that the metrical stress

is always thrown on /- in Orm's verse; there are more

than 30 instances of iwhillc in Vol. I of the Ormulum,

accentuated without exception in this way: All wass itt filledd

iwhillc da^l 1. 1722, Wi{3{)utenn iwhillc macche 2270 etc.

This can not be due to chance; we must conclude that it

was an accentuation used by Orm. — Here again I think

rhythm comes into play, iwhillc is regularly placed by

Orm as an attribute before its noun. Hence iwhillc ha-

bitually came to stand immediately before a strongly stressed

syllable, e. g. iwhillc mann 3382, 3416 etc. iwhillc being

here at first accentuated L, the group i j: resulting was

too heavy to be preserved. The clashing of two stressed

syllables had to be done away with, the group ^ _'. (iwhillc

mann) was altered to ^ ^ _i and finally to j: ^. Rhythmical

harmony was restored by throwing the stress on /-. In this
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way the stress-shifting in iwhillc, as well as the retention of

the particle, is best accounted for. Cf. the modern accen-

tuation downstairs, but a downstairs room. — Partly also

the craving to distinguish iwhilc from while 'which' may
have played a part. — On the influence of rhythm on stress

cf. especially Wultf, Om versbildning p. 39 f. and elsewhere,

Jespersen, A Modern P^nglish Grammar p. 156 f., van Draat,

Rhythm in English prose, Anglistische Forschungen (1910).

iwiss. This word being an affirmative adverb, empha-

tic stress was certainly often used; then the stress may have

been shifted somewhat in favour of i-. As to details, cf.

the Appendix below. This has probabh' contributed to pre-

serve the particle in this word. — Orm, however, seems

to use iwiss only in the collocation fiil(l) iwiss 1. 687, 741,

751, 843, 1356 etc., wiss adv. being often used in other posi-

tions 2519, 2866 etc. full iwiss is rhythmically analogous to

(ilk imam: rh^^thm may have been of influence here too.

inoh. There is one instance of noh in O.E. It is pe-

culiar that the shortened form never occurs in M.E. A satis-

factory explanation of this fact is hard to give. — In the

Ormulum inoh as a rule is placed immediately after the

noun or adverb qualified; the word is particularly common
as an adverbial adjunct (= 'very'). — Some attention should

be paid perhaps to frequent collocations such as god inoh

639, 851, 2609 etc., wel inoh I. 283, 293 etc., gladd inoh

3179, Strang inoh 3722, witt inoh I. 239, blisse inoh 409 etc.

— Has the frequent occurrence of inoh in rhythmical groups

of the type jL i contributed in some measure to the uni-

versal retention of the particle in this word?
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Appendix. On the development of the

particle /- in M. E.

A. In Northumbrian dialects.

The M.E. particle z- had tlie following sources:

(1) O. E. ge-: ilik, inoh, iwiss: (2) the preposition in:

imid, ^ imang (inmong O.K. Gospels Li. Mt. 10.16); O.K. ^e-

mang, however, ma}^ be a partial source of the latter word.

In this group I include also inent prep.; note the shortened

form nent and cases like a nother for a/7 other.— /- in

ihland, (gain, imell, *isiinder (esiinder) might partly represent

Scand. / prep., but there is reason to believe that / was

often replaced by the native equivalent i < in; note M.E.

in blande, in melle, in sunder, also northern omell.

I was led to the following investigation by the obser-

vation that z- was regularh^ represented by e- in some NortherU

texts. This points to a soundchange z > e in initial preto-

nic position.

Cursor Mundi, Edinb. MS. According to Small and

Luick this MS. is from the end of the 13th cent, or the

beginning of the 14th, ace. to Hupe from about 1400. See

Luick, Studien p. 7. The language is at any rate archaic

in character.

(1) elik(e) 22533, 22536, 23360;

inoh, inoch etc. 19589, 23127, 24337, z noch 22426;

enoh 23067, eno^ 21873;

iwis, Iwis 23543, 23287, / wis(se), i wis 19652,

22475 etc. (10).

^ N.E.D. seems to take imid to be partly from amid: )>the /-(vary-

ing with e) might be mereh- a plionetic weakening or it might be from

iny>. But we are hardly justified in assuming a phonetic weakening a- > /-

in M.E.
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(2) igain 23997;

imide 19139, emid 23490;

emel 23931;

inent 23011.

English Metrical Homilies, ed. Small (18(52), MS.

Edinburgh. Same MS. as the Cursor Mundi.

(1) inoh(e) p. 16, 24 (4);

/ wis(se), I wijs 17, 24, 33, (U etc. (12).

(2) igam(es), Igain 15, 20, 28 etc. (41);

Inmng(e) 30, 48, (51, (52 etc. (22).

Note, igain, imany are used to the exclusion of again, aniang. The

pieces from other MSS., inserted by Small to complete the missing parts

of MS. E., deviate by using again{e) pp. 68, 76, omang 74 — thereby

showing themselves to belong to another dialect district than the Edinb. MS.

Rule of St. Benet (ed. Kock, E.E.T.S. 120). MS.

Lansdowne, beg. of loth cent. (Kock, p. X). The language

ns archaic and points to a 13th cent, original. See Heuser,

Anglia XXXI 277 f.

(1) inoh 27, 28.

(2) igain(is) 13, 23, 28;

inmng(is) 14, 25, 33, etc. (6).

MS. Cotton Vesp. A. 25 of the same ^vork, beginning of

15th cent.:

emang 1. 420, 1191, 2125 etc. ((5). [in-mang 2132].

Cursor Mundi, MS. C. This MS. was probably written

in the first half of the 14th cent, or is at least a faithful

copy of a MS", from that time (Hupe *pp. 63, 125).

(1) ilik(e) 1012, 1421, 1989, 9984 etc. (9);

inogh, inow etc. 92, 96, 1404, 1557 etc. (41);

iwis(se) 571, 876. 2967 etc. (ab. 30), / wis(se)

8507, 12207 etc. (5), /. wijs 1918.

(2) egain(es) 798, 2(533, 20789, 21052;

emang 671, 4519, 10210 etc. (ab. 8);
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emel(le) 1807, 2216, 4088, 7700 etc. (ab. 17);

hmd 11629, emid(des) 4626, 6612, 8462 etc. (ab.

10); [in middes 16076];

enent(es) 6880, 14878, 23011 etc. (ab. 6), cf. inent

?:dinb. MS.;

eivay *away' 11262, 11385, 15690. I take eivay to

be from the rare in way, cf. MS. I'airf. 15458:

ga forj) wij) g-ou in way, MS. C. 11982: in his way
him did to ga. Otherwise always away 2858,

2936 etc. (very fq.).

As is seen, MS. C. has /- exchisively in group (1), e-

almost as regularly in group (2).

Cursor Mundi, MS. G., younger than C, prob. in the

beginning of the 15th century (see Hupe* p. 132).

(1) illike 22533, elik(e) 1012, 1421, 1796 etc. (9);

inogh etc. 92, 96, 1850 etc. (12), enogh etc. 1213,

1404, 1557 etc. (32);

iwis(s) 571, 1918, 2592 etc. (37), i wiss 876, 1863

etc. (7).

(2) egain(es) 470, 798, 1279 etc. (27);

emeU(e) 2216, 4088 etc. (17);

Imang 11697, emang 88, 694, 861, 967, 21 14 etc. (37);

imid 6612, 8462, (in middes 1032, m07iy), emid(des),

-ward 655, 7522, 9682 etc. (14);

enent(es) 6880, 14878, 23011 etc. (8).

Note. The Fairfax and Trinity MSS., boUi written in Midland dia-

lect, regularly replace /-, emid, egain, /-, emang, enent with amid, again

etc., and elik, enogh with /7/A-, inogh. MS. Fairfax, which preserves North-

ern dialect-traits to some extent, has elijke 9984, enns 12749. The word
emel is as a rule avoided by these MSvS.

Early English Psalter (ed. Stephenson, Surtees soc),

MS. Cotton Vesp. D. VII ab. 1350. Quoted by page and verse.

(1) Hike I 65.29, 113.14, 181.7, II 165. 12;

inogh(e) I 61.10, 259.47.
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The Psalter has only in mid(des) II 67.19 etc. (ab. 6),

and only amang, a-, ogain.

Evangelium Nicodemi, Arch. 53, p. 389 f. MS.

14th cent.

(1) / noghe 1. 103;

/ wis 1280, 1578.

North English Legends, ed. Horstmann. MS. Harl. 4196

from the middle of the 14th cent. Quoted by legend and line.

(1) inogh etc. 3.68, 4.123. 11.35 etc. (ab. 12).

inlike 'alike' occurs 32.167. (Perh. f. onlike). —
[inmiddes 6.419, in middes 26.108 etc., omyd

3.187, insunder 34.544]; only: ogain, omang, omell.

Ywain and G a wain, ed. Schleich, MS. ab. 1350, cf.

Luick, Studien p. 41.

(1) ynogh, i- 706, 1469, 2046 etc. (6);

iwis etc. 673, 2963, 3693.

[inmiddes 2442 etc.] We find only ogain, omang,

omell. Cf. the Legends.

Pricke of Conscience, ed. Morris, MS. beg. of 15th cent.

(1) ynogh(e), I- 1759, 3337, 3923, 8575.

(2) ijmid(des), I- etc. 2860, 5186, 5226 etc. (9); [in

myddes 6445].

Only omang, onence, olyke.

The Thornton MS., first half of 15th cent.

a) Hampole's Prose treatises, E.E.T.S. 20.

(I), ylike p. 34;

ynoghe 41.25.31, enoghe 28.18.27.

(2) emange 5.

b) Morte Arthure, E.E.T.S. 8.

(1) ynowe, ynewe etc. 1. 45, 67, 199, 202 etc. (24),

enowe, enewe 504, 2657

;

iwys(se) etc. 322, 546, 2020 etc. (fq.).

(2) imangez 3169, emange 375, 1917, 2060.

c) Octouian, ed. Kolbing, Altengl. Bibl. III.
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. (1) ynoghe 378, 809, 1078 etc. (5), enoghe 567;

Iwysse 1346.

(2) emange 199.

York Plays, ed. Lucy Toulmin Smith (1885). MS.

ab. 1430—1440, Yorkshire.

))A Midland scribe . . . has altered much both in the way
of grammar and orthography)), Intr. p. LXIX. Quoted by

page and line.

(1) inowe etc. 30.44, 120.54, 205.135 etc. (6), enowe,

enew etc. 5.104, 261.183, 400.80;

iwis(se) 33.123, 106.110 etc. (ab. 25), ewys 286.396,

ewysse 440.219, / wijs 65.302 etc. (3).

(2) emang(e) 9.17, 34.158, 84.278 etc. (27), emong(es)

42.57 etc. (6);

emeU(e) 6.146, 70.30, 72.65 etc. (15);

emyddis 335.457.

r Wars of Alexander, ed. Skeat, E.E.T.S. Extra Ser. 47,

MS. Ashmole from the middle of the 15th cent. ))Northumbrian

dialect very strongly marked)), see Skeat, Introd. p. XIV.

(1) elike 1. 340, 536, 560, 1225 etc. .(13);

Inowe 2291, enogh, enowe 38, 41, 1663 etc. (7);

Iwis 11, 203, 348, 2018 etc. (very fq.).

(2) ebland 160, 3723, 3910 etc. (9) [inbland 2786];

emang 47, 104, 565 etc. (10);

emell 4263, 4613;

emyddis 4538 (inmyddis 1586);

enentis 3245;

esiindire, esondre etc. 338, 510, 760, 3977 (inson-

dire 798).

Alphabet of Tales, ed. E.E.TS. 126. Typically north-

ern dialect from the 15th century. P. 1—250 have been

consulted.

(1) elike 225.7 (in like 31.20);

enogh 17.16, 20.2, 25.28, 40.7 etc. (24).
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(2) emang(is) 3.31, 6.1, 11.19, 13.14 etc. (ab. 50);

enence 31.19, 49.32, 61.14.

Towneley Plays, ed. by England, E. E.T.S. Extra Ser.

71, MS. ab. 1400. Cf. Introd. p. XXVIII. Yorkshire. Quoted

by piece and line.

(1) elyke 8.106;

enogh(e), enew(e) 1. 154, 13.500, 15.66, 16.319 etc. (10);

Iwis 1. 34.95, 13.587, 16.298 etc. (very fq.).

(2) emang(ys) 13.165.378, 14.269 etc. (38), emong 13.

184.659, 16.54;

emell 8.34.201, 25.98.

The Scottish texts are not taken into account here.

The regular spelling e- for z- in several of the above

mentioned MSS. leads us to assume a sound-change i- > e-

in initial pretonic position. — emang, emid etc. have often

been wrongly identified with amang, amid. Cf. e. g. Hupe,

Cursor Studies p. *156: y>emid appears to be a weakened form

from amid)). But in the very same texts where we find only

emang, emid etc. with e-, the particle a- in e. g. about, above

does not appear as. e-. A case like elane 'alone', Scotch le-

gends I 240, is exceptional. The N. E. D. seems to be some-

what uncertain on this point : emid : ))The e may perhaps re-

present in- rather than on-)); emong: ))Between among and

imong thus used side by side arose emong)). After what has

been said, there can be no doubt that we have to start from

the forms with i-.

As regards the date of the transition i- > e- the texts

examined give the following evidence. In the majority of

14th cent, texts there is no trace of e-: the Metrical Homi-

lies, the Early Engl. Psalter, the Evangelium Nicodemi, the

North English legends, Ywain and Gawain consistently pre-

serve Z-. — In the Cotton MS. of Curs., however, matters

are different. Here e- appears with notable regularity in

group (2), i- being still used exclusively in group (1). This
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enables us to draw the following conclusion: in certain parts

of the North /- < in- passed into e- earlier than i- <: O.E. ^e-.

It seems probable that / <: g"e had originally a closer sound

than i <: in. If a quantitative difference existed as well is

uncertain. — As regards imang it has already been said that

it may partly represent O.E. ^emany, partly in mang. But

then we might expect to find imang as well as emang in

MS. Cott., whereas only the latter form is met with. It is

not probable that in mang is the only source of the word.

— It should be noted that imang was used mostly as a

preposition with consequent weak sentence-stress ^ This

may have given rise to an earlier change /- (from ^e-) > z-

than in other words. Or else, imang < inmang completely

ousted imang <: ^emang from use, owing to the influence of the

other prepositions (adverbs) with / (= in): imid etc. — In MS.

Edinburgh of Curs., which on the whole represents a some-

w^hat earlier stage of the language, we meet with several in-

stances of e- for z- also in group (1): elik, enoh. Supposing

this MS. was written about 1300 or earlier, these would be

the first instances of e cO.E. ^e. As it is uncertain, how-

ever, whether the MS. in question is earlier than about

1400, it would be unsafe to date the e-forms before that

time. The Metr. Homilies preserved in the same MS., but

WTitten by another hand, keep /- in both groups. — To judge

by the regular spellings in the Cott. MS., however, the pro-

nunciation e- for i- in group (2) must have been in use as

early as 1300.

In the 15th century most MSS. use e- exclusively or

partly for i- in both groups. I leave out of consideration

here the w6rd iwis for which a special explanation has

proved necessary, cf. below p. 68 f. — In the Wars of Alex-

^ This point of view, of course, applies also to the other prepositions

belonging here : imid etc. Weak sentence-stress may have played a part

in the change i (<; in) > e too.
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ander, the MS.G. of the Curs., the Alphabet of tales and

the Towneley Plays, e- for i- is the regular form. — The

Lansdowne MS., however, uses z- regularly, which is natural

enough considering the archaic character of its language. —
The regular spelling with y- in the Pricke of Conscience is

somewhat more remarkable. It may be noted that this MS.

shows a conservative spelling also in other cases; thus it

deviates from other 15th cent. MSS. in mostly disregarding

the transition f- > e- in an open syllable. Cf. Luick, Studien

p. 53. Conservative spelling in our case is natural enough,

the difference between an unstressed e and / being rather

slight. Moreover, /- may have been kept longer in some

districts than in others. — The Thornton MS. is rather con-

servative too; in group (2), represented by imang, emang,

the e-forms predominate, but in group (1) z- is more usual

than e-. — The York Plays always use e in (*2), in (1) inoh

is somewhat more usual than enoh. Thus even in the 15th

cent, we find traces of the rule observed in MS. Cott. of Curs.

— The change z- > e- in group (1) was probably generally

carried through about 1400. — To decide the exact phonetic

value of this e- is not possible. I take the soundchange to

have been i >- e ^

It has already been noticed that the word iwiss deviates

from the common rule in regularly preserving its z- intact.

Even in MSS. which as a rule show e- for z- the latter

spelling is consistently avoided in iwiss. ewiss York plays

(2), MS. Fairf. Curs. (1) is quite exceptional. Evidently

special circumstances must have counteracted the sound-

change z- > e- in this word. The factors brought into play

here were probably of a psychologic nature.

^ Prof. Ekwall suggests to me the possibility of a transition i- >> e-

corresponding to the change i z> e in a stressed open syllable.
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It is to be noted that iiviss is an affirmative adverb,

laying stress on a preceding statement. There can be no

doubt that the word often came to be used emphatically. Now
it is a well known fact that emphatic pronunciation has a

tendency to affect the unstressed syllables of a word. The

stress is often somewhat shifted in favour of the latter. Thus

a dissyllabic word like indeed ( ^), when used emphatically,

tends to get the accentuation jl _i or even j s with equal

stress on both syllables. Cf. on this question Jespersen,

Phonetik ,^ 218. In a similar wa}^ iwiss in emphatic use

may have been pronounced jl i or j_ s, which accentuation

may have occurred frequentW enough to become the usual

one. But if that was so, it is only natural that the usual

change /- > e- did not take place in this word.

In this connection another circumstance concerning the

spelling of iiviss deserves some attention, viz. the frequent

separation of z- from the remaining part of the word. The

Metrical Homilies always use / wis etc. (12) in spite of /-

being not written separate in other words. In the Destr. of Troy

(E.E.T.S.) 15th cent., 1. 1—4500, we always find / wis, y wiss

etc. 1. 1745, 2825 etc. (8), but ynow 1694, 1912 etc. (fq). Other

instances of / wis, i wiss etc. are found e. g. in Curs., MS. Trin.

(Midi.) 1. 876, 2592 etc. (about two thirds of the instances

are spelt in this way), Generydes ab. 1450 (Midi.) 1. 718,

732 etc. (7 noted); the same spelling w^as usual all through

the 15th and 16th centuries, cf. Arber's Repr. 28 (1528):

/ wis pp. 62, 82 etc., Heywood, Spider and the Flie, ab.

1550: / wis (Unna p. 38), further instances in N.E.D. under

iwiss. Thus the spelling / wis in Shakespere is not parti-

cularly characteristic of Elizabethan times but lived down

from M.E. to that period. This spelling habit may originally

have reflected a tendency to introduce a pause between

and wiss in emphatic speech, cf. Jespersen, Phonetik § 109.

Now Kluge, Grundriss p. 1057, combines the spelling /
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wis with a pronunciation eiwiss for iwiss, recorded in Shake-

spere's time, and takes these circumstances to indicate a ge-

neral M.E. pronunciation /< 3"e-. But I do not think much
weight can be attached to an earl}^ N.E. pronunciation eiwiss.

The word was certainly obsolete already in Shakespere's

time, cf. Franz, Shakesp. Gram. p. 178. The diphthongic

sound here may simply be due to spelling pronunciation,

favoured by the spelling I wis, which was a contributory

cause rather than a consequence of this pronunciation.

Orm's fiilli^wiss, adduced by Kluge, does not go very far to

prove the point either. In the first place the example stands

isolated in M.E.; further i^, if really denoting vowel-length

in this case, might be due to occasional lengthening of z- in

emphatic speech. Moreover, it would not be intelligible why
inoh and iwiss should follow different paths in their de-

velopment.

B. In other dialects.

Before 1400 I did not fhid e- for /- in Southern and

Midland texts. See above pp. 29—36. Also in the 15th

cent, e- is rare.

St. Edith a: yliche, ynow(e), ywys (cf. p. 34), besides

ijfere adv. 1. 99, 112 etc. (fq.).

Midland and London.
Palladius (E.E.T.S.) ab. 1420, pp. 1—100. Book I:

enowe 1. 130, enough 518, ynough (ynowe etc.) 386, 516, 518

etc. (21), iliche 167, yfere 330 etc.

Torrent of Portyngale (E.E.T.S.) ab. 1435: inoiigh

(inowe etc.; 1. 551, 1380, 1803 etc. (6), iwyse 364 etc.

Sowdone of Babylon (E.E.T.S.) beg. of 15th cent.:

Inowe 1. 60, 87 etc. (8), Iwis 71, 458 etc.; Imyddis 524.

Macro plays (E.E.T.S.) beg. and end of 15th cent.:

inow(e), I- II 1. 368, 566, III 814, 839 etc. (15), Iwys(se)

I 560, 887 etc.
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Bokenham's legends: ynow, ywys, cf. above p. 30.

Capgrave: Chronicle (ed. Hingeston): inow p. 132,

265; Katharine (E.E.T.S.), MS. Rawlinson: Inow(e) p.

60.729, 92.246 etc. (3), enow 98.342, 140.1009 etc. (7), Iwys(se)

20.68, 108.492 etc. In MS. Arundel only inow etc.

Mire's Instructions (E.E.T.S.): Inoghe etc. 1. 627,

1647, 1838, Ilyche 1040, Iwys 732 etc. (5), Ifere adv. 25, 219

etc. (6). Cf. Mire's Festial above p. 30.

Note. In Audelay's poems (Percy soc. 14), Shropshire 1426, e- is

frequently found in pples: edon p. 16, eblest 21 etc. (ab. 11), ischent 1,

Host 4 etc. (ab. 25). Further efere 'together' 50, yfere 39 etc., ywys, i-

11,65. — Thus A u del ay deviates from other W. M.L. texts in using e-

rather frequently. But it is difficult to know the import of these spellings.

The orthography with regard to i and e is particularly wild in Audelay:

tyxt 'text' p. 36, didle 'deadly' 78, wynd(e) 'walk' 62, 63, apirt 29, often i

in endings: grauntis 81, naylid, seylid 56 etc.; further infyrmety 41; on

the other hand: enmes 'ennemis' 62, niareage 'marriage' 4, offecers 38, so-

denle 22, contenualy 29 etc. Supposing e passed to i in certain cases (cf.

e. g. Morsbach pp. 28, 144), e for i ma}^ often be due to inverted spelling.

Lonelich, Holy Grail (E.E.T.S.), London ab. 1450:

Inowgh, Inowe etc. p. 114.420, 138.678 etc. (7), Iliche 363.395,

Iwys 129.388, 134.552 (12 noted).

Caxton: Aymon (E.E.T.S.) p. 24—300: ynough p.

64.30, 68.24 etc. (27), emonge 218.31. Blanchardyn and
Eglantyne (E.E.T.S.): ynough p. 18, 22 etc. (ab. 30),

emonge 13, 50 etc. (fq., 20 noted).

London records 1430—1500: inough, emong (1), cf.

p. 36.

For verbal z- I have not found e- (except in Audelay).

Of the texts examined the following know e- for /-: Palla-

dius: enough (2), Capgr. Kath. MS. R.: enow (7), Caxton:

emonge; besides e- is usual in Audelay's poems, cf. above.

Thus e- for z- (<: ge-) is rather exceptional. But the regular

spelling emong in Caxton is remarkable. This form is used
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by Caxton to the exclusion of imong ^ whereas enough does

not occur by the side of ynough. In order to account for

this divergency we need only refer to what has been said on

p. 67. — In certain parts of the Midland territor}^ also /-

(< ge) may have passed into e-, but evidently the sound-

change was not so universally or so early carried through

as in the North.

In N.E. e- only gradually gains ground. The following

remarks may be sufficient. ))Londoner Paulsschulo), beg. of

16th cent.: ynough (Blach p. 37), Barclay 1509: inough

(Dalheimer p. 39), Tottel's Misc. ab. 1550: ynough, enough,

ywis, yseene, emong (Hoelper p. 40), Roger Ascham, middle

of 16th cent.: ynough ())die heutige Form enough scheint

nicht vorzukommen))), emonges (Wille pp. 10, 33), Stany-

hurst's Aeneide 1582: ynough (Bernigau p. 23), Coverdale

1530: ynough ())stets statt e geschrieben)), Swearingen p. 33),

Heywood. Spider ab. 1550: ynough, enough, I wis (Unna

p. 38), Roister Doister ab. 1550 (Arb. Repr.): ynow etc.

pp. 14, 17, 18 etc. (5), enough 68, 79, ywis 17, 23 etc., emong

41. Letters of Queen Elizabeth (Camd. soc): ynough, i- pp.

44, 60, 85, 92 etc. (6), enough 84. inough by the side of

e- is still used in the foho of Shakesp. (Lummert p. 36),

emongst occurs (4 times) in Hart (Jespersen's edition p. 100).

The form inough is found in Wallis, Grammatica (1653)

p. 62. — Whether the modern pronunciation i in enough is

due to early English i- or e- cannot be decided, as pretonic

i and e give the same result.

1) emong is not for among, as is asserted by Romstedt p. 28. Native

a does not otherwise interchange with e- iu Caxton's works.
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Loss of other pretonic syllables.

A. Adverbs (prepositions, conjunctions), nouns, numerals.

A difficulty in dealing with abbreviations of this kind

is to draw the line between cases that are really due to

causes operating in aphajretic shortening and cases that are

to be explained otherwise. A division is often impossible

to make. In the material given below I liave thought it the

best plan to place certain and doubtful, or even improbable,

instances together (cf. e. g. group 1. c. below: Hue etc.) and

let the discussion following give an answer to the question

as to wliether such and such a case should be called

aphseretic or not. — First, however, I will call attention to

a set of words which for certain reasons we do not include

in our list of shortened words.

There has been a strong tendency, not only in English

but also in other languages, to leave out the prepositional

part of certain stereotyped adverbial (prepositional) combi-

nations consisting of a preposition -j- noun. As early as in

Alfred's writings we fhid yemong prep, (on gemong) Past,

p. 80 etc.; dune (of dune) Vesp. 138.8 etc., weg (on weg) Vesp.

93.14. Later on: cause (hi cause) Capgrave Chr. p. 103 (first

quot. in N.E.D. 1513), deed(in deed: ))down to 1600 commonly

written as two words)), N.E.D.) 1547, course (in course) 1(311,

default (in default) 1650, despite (of) (in despite) 1590, stead

(of) (in stead) Middleton (Dyce) IV 322, etc. Cf. N.E.D. -
In German similar shortenings abound: kraft (in kraft), laut

(nach laut), zeiten (bei zeiten) etc.; note also wegen (von —
wegen), willen (um — willen). Cf. Wilmanns II § 453.4.

The German words belonging here have been briefly

dealt with by Brugmann, Berichte der konigl. sachsischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften 52 (1900) p. 396. After men-

tioning typical elliptic abbreviations like lager for lager-bier
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(jross for (jross-mutter he goes on to say: ))Diesen Fallen

reihen sich die bisher wenig beachteten und ofters falschlich

einfach fiir lautmechanische Kiirzungen angegebenen Falle

an, wo in einer aus Praposition und Nomen bestehenden

kompositionellen Verbindung die Praposition, als der weniger

charakteristische und darum entbehrlichere Teil, weggelassen

worden ist. Nhd. weg . . ., wegen . . ., wilten . . ., statt . . .»

etc. Here Brugmann holds these shortenings to be of an

altogether elliptical character. A somewhat modified view

is put forth by Brugmann in the last edition of Grundriss

der vergl. Grammatik II (1906) p. 42: ))Es ist natiirlich, dass

im allgemeinen die langsten Formen am leichtesten der Kiir-

zung (i. e. elliptical shortening) verfallen; mit daher ist die

Kiirzung der Komposita am haufigsten. Anderseits ist auch

natiirlich, dass bei der Lautentziehung am meisten die

schwachst betonten Silben der Auslassung ausgesetzt sind.

Hier ist eine deutliche Grenze gegen den sogenannten laut-

gesetzlichen Schwund nicht zu ziehen. Ich verweise z. B.

auf den Wegfall von proklitischen Silben in den Adverbien

(Prapositionen) nhd. weg . . . ., der sicher nicht iiberall aus

einem Gesichtspunkt zu beurteilen ist.)) Thus Brugmann

does not altogether deny the possibility of phonetic shortening

in these cases although on the whole he regards them from

the same point of view as elUptical abbreviations.

An important point to be considered, it seems to me,

in judging of this question is the degree of amalgamation

between the constituent parts of these adverbial combinations.

If shortening took place when these parts were still to

a certain degree felt independent, our question may be

altogether a syntactical one. The omission of a word not ne-

cessary to the sense is too usual a phenomenon to need

exemplifying. — Even if the original relation between the

members of such an adverbial combination was no longer

clearly felt, a certain degree of syntactic isolation having set
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in, it does not eo ipso follow that the combination was regarded

as a compound. The members need not altogether have

lost their independence. Even if willen in um — willen was

no longer connected in the speaker's mind with the sub-

stantive, the original function of um in this case being con-

sequently obscured too, this need not preclude the possibility

of iim being still associated with the preposition um in other

positions. But, I repeat it, the loss of a word may be con-

ditioned by other causes than the loss of a part of a word.

The facts mentioned may even in some measure have

contributed to bring about loss of the prepositional parts of

these adverbial combinations. I will briefly point out what

I mean. The loss of um in um — willen ^ evidently pre-

supposes that the sense was concentrated on willen. The

original function of um being forgotten, this word no longer

appeared necessary. These facts were a condition, though

not a direct cause of shortening. — Cf. Wundt, Die Sprache

II p. 539 f. — But if it may be taken for granted that um
could still be associated with the preposition in other posi-

tions, this may have served to sever the once intimate connec-

tion between um and willen. It may even not have been quite

clear that the two words belonged together. However, as

soon as such a notion was present in the speaker's mind

the use of um in this place must have seemed unnatural as

compared to the function of the same word elsewhere. Um
was felt as syntactically isolated; hence the linguistic sense

revolted against its standing at all in this place. The wwd
was thrown away. A similar point of view may apply to

the other cases mentioned above.

An analogous case is lest, O.E. p// Ids pe (1100: pe

^ If I choose the German um — willen as an example, it is because

the process leading to loss of the preposition seems easier to understand

in the case of such a ))Distanzkompositum)).
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la'ste) although it is here the definite article that has been

dropped.

Now, I do not pretend this to have been the sole or

perhaps even a sufficient cause of shortening in these cases.

We have no doubt to reckon with a cooperation of several

circumstances. To this question I shall have occasion to

recur further below. — But the chief point is that we may
be concerned here with a loss of words, not with parts of

words. That is why I leave abbreviations of this type

out of consideration. — In the following list will be given

a few words which may be partly aphseretic, partly belong

to the category just dealt with.

1. Loss of initial vowels.

bout 'about' 1250. There being a gap in the quota-

tions for this word from 1300— 1602, N.E. bout may be due

to renewed shortening (N.E.D.).

boue 'above', O.E. bufan. win 14th c. bove became obso-

lete.)) N.E. bove 1591 (N.E.D.). But we find boue Rutl.

papers p. 22 (end of 15th cent.), bove may partly be for

above, cf. bout.

gain, gains(t) 'against' (O.E. on-), M.E. gain, yen, yeines

etc. {gain with the stop sound may partly be Scandinavian,

cf. N.E.D., Bjorkman p. 151]. Laws E. Gu. 6.7 H. (ab.

1125) gean, Orm g'ce/?. Supposing gean from 1125 is not

due to a scribal error, the word might have been in local

use in O.E. and is perhaps not always due to shortening,

cf. O.H.G. gagan, gagen. There is hardly much reason to

doubt (as does N.E.D.) that N.E. gainst ab. 1550, Tottel

(Hoelper p. 40), is a direct continuation of the M.E. form.

gains(t) is often found in late M.E.: Caxton (Romstedt p.. 28),

Ashby poems (E.E.T.S.) p. 1.7 (ab. 1465), Bokenham's leg. p.

89.384 etc. (ab. 1450).
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Note. M. E, gain adv. 'again' is probably due to the particle gain-

(O. E.) being treated as a separate word. Similarly mis adv. is best ac-

counted for thus. Cf. N.E.D.

longs(t) 'along', O. E. andlang, 1513 langis, 1571 langest.

But the word may possibly have been formed independently.

Cr. M.H.G. langes 'along' (entlang is much later, cf. Kluge, ¥A.

Wb.), Germ, langs; in dialects: den Fluss lang 'along the

river', Heyse, Wb.

mid 'amid' 1808: ))poetical aphesis of amid)) (N.E.D.).

mong 'among' 1200, may be partly from among, parlly

from imong.

neath 'beneath' f. aneath 1787, poetic (and dialectic).

nent(s) f. anent (O.E. on efen): Curs., Wicl. (N.E.D.).

pon 'upon', used in poetry by Ben Jonson, according to

van Dam I.e. p. 33. Now in vulgar use, cf. Hofer, N. Spr. IV

p. 303.

back f. aback 1300 (N.E.D.). I add a few more b.

instances: (arere hem) bak R.Br. Chr. 165'2, (loked) bak

ib. 12(593, cf. abak 15953, on bak 13080. on back being

used all through the M.E. period by the side o^ aback, back

may be due to loss of on prep., rather than to loss of the

particle a-. Then the word does not belong here.

down, aphetic for adown ace. to N.E.D., where the first

({uot. for down is from 1100. But several instances are found

in O.E.: Vesp. 138.8 dune stigu, ib. 29.4, 87.5 (/tznestigendum,

Li. Lu. 5.19 dunBsendon, ib. 4.31' rf«/?eastag, Greg. Dial.

227.6 C. {)9er dune, dune in Vesp. must be due to of dune;

adune is later. Cf. p. 73. Thus it is very doubtful whether

down should be placed here at all. That O.E. dune is the

source of the word is made probable by the fact of down

being frequently found in early M.E., even in texts where

shortening of other adverbs (prepositions) is unknown or

exceptional: Poe. Mor. 1. 240, O.E. Hom. II pp. Ill, 173,

Hali Meidenhad pp. 19, 21, 23, Marh. p. 20, Havelok 871,
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888 etc., Rob. Gl. pp. 29, 263, 322 etc.; Orm, Curs., North

Engl, legends use only the shortened form; it should be

noted that O.E. dune is recorded only in Anglian texts.

Note. Most instances of O. E. dune occur in close combination witli

a following verb. The form may have originated at first in compounds

like diine-stigende and then depends on the general tendencj' to leave a

prepositional relation unexpressed in compounds, cf. (). E. setlgangende

'setting' (sun): on setl gdn, hdmsittende, and N.E. side-lying, -flowing etc.

(]f. also derm. Grablegung, Achtnahme, see Brugmann, Wortzusammen-

setzung p. 397.

non f. anon, O.E. on dne. The earliest instances of

this word are found in the collocation nu non, sometimes

written as one word, nunon A. R. p. 270 (only this quot.

in N.E.D.), but anon ib. pp. 270, 272 etc., nou nan Lag". I p.

140, nu nan ib. II p. 348, nunan Jul. p. 72. In other

positions later: noon Paston lett. (N.E.D.); none (as sche

was borne) Horstmann, Altengl. Leg. (1881) p. 236 (ab. 1450);

cf. anone (as sche was borne) ib.

way 'away'. According to Sweet, A.S. Diet., weg oc-

curs in O.E. in compounds. I have found O.E. weg only

once: weg (ne adrifej)) Vesp. 93.14, cf. ib. 94.3 on-weg ne

a-drife}). This weg (if it is not a scribal error) I take to

be due to loss of on prep.; cf. p. 73. It is not probable

that M.E. wai has anything to do with this isolated O.E.

form. The M.E. form (not given by Stratm.) is rare except

in the collocation do wai, which is frequent enough, e. g.

Curs., MS. Edinb. 19671, MS. Cott. 3667, 13049 etc. (fq.) (but

dos awai 7533 and always unshortened in other positions),

Chaucer, Cant. A. 3287, Gower, Conf. amantis VII 5408,

York Plays 33.114, 313.178 etc. (dose hym awag 285.361).

Cf. also Zupitza, E.E.T.S. 26 p. 385 f. Earlier do away: A. R.

p. 316, H.M. p. 9 do awei. — Other cases: Go wei, (quod

the kok) Vox and Wolf, quoted by Zupitza, go weg Chauc.

Troil. I 574, go way E.E.T.S. 43 1. 268 (15th cent.); (Hem

of to kutten and) way to kaste Bokenham's leg. p. 216.318.
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cross adv. (for across) 1577, adj. 'lying across' 1528, prep. c.

1551.

kimbo adj. 'resembling an arm akimbo' f. akimbo adv.:

nhe kimbo handles' 1697.

live 'alive' adj. 1542 'a line dogge': ))an attributive use

of live in on liveyy (N. E.D.).

loft adj. 'raised aloft' 14 . . .: wdeduced from aloft as live a.

from alive)) (N.E.D.)

skance adj. 1866 (askance 1374).

skaunt adv. 1791 (askant 1633).

slant adv. 1495, adj. 1618, slantwise 1573; probably

from aslant adv. 1300.

sqnint adj. f. asquint: 'his squint eye' Heywood (CD.).

squint adv. is not given by CD., but has existed according

to Murray, Transactions (1884) p. 512 and N.E.D.

straddle adv. f. astraddle, given in CD. without reference.

The word is given by Jones, see Ekwall's edition p. 94.

wayward adj. f. awayward : 'thou generacioun unby-

leeful . . . and weiward Wycl. Mt. 17.16, 'weyward seruaunt'

ib. Mt. 18.32.

leven 'eleven' 1375 '})e lewyne\ etc. (N.E.D.). leven d.

may be partly for aleven.

lone 'alone' 1377: 'in a lone dreme' ; Lonelich, Grail e.

(E.E.T.S.) p. 245.215: 'sche was tho A lone womman'.

muck sb. f. amuck adv. in 'to run amuck' : 'he runs an

Indian muck' 1687.

peak sb. f. apeak adv. 'in a vertical position' in the

expression 'to ride apeak\ 1706 'to ride a broad peak\

2. Loss of consonantal prefixes.

sides 'besides' prep. 1579, adv. 1901. a.

tween 'between' 1250, twix 1300. It is probable that

early instances of these words, at any rate, are due to loss of be-.

The a-forms are later: dtween 1400, atwixt 1374 (N.E.D.).
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b. drawingroom 1642, for withdrawingroom.

1. a., 2 a. In Genesis c^ F^xodus we find: por bnten

314, 566, 3625, por gon (= gain) 1148, por-gen 2797, por-

mong 3265. But in all other positions only abuten 96, 136

etc. (fq.)., agen 562, 1824 etc. (fq.), among 3129, 3876 etc.

(also imong). In Rob. Gl. Chr. I have found bout only in

ther boute p. 556. This cannot be due to chance. It is na-

tural to suppose that shortening in this particular case was

due to the close union of agen, among, abuten with por.

Evidently we are concerned with a case of group syncope.

The group j L (por agen etc.) was reduced in accord-

ance with well-know^n rules. Thus it is here the position

in the sentence that has brought about shortening. The

instances are interesting as exemplifying syncopation of a

in a rising tact. It is not probable, however, that shorten-

ing of prepositions has as a rule taken place in stress-groups

of the type mentioned. The most important point to be

considered with regard to prepositions is their often un-

stressed position in the sentence and close union with the

w^ords immediately following ^

A collocation like about all may form a group of the

type — LL>-/. If about in such a group is reduced to bout

this is not more surprising than the reduction por abuten

>> por buten. In both cases the shortening is due to the

general tendency to reduce the extent of polysyllabic groups,

the same result being obtained in one case by dropping a

medial vowel, in the other by the loss of an initial vow^el.

— In early N.E. we find 'tis, 'twas, 'twould for it is etc.,

and in southern dialects 'chave, 'chill, 'chould for ich have

etc. I take it that the loss of z here was brought about by

the same causes as those operating in the abbreviation about

^ This point lias been particularly emphasized by Meillet, De I'abrege-

ment de quelques mots longs, Mem. soc. ling. Ill (1905—06) p. 27.
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> bout etc., the combinations mentioned (pers. pron. + auxil.

verb) being of a similar proclitic nature as prepositions.

By the side of *tis we find very early ifs. (Cf. N.E.D.).

The twofold development of // is is easily accounted for:

it is (_ J.) :-> 'tis, it is (i_ _) > ifs. Cf. also M.E. apel: ap(e)le

etc., see Morsbach p. 99. — Evidently there are also factors

tending to counteract the loss of initial syllables in proclitic

words. Thus about may sometimes have got a secondary

stress on a-, if occurring immediately before a stressed syll-

able, about all may sometimes be accentuated jv ^ . Cf.

e. g. Jespersen, Mod. Engl. Gr. p. 156, and above p. 59. About

the man can be accentuated __ ^ ^ . Sometimes a prepo-

sition keeps a normal stress, e. g. about them ^ _. In such

cases there is no reason to expect shortening. — The ten-

dency to drop the initial syllables of prepositions has occa-

sionally been strong enough to bring about loss of conso-

nantal prefixes: sides, tween, twix.

The lack of stress of a word is a natural consequence

of its insignificant sense. It has been pointed out several

times and by different scholars that such words and ex-

pressions as are unimportant from the point of view of the

sense are often subjected to violent alterations, which cannot

be brought under general rules. I need only refer here to

Kock, Sprakets forandring p. 144 f., Jespersen, Phonetische

Grundfragen pp. 155, 182, Meyer-Liibke, Grammaire des

langues romanes I p. 557 f. — But the unimportant sense

also brings with it a more rapid pronunciation than the

normal one, which favours a wslurring over)) of unstressed

syllables. Such a rapid pronunciation has no doubt contri-

buted to shortening of prepositions. It may be the chief

cause of besides adv. being occasionally shortened to sides,

this word being often of a merely expletive character. — It

is evident that the loss of unstressed words in stereotyped

expressions may partly be conditioned by similar causes::

6
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cause f. bi cause (because), course f. of course (Merriman, From
one generation to another (Newnes) p. 37) etc. But for reasons

already mentioned I do not take inte account such short-

enings here ^ Cf. above p. 73 f. — The sense of certain words

may thus be said to be a primary cause of shortening, even

tiiough the immediate cause is of a phonetic character. The

semological factor to be considered here prevents us from

regarding such words from absolutely the same point of

view^ as other words.

It is a curious fact that shortened prepositions are no

longer used in ordinary educated language. In early N.E.

such forms occurred frequently, but especially in poetry, cf.

e. g. N.E. D., s. V. gainst, mong ^. They were rare also in

the everyday prose of letters and diaries which otherwise

in their orthography represented to some extent the spoken

language. Rutland papers (1487— 1553): boue (end of 15th

cent.), Plumpton correspondence (1460— 1551): 0, Egerton

papers (1499—1600): 0, Machyn (1550—1563): 0, Diary of

John Dee (end of 16th cent): 0, Alleyn papers (1580—1661):

mong p. 10, Memoirs of Edw. Alleyn (1590— 1616): twixt

^ deed, cf. p. 73, maj- parth^ l)e due to in deed (indeed) in emphatic

use. Cf. Brugmann, Grundriss II p. 40: ))Bei Aus- und Zurufen, Beteue-

ruiigen, Griissen u. dgl., die aus nur einem Wort oder aus einer Ziisam-

mensetzung bestehen, ist zu beachten, dass die Expiration mehr als sonst

auf die eine Tonsilbe konzentriert und die dieser zu Teil werdende Ver-

starkung nach bekanntem Gesetze eine Sciiwacliung der Naclibarsilben

hervorruft und ilire ganzliche Absorption begunstigt. Bei den im Affekt

iiblichen Kurzformen wie dnaus! nnaus! naus = hinaiis! ist die Laut-

entziehung besonders deutlich nicht lediglich Ellipse, sondern zugleich

Ergebnis der besonderen Affektbetonung.)) That ))Affektbetonung)) of a

word has not always a destructive influence on the unstressed syllables,

but may also have the opposite effect, I have had occasion to mention be-

fore. Cf. iwiss p. 69.

^ Every Elizabethan poet makes frequent use of such forms. Cf.

e, g. Franz, Shakespeare Gr. p. 69, and metrical treatises by different

authors: Wilke, Ben Jonson p. 17 f., Schulz, Middleton p. 19 f., Elste,

Chapman p. 25, Meiners, Webster p. 14, Knaut, Greene p. 13 f., etc.
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p. 43, Letters of Queen Elizabeth (1582—1602): tivixt p. 127. ^

— This might be a question of spelling only. On the other

hand it is natural to suppose that such shortenings were

more favoured in poetry than in the language of ordinary

life. It must be kept in mind that the use of doublets like

bout : about, ijainst : against facilitated in no small degree the

building of metrically correct verses. But if shortened pre-

positions were used more extensively in poetry than in every-

day speech, they may in course of time have come to be

looked upon as chiefly poetical, which may have called forth

a reaction in favour of the fuller forms.

As is well known, the shorter forms are nowadays fre-

quent in vulgar language and dialects. It seems probable

that in early N.E. such forms gained ground more rapidly

in popular speech than in cultivated language. But if that was

so, they may easily have got a touch of vulgarity about them,

which no doubt contributed to bring them into discredit.

1. b. As has been pointed out the adverb non appears

at first only in the collocation nu non. A similar case is

do way, which is used in several texts, even if away is the

only form occurring in other positions. It is clear that we

are here concerned with another case of group syncope: J i

:>[VJ.; in cases like yo away the same regular shortening

may have taken place. Of an analogous character are the

shortenings por bout, por gen etc. dealt with above p. 80. It

seems possible that non, way spread from expressions of

the type mentioned to other positions.

Although I have given back, down as improbable or at

least doubtful instances of loss of a-, the poissibility is of

course not excluded that aback, adown are partial sources

of the words in question. In that case back, down may

have arisen in much the same way as non, way, bout (in

^ Diehl, ill his paper on tlie ortliography in diaries and letters, Anglia

XXIX p. 199, mentions no shortened prepositions.
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per bout) etc. In Rob. Gl., MS. Harl. (Hearne), I found down

in the following cases: J3er doune pp. 29, 268, 322, 423, 454,

fel doiin pp. 56, 208, 215, 340, up to doiin p. 333, roune

doun p. 34, (as a rule only adoun(e), pp. 22, 29, 34, 39 etc.,

very frequent). Caxton, Aymon p. 1—500, seems to use back

chiefly in the collocation go(o) back(e) pp. 55, 139, 140,

258 (abacke pp. 80, 85, 142 etc.). — Compare above: J. _ _'

>> J. _'(>_- J).

1. c. Several of the words given in this group, although

derived from adverbs, are found only as adjectives: kimbo,

live, loft, skance, wayward. — We may choose Hue as a typical

case. The question presents itself whether Iwe can be re-

garded as a direct shortening from alive. From the point

of view of the sense there is not much to tell against such

an assumption, alive in e. g. 'he is alive' may as well be

called a predicative adjective as an adverb. The difference

between adjectives and adverbs is easily obliterated. Cf.

Paul, Prinzipien p. 366 f. But there are other facts to be

taken into account. — If live were simply a direct continua-

tion of alive, we should certainly expect the earliest cases of

the former word to occur chiefly in the same function as

alive. But this is not so; w^hile alive is confined to being

a predicative, live is used only as an attribute, live is prob-

ably to be accounted for in the following way.

As early as the M.E. period we find a fair number of

adverbs with a- by the side of adjectives without a particle:

alow 1260, aloud 1374, aflat 1330, afar 14th cent., anew (1340)

1400, ahigh 1300, awrong 1430 and others, which, though of

different origin, could be interpreted similarly: acold, alight,

aright. The adverbs mentioned may have exercised an as-

sociative influence on other adverbs with a- of different for-

mation, alive could be interpreted as containing an adjective

just as alow etc. On the analogy of the pairs alow: low,

aloud: loud etc. was formed a new adjective live out of alive.
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— live is due to a sort of back-formation rather tlian direct

abbreviation. In the same way the other adjectives belonging

here may be accounted for.

As regards cross adv., adj., prep., this word is explai-

ned by N.E.D. as follows, cross adv. (prep.) was shortened

from across adv.; cross adj. is due to the adverb. There is

nothing to prove this. It is quite as likely that cross adj.

is a back-formation from across adv.; cross adv. is an ad-

verbial use of the adjective. Besides this would tally some-

what better with the time of appearance of the adjective

and adverb respectively: cross adj. 1523, prep. adv. 1551, 1577.

According to Murray (cf. above p. 79) asquint adv. was

shortened to squint adv.: Ho look squinf ; the adjective would

be due to the latter. It does not appear from Murray's

statement whether squint adv. is recorded much earlier than

squint adj. Even if that is so, it may be due to chance. To

judge by CD., which does not give squint as an adverb, the

latter was probably rare. The same explanation may apply

here as in the case of live.

On the other hand, there would not be much to tell

against the assumption of squint adv. being due to direct

abbreviation of asquint. Attention should be paid to adver-

bial pairs like high: ahigh, loud: aloud, right: aright, round:

around etc. which could be used in much the same senses

in M.E. and N.E. On the analogy of such pairs asquint

may have been shortened to squint, skaunt, straddle, if used

only as adverbs, are probably to be accounted for in this

manner. Note also slant, which is recorded much earlier in

abverbial than in adjectival function.

Jespersen, Subtraktionsdannelser p. 21, thinks live, way-

ward are due to subtraction of a supposed indefinite ar-

ticle. There may be an element of truth in this. The

condition of such a subtraction would evidently be a sub-

stantival use of adjectives after the indefinite article at the
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time when these shortened forms came into use. Such a

function of the adjective existed in M.E. but became rare

towards the end of that period and still more so in the 16th

cent., except in expressions like *a worthj^ knight and a wise'

Aynion p. 504.20, *a riche man and a gay' Udall. Cf. on

this question Gerber, Substantivierung des Adjektivs (1895)

pp. 26, 32— 34. It is as likely as not that wayward, which

is recorded much earlier than the other words of this group,

is due to such a misinterpretation. In e. g. 'a woman
that is a wei warde Will. (Stratm.) a may have been identi-

fied with the indef. article. But the later a shortened ad-

jective of this type appears, the less likely it is that it has

arisen in this wa}^ the chances of misinterpretation becoming

smaller as time passed on. As regards live I prefer the ex-

planation already discussed on p. 85.

1. d. leven. The leventh {the lewyne, lewint Sc. leg.)

may be due to thelevenih being misunderstood. The e of

the was often elided before a vowel as early as M.E. CL

Morsbach p. 116. — By the side of eleven occurred aleven,^

which may be a partial source of leven. In early N.E. the

indefinite article is sometimes found before numerals: 'a sLt

houres' Shakesp., cf. Franz, Shakesp. Gram. p. 239 f. aleven

may have been interpreted as a leven : 'betwext a leven and

twealle hundred' Mem. Alleyn p. 32 (1593). — In the Diary

of John Dee we often meet with a(n) eleven : 'an eleven of

the clok' pp. 39, 41, 'an eleven pownd' p. 54, Ui eleven meas-

ures' p. 58, but only: 'thre(e) of the clok' pp. 42, 46, 'four

of the clok' p. 42, *ten of the clok' p. 43, etc. (very fq.). In

the work mentioned the indefinite article seems to occur

before eleven, but not before other numerals, although the

latter are frequent in similar positions. I take this to be

due to influence from a leven : a(n) eleven = a leven -\- eleven.

1. e. lone, muck, peak. There can hardly be any doubt
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that these words arose through subtraction of a supposed

indefinite article.

2. b. drawing-room. Sunden, ElUptical words p. 58,

says about this word: ))It is difficult to decide which motive

has played the predominant part in this abbreviation. We
seem, however, justified in assuming that it has been brought

about through a complex of motives constituted by the ana-

logical factor (aversion to three-linked compounds), by the

prosodic motive (unstressed syllables tend to drop), and by

the economic principle.)) I am sure none of these points

should be overlooked. On the other hand, there is another

factor which in my opinion has eminently favoured the

dropping of with- in this word. At the time when shortening

took place, the original structure of withdrawingroom could

evidently no longer be felt; the word may have been interpret-

ed as a compound of with and drawingroom rather than

withdrawing and room. But it is to be noted that with-, as an

unstressed pretonic syllable, was unknown in other nouns,

except in cases like withdrawal, withstander, withsayer which

were, of course, closely connected with the corresponding

verbs, with in witlidrawingroom may have been dropped partly

because it was felt unnatural.

B. Verbs.

1. Verba\ &-[=-- O.K. a-, of-, o(-n), (e(-t)]K

We may treat of the different a- prefixes under one

heading. — As early as the O.E. period 0/7- was often re-

presented by a-; to what extent a phonetic change on- > a-

or only an interchange of prefixes should be assumed is not

to be decided in special cases. In the W. S. gospels about

^ On the general function of the prefixes ef. e. g. Matzner's and

Koch's grammars, Lehmann, Das Prafix nz- im Altenglischen (1906).
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1000 we find e. g. aginnan^ adrccdan, awreon, see Harris, Glos-

sary. — In M.E. also of- is often represented by a-, as in

a-hungered etc. — In cases of loss of these verbal prefixes

an a- compound can always be started from.

As is known, the remains of the once usual prefix a-

in Modern English are very scanty. But this is certainly

not due exclusively or even chiefly to the particle having

been dropped to a certain extent. Here other circumstances

have played an important part. The reason of the gradual

dying out of verbal a- compounds is in the first instance to

be looked for in the general sense and function of the par-

ticles.

The original meaning of the particles dealt with here

is mostly not apparent even in O.K. The difTerence in sense

between the verbal compound and its primitive is very often

insignificant.

As regards O.E. a- (<^ *uz), its function was as a rule

restrained to modifying the mode of action of the simple vb.

In this function a- coincides with ge-. Cf. W. S. gospels,

Mt. 4.5 asette hine ofer J)9es temples heahnesse: Lu. 4.9

gesette hine ofer pses temples hricg; Mt. 11.5 hreofe synt

aclcensude: Mt. 8.3 Ic wylle beo geclcensod; Lu. 1.41 J)a wearj)

elizabeth halegum gaste gefylled: Lu. 1.67 waes mid halegum

gaste afylled etc. — On simple verbs used with perfective

force compare above p. 42 f. In MS. Li. of the gospels

w^e find e. g. Mk. 1.43 sona draf hine 'statim eicit ilium'

= 'threw him ouf; Mt. 5.30 gif sui{)ra bond {)in ondspurnas

})eh cearf hea 'cut it off\

Often different MSS. of the same work use now the

simple verb, now^ the compound with a- to express the same

idea. In the A.S. Laws we find e. g. II Cn. 58. 1 G. Gif

hwa . . . borh -. . . abrece : B. brece, Af. El. 22 G. Gif hwa delfe

waeterpyt : E. adelfe, II Cn. 24. 1 G. agyfe . . . J)am agen-

frigan his agen : B. gyfe, III Eg. 6.1 D.G. 2 beran 'endure':
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other MSS. aberan, Af. 6.1 E. lesan : H. alysan 'redimere', II

Cn. 15.1 G.B. unlage rcereiD. arwre, Iiie 71 H.B. abide :E.

bide. Other instances might be added.

How Uttle the original local sense of a- *away, olT, out,

up', was felt even in O.E., is best shown by the frequent

addition of an adverb (aiveg, iit, of, up) to the a- verb,

serving to express the notion originally implied in the par-

ticle itself. Cf. Biilbring p. 29. In the W. S. gospels we

find: J. 2U.1 aweg anumen 'taken away'; Mt. 26.51 asloh

of anys {)8era . . . Jjeowan eare: J. 18.26 })a?s eare sloh pe-

trus of; Mt. 5.30 aceorf hi of: Mt. 9.43 ceorf hi of 'cut it

off'; Mt. 7.4 J)afa {) ic lit ado }) mot of })inum eagan, Mt.

7.5 Jd })u ut ado }) mot: MS. Hatton has at do in these

instances; Mt. 21.12 he adraf ut ealle, 9.25 he })a menigeo

«/-adraf: J. 9.34 hig drifon hine ut; similarly ut agan:

ut gan, ut aweorpan : ut weorpan; Lu. 17.13 hyra stefna

«p-ahofon, Lu. 18.13 nolde . . . his eagan ahebban up: Mt.

17.8 jDa hig hyra eagan upp-hofon, J. 4.35 hebbaj) upp

eowre eagan; J. 8.7 })a aras he upp, 8.10 Se hselend aras

upp etc. — As is natural, the types ut adrifau, up ahebban

etc. gave place, in course of time, to the simpler modes of

expression ut drifan. Mod. Engl, drive out etc. —
In a number of cases O.E. on- does not affect the

simple vb. any more than ge- or a-: Gospels Mt. 27.34 Corp.

onbyridge 'gustasset': Li. gebirigde, Mk. 7.33 Corp. onhran

'touched': Li. gehran, Mt. 5.15 Corp. onlihte 'luceat': Li. lihtep,

Mt. 28.1 Corp. onlihte: Li. gelihtep, Mt. 21.10 Corp. onstyred:

Li. gestyred, Mt. 17.27 Li. onfindes: Corp. fmtst, Mt. 16.19 Li.

onbindes: Corp. gebindst. — Cf. bidan (on-, a-), hebban (on-,

a-), hnigan (on-, a-), hon (on-, a-) 'crucify', liesan (on-, a-),

sdwan (on-, a-) etc. See Sweet, A.S. Diet.

The most marked sense of on- in O.E. is that appearing

in verbs like onwreon 'reveal', lit. 'uncover', cf. G. entluillen,

w^here the particle reverses the verbal action. Even in this
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sense on- was gradually obscured. Like on- in ondrddan

also the negative on- in e. g. onwreon passed into a-: hence

a good deal of confusion. Owing to the numerous verbal

doublets with and without a- where a- was hardly more
than intensive, the prefix became no longer fit to express

the idea of reversal, awreon came to mean both 'cover*

(Gospels Mt. 25.38 Li. etc.) and 'reveal' (Lu. 2.35 Corp. etc.),

owing to two originally distinct prefixes being merged into

one. The consequence was that on-, a-, when expressing re-

versal of the action, was speedily replaced in late O.E. and

M.E. by another prefix, viz. un- ^ It is typical that the

copyist of the MS. Hatton of the Gospels puts un-awreon 're-

veal' Lu. 10.21.22 (twice) instead of a-wreon used with this

sense in the O.E. Corpus MS. Cf. ut (a)drifan for adrifan.

As regards the O.E. inseparable prefix of- it has in

numerous cases given up its original sense even in O.E. and

often coincides in function with a- and ge- : ofdscian 'learn*

ofbeatan 'beat to pieces', offeran 'overtake', ofslean 'kill', ofsni-

pan 'slaughter', ofstingan 'stab to death' etc. But also e. g.

O.E. slean 'kill', snipan 'slaughter', stingan 'gore to death',

cf. p. 43.

From what has been said, it w^ill appear that the gra-

dual disappearance of the a- prefixes must be largely due

to their indifferent sense. The dying out of a number of n-

compounds was evidently the result of a struggle between

synonyms where simple verbs came- out victorious : break,

fdl, slay etc.; many other a-verbs grew out of use along

with their primitives : O.E. (a)fandian, (a)Iiitan, (a)liesan

etc. Cf. OfTe, Das Aussterben alter Verba und ihr Ersatz

(Kiel 1908); in other cases the loss of the old a-prefixes was

made up for in different ways : drive out f. adrifan etc. We
have no occasion here to enter into details about these mat-

Cf, Sievers, Ags. Gram. ,^ 56 Anm. 1, Franz Shakesp. Gram. p. 97.
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ters. In a similar way the O.E. prefix to- in verbs died

out, being replaced in various ways. See Bechler, Das Pralix

to im Verlaufe der englischen Sprachgeschichte (1909) pp.

62, 67 f.

After these preliminary remarks, I shall proceed to give

an account of the cases in which the loss of verbal a-com-

pounds is due to the particle being actually dropped. As

may be expected, certain instances which belong here are by no

means numerous. Nor is it easy in special cases to form a

decisive opinion. Even if a certain sense appears much
later in a simple verb than in the corresponding a-compound,

this need not be due to shortening; and if a simple verb is

recorded later than the a-verb, this may also be due to

chance. Several possible but uncertain cases will be included

in the following list.

a. O.E. a-, on-, of-.

bite 'taste, partake of : we nulluj3 nout bittres biten A. R.

p. 364 (N.E.D.). O.E. has on-, abitan with this sense. O.H.G.

inbeizan.

bye, buy 'pay for, atone for' 1250, 'pay the penalty

suffer' 1440. The word is given by N.E.D. as probably

aphetic for abye, which is somewhat earlier in these senses.

O.E. bycgan means 'buy' only. Shortening seems uncertain,

a development of sense 'buy' (dearly) r> 'atone for', 'atone'

being natural. On the other hand, it is probable that bye

was influenced in its development by the compound verb.

dread 'fear' [O.E. on-, adrddan, O.H.G. intrdtan, O.S.

andrddan^ dread is not rare as early as the 12th century:

Wulfstan, MS. Bodl. 343 p. 235.22 dra^dende, Aelfc. Gram.

123.3 W. drede, Hom. I. 21 dreden etc. The M.E. adjec-

tive drad 'afraid' is given by N.E»D. as aphetic for adrad <<

O.E. ofdrcedd, but it may as well be the participle of dread
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'fear' with active sense, cf. O.E. for-worht 'wrong-doing',

gelyfed 'believing', see e. g. Franz, Shakesp. Gr. § 661.

drink 'be drowned' f. adrink; only in the past pple: be

dronken 1425 (N.E.D.). But shortening is doubtful. The fol-

lowing O.E. instances should be noted: miJ)J)y ongann . . . .

druncnia 1 gedrince 'cum coepisset mergeri Li. Mt. 14.30, scip

drincende 'naufragantem' Durh. Rit. 61.16, gidruncen ib. 61.15.

These instances point to O.E. (ge-)drincan having soflietimes

taken the same sense as adrincan. — The M.E. forms are

perhaps better accounted for in another way. In my opinion

blending with adrenche, drenche (O. E. (a-)drencan) is pro-

bable. Both these verbs are usual in M.E. with the sense

'to be drowned' e. g. A.R., Rob. Gl. (N.E.D.). Now, by the

side of the form (a-)drenche (ch = ts) there has no doubt

existed also a form adrenke with A^: Marg. 3 (ab. 1250) p.

61 adrencke (twice); cf. M.E. penke, N.E. think. Further

we find the form drinche' (Morsbach § 109) <c drenche, to

which may be safely assumed a by-form *drinke. On the ana-

logy of adrinke : adronke(n) was formed dronke(n) from *drinke

'to be drowned'. — The probability of M.E. drinche, drinke

(O.E. drencan) having played a part here is increased by

another circumstance. In M.E. we often find the past pple

spelt with ch for k : dronchin 1440 (N. E.D.); Capgrave

Chron.: dronch p. 133, dronchin pp. 74, 107, 225; the examples

which I have noted in the latter work are all spelt with

ch. The form with ch seems in fact to be very usual.

Of the three instances given in N.E.D. two are spelt with

ch. This spelling probably denotes a pronunciation ts. The

symbol ch for A: in late M.E. is after all quite sporadic, see

Zachrisson, Anglo-Norman influence p. 36. The form dronche

by the side of dronke arose on the analogy of drinke : drinche.

daw 'to daunt' 1616 f. adaw (1557), probably arose

through misinterpretation of the adverb adawe (N.E.D.)

O.E. gietan 'understand' [f. on-, *agietan, O.H.G. int-
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gezzaii] is found once in O.E., Li. Lu. 18.34: ne aenig {)ara

ongeton ('intellexerunt') . . . ne geton (intelligebanf). The

compound is found about 80 times in Li.

gin 'begin' [f. on-, aginnan], once in O.E.: gunnon Bede

60.22 T. (other MSS. on-). M.E. : he gan drifen Gospels, MSS.

Royal (prob. before 1150), Hatton Mk. 11.15; gon Horn. I

p. 45, gann Vices 121.5. As is well known, gin in M.E. is

especially used as a mere auxiliary.

hungered ppl. adj. 'hungry' 1425. According toN.E.D.

partly aphetic for ahungered (O. E. ofhangrod), or else due to

a transitive use of hunger vb.

know 'acknowledge' 1200. O.E. oncndwan. But note

O. E. gecnctwness 'acknowledgment', <7ec7?r<^'it>e 'acknowledging'.

Uncertain.

manse 'excommunicate' [O.E. (unansumian] is one of

the few etymologically certain cases of a shortened o-verb, the

particle being here used with undoing force. There is one

doubtful instance of the noun mansumung 'excommunication'

in O.E.: heora mansumunge Aelfc. Hom. I p. 370 (B.-T.).

But this may be only a case of haplography. M.E.: e. g.

Orm mannsenn; O. and N., Rob. Gl. mansinge sb. (Stratm.).

rise [O.E. arisan]. There are sporadic instances of Ws«/2

in O.E.: J)e me ... on risan willa}) Ags. Ps. (N.E.D.); he

ras from deaj)e R^ 27.64, girioson Durh. Rit. 25.1. M.E. e. g.:

Kent. Sermons (ab. 1200) p. 26 risinnde, Rob. Gl. p. 305 ros

etc. — The O.E. instances of risan are probably not due to

shortening, cf. O. H.G., O.S. risan, but considering the fre-

quent and almost regular occurrence of arisan in O. E., later

instances are at least often due to shortening. On the ana-

logy of arist : arise was formed M.E. rist sb. from rise.

stell 'establish, institute' [O.E. astellan]: riwle {)et mon

stohle A.R. p. 8. O.E. stellan 'place, set'. Uncertain.

O.E. *wreon 'reveal' is implied in the isolated noun

wrignesse 'revelation', occurring once Greg. Dial. 149.22 O.;
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MS.C. onivrigennysse. Or else the word may be for *gewrig-

nesse, cf. gescegdness ib. p. 348.18 and above p. 14.

A few other very uncertain cases which are not re-

corded without a- until M.E. times may be added. They
are: brefie 'perish' 1205, cover 'recover' ^ tr. 1250, intr. 1300,

choke 1303; deaoe 1340, dumb 1300, sour 1340 ^ (Stratm.)

*become deaf, dumb' etc., grise 'be terrified' 1200, maze 1300,

tend 'set on fire' 1175 (Stratm.). But no great importance

can be attached to such comparatively rare verbs; it is prob-

able that the simple verbs existed in O.E. ^.

b. 3-<:0.E. se (in set-).

taiine 'show' 1220 [O.E. *cet-eawnian]. But M.H.G.,

M.L.G., M.Du. exhibit a corresponding short form. Cf. Kluge,

Grundriss pp. 390, 42(5.

trine 'touch' [O.E. cet-Iirinan]: ne trinep Hom. II p. 21

(ab. 1200).

twit [O.E. cet-untan] 1530 (Skeat, Et. D.).

c. a-<:O.E. (in on-).

neat 'anneal' [O.E. on-dlan] 1538. Cf. N.E.D.

nele 'annoint' [O.H on-elian]: the neling box 1567.

^ acofrian is found in O.E. only in one late quot. ab. 1100. M. K.

cover 'recover' maj- partly represent O.F. recouvrer, partly O.E. *cofrian^

cf. O.H.G. kobardn, which on the other hand may be due to verj' old

shortening of Latin reciipeiare.

Cf. O.E. (a-)cealdian, (a-)fiilian, (a-)slacian etc. 'become cold' etc.

' O.E. civencan is not given in dictionaries except in the compound
acwencan. But we find cwcencan Greg. Dial. 237.2. — drow 'to dr}^', ap-

pearing somewhat late in M.E. by the side of adrow (1393), is given as aphe-

tic in N.E.D., but it may be a direct descendant of O.E. driigian (Sweet,

A.S.Dict.). Morsbach § 69 takes bide to be shortened from abide without

sufficient reason.
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As to the time when a- began to be dropped, it is dif-

ficult to assert anything exactly. Loss may have taken place

to some extent as early as O.E. As possible O.E. instances

have been given gietan, ginnan, mansum-unge, wrig-nesse.

These words, however, occur only once each. The possibility

of scribal errors must be kept in mind. — But in the 12th

century we find dread, gin.

It is curious to note that loss of a- seems to have been

more favoured in certain verbs than in others. Thus M.E.

drede 'fear' is found exclusively in A.R. p. 38, 58 etc. (fq.)»

Kath. 1. 622, 762 etc. (13), Juliana p. 24, 54 etc., Ayenb. p.

74, 84 etc.; but in the same texts we find only arise: A.R.

p. 34, 38 etc., Kath. 1. 337 etc. (7), Juliana p. 62, 78 etc.,

Ayenb. p. 35, 51 etc. (fq.)- — Tl^is points to drede having

suffered very early loss of the prefix.

Note. Ill tlie Cotton MS. of Rob. Gl., ed. by Hearne, p. 465 f. I

found frequent instances of mansinge sb. p. 472, 496 etc. (ab. 11) but only

amanse vb. p. 474, 495 etc. (ab. 15). The preference of the prefixless form

of the noun is perhaps due to a- being subtracted owing to confusion witli

the indefinite article.

The loss of a- is not restricted to any particular dia-

lects in M.E. A glance in at a M.E. dictionary is sufficient to

prove that. Above I have given earh^ quotations chiefly from

southern MSS. The verbs we have been able to give as

certain or probable instances of shortening are not numerous

— a necessary consequence of the slight influence of our

particle on the sense of the simple verb.

a- may have been dropped, however, to a larger extent

than is possible to prove in special cases. M.E. rere *raise',

for instance, may in one district be the direct continuation

of O.E. rceran, in another perhaps O.E. ardran may be the

source of the word. Cf. verbal ge- p. 44 f. — On a question

like this we can never get beyond theoretical speculations.
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On shortened a-verbs in different M.E. dialects.

A comparison between the M.E. dialects, bearing upon

the extent of loss of verbal a-, can not be very suggestive if

based merely on verbs that can be proved to be shortened.

The number of such forms is far too limited. — But some

guidance may be obtained by applying another method. It

is evidently of some importance for our purpose to know

to what extent verbal a-compounds were still used in diffe-

rent M.E. dialects. A closer investigation into this question

yields interesting results.

In O.E., a-verbs are very common in southern as well

as northern texts; cf. e. g. Harris' and Cook's glossaries of

the O.E. gospels. In M.E. matters are different. With re-

gard to the relative frequency of verbal a-compounds M.E.

dialects deviate from each other to a considerable degree.

In the South, a- verbs are very usual all through the

M.E. period. In the Ancren Riwle we find some 50 verbs of

this kind : abiden, ablenden, aciirsen, acwellen, acwenchen,

mjrisen etc.

But in the Ormulum from about the same time only

two a- compounds are met with: abidenn, abiggenn [curiously

enough on- has not passed into a- in onnfon, -fangenn, onn-

gann (once)]. Cf. White's glossary, acwellen, agidten, akur-

sed, alesen, aredden, arisen, aswelten, awreken found in A.R.

correspond to simple forms in Orrm. Note: dredenn, gann,

risenn, mannsenn.

In 14th cent, texts from the South there is also a fair

number of a-verbs. In Rob. Gl. Chr. p. 1— 200 there are

some 1(5 verbs (apart from adj. pples) with more than 70

instances; in p. 1— 120 of Ayenb. (corresp. in length to p.
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1—200 in Rob. Gl.) we find about the same number of cases.

Also later southern texts, such as Trevisa, Ferumbras disting-

uish themselves for their frequent use of these verbs.

In (the North Midi.) Rob. Br. H.S. 1. 1—6500 (corresp.

in bulk to Rob. Gl. p. 1—200 etc.) only the following verbs

are found : abijde 460, 2501 etc. (ab. 6), abye 'pay for' 2450, 3694

etc. (4), alyghte 'alight' 3857, areyse 3342, awake 2231 (aiva-

kyng sb.), i. e. 5 verbs recorded 13 times. Participial adjec-

tives with a- are more usual: acursed 1714, 2165, adred 2245

etc. (8), aferd 4405, 4859, agrysyn 707, agast 5466. — In

the whole work (12630 lines) we find: abyde (20): byde 5042

etc. (3), abye (7): bye 'atone for' 96 etc. (3), alyghte (1),

aryse etc. 7693, 7873, 7948, 8417: ryse 8767 etc. (ab. 45), areyse

(2): reyse 6710 etc. (7), awake (2): a;aA'e 'awake' 7057, 7753,

and the adject, pples adred (8): dredde 7846, acursed (4) (but

only curse vb.), ajfryght 8763 etc. (2), agrysyn (2), aknowe

8379, agast (1), aferd (6), ashamed 6569, 12019. — Apart

from abyde, abye, which are more usual than the simple

verbs, and part, adjectives, a-verbs must be considered to be

very scarcely represented in this work compared to southern

texts.

Note. In S. E, M. and E.M. texts the rareness of a-verbs is not quite

so conspicuous. Gen. & Ex. (ab. 1250), 4162 lines, has 4 verbs with ab. 12

instances (abide, abraid, agrise, ago); Bokenh. legends (1450), p. 1— 160, ab. 7

verbs with more than 20 instances (abide, abye, abraid, adaw, agrise, atake,

awake). — The West. Midi. Psalter has ab. 8 verbs with some 80 cases

(abide, ablind, aciirse, adrench, ahigh, alight, arear, arise); Mire's Festial

(15th cent.), p. 1— 100, ab. 6 verbs rec. some 35 times (abide, abye, aciirse,

agilt, agrise, arise; but of these abide occurs 22 times.) ^

Chaucer's language shows a southern character in preserving a fair

number of old a-verbs. In the Canterbury tales (Skeat) A., B. 1. 3956—4652,

C. 1. 463—967 (ab. 5500 lines) we find a- in 10 verbs, rec. more than 40 times

[abide (14), abraid, abye (6), agast, alight, arise, aslake. astert, awake,

awreke (also anhang)]; besides several adjectival pples: adrad, aferd, agast

etc. The simple verbs are ver}' often used by Ch. in the same sense as the

^ Besides in the glossary: aslay, astand, awelde.
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compounds, as (a)bye, (a)light, (a)rise, (a)ivake. Cf. Skeat, Glossary. —
Caxton uses a-verbs more sparely: in Eneydos, p. 1—130, ab. 4 verbs

with more than 35 inst. [abide (30), arise (6), arouse, awake] ; besides

aknown, ashamed, (anangred). — Aymon, p. 24— 160, 4 verbs with some
30 inst. (abide, abye, arise, awake); besides aferd, agasl, ashamed. —
The pieces examined of Bokenh., Psalt, Mire, Chaucer, Caxton are of about

the same length as those of Rob. Gl. and Ayenb.

In purely Northern texts the nearly complete absence

of a- verbs strikes the eye.

In the MS. Cotton of Cursor Mundi is found only the

verb abide 1. 466, 1899 etc. (ab. 15): bide 868, 5093 etc.
i;

besides the adjectival agast 4971, 8224 etc. (6), aknaun 3092

(onknaun 8627, ofknaun 9059, knaun 5084). MS. G. has

also aby *pay for' 2036.7816 (Cott. only 6z), aferd 1736

(Cott. ferd).

Surtees Psalter: abide I ps. 26.14, 36.34 etc. (ab. 20,

bide does not occur), [onfengiin, onfanged etc. I ps. 16.12,

17.36 etc. (ab. 10), inlight II ps. 118.135].

North Engl, legends: (h)abijde p. 41.549.582 etc. (6

noted): byde; (h)aby *pay for' p. 46.81, 83.227, 98.106 (: by).

Adjectives: adred 8.340, 9.375 etc. (7), afferd 47.188 etc. (3):

ferd, asschamid, aschamed 47.185, 68.351, awunderd 10.515

etc. (6).

As appears from the above, there is a clear dialectic

difference with regard to the use of verbal a- in M.E. In

contradistinction to the usage in southern dialects, a- verbs

are extremely rare, especially in North Midland and Northern

texts. It is surprising to note that a- is kept with particular

tenacity chiefly in two verbs: abide, abye; the former is used

^ abide and bide are used promiscuoush': be {)is well sal i habide

3273, her sal i bide 3275; Messias, [)at [)e folc abides sua 12778, ye bide

me here 15604 etc.
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in every northern text I have consulted, even if the par-

ticle is wholly lost in other verbs; there seems to be a per-

vading tendency to keep a- in this word. A special group

is also formed by participial adjectives with a-, which are

conspicuous by the frequency of their occurrence compared

to that of verbs in general. — It is somewhat doubtful

w^hether the main cause of this dialect divergence should be

looked for in a stronger tendency to drop a- having been at

work in Northern dialects. This question will be discus-

sed below.

The tendency to drop verbal a- no doubt owes its origin

to the same factors that have caused the gradual dying away

of many a- compounds, cf. above. It has already been poin-

ted out that the meaning of our particle w^as early obscured.

The coexistence of such verbs as alihtan: lihtan, abidan: bi-

dan, afyllan: fyllan etc. w^hich differed little, if at all, in

sense in O. E., came to exercise an influence also upon a-

verbs which had no primitives by their side. On the ana-

logy of numerous verbal doublets of the kind mentioned,

dread, rise etc. arose by the side of the corresponding com-

pounds. Also in the rare cases when the particle implied

reversal of the action this sense was gradually lost. Only

in that way can we account for the loss of a- in O.E. aman-

sumian, M.E. mansen; a- in this verb was identified with

the overwhelming number of cases where the particle did

not affect the verbal sense; hence a- was thought unneces-

sary and w^as analogically dropped. In the same way a- in

a-twit, a-neal w^as wrongly interpreted and lost, t and n

respectively being apprehended as parts of the verbal stem.

The different a-prefixes were wlumped together in idea))

(N.E.D.).

As a rule I do not think there is any reason to assume

a phonetic loss of a- in verbs, gin, when used as an

auxiliary (gan bigin 'began' North Engl. Leg., p. 172.651),
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special case. The frequent use of the simple vb. in this func-

tion may be largely due to weak sentence-stress. Gf. the

prepositions above.

It remains to explain why a- verbs have almost complete-

ly disappeared in Northern and North Midland dialects. It

is surprising that e. g. Orm uses only the sirnple dredenn,

mannsenn, risenn; bu^henn 'submit, worship', clennsenn, dill^-

henn, dre^henn, fandenn, fedenn, fdenn, liefenn, kennenn, lihh-

tenn, lutenn, slan, sti^henn, swelltenn, wrekenn, which were

usual in O.E. in composition with a-. That a number of

verbs with a- should be superseded is only a natural thing;

but it is not natural that the levelling tendencies should

nearly always be in favour of the simple verbs. It is evident

that special circumstances must have been at work here.

Now it would seem a natural conclusion that the almost

complete loss of verbal a- in the North is due to the opera-

tion of a sound-law affecting initial pretonic a-. But this is

nothing less than probable; for why should Orm always

use e. g. dredenn (O.E. ondrddan) without the prefix, while

a- is quite as regularly retained in e. g. aiue^^ 'away', abu-

ienn 'about'? Gf White's glossary. — An explanation must

be sought elsewhere.

With regard to the use of verbal a- in the O.E. North-

umbrian dialect there is one circumstance that is \vorlh

mentioning here. Attention has already been drawn to the

fact that a- and ge- often interchanged in O.E. Nowhere is

this tendency so marked as in e. g. the Northumbrian gospels.

The translator even goes the length of giving the a-form

and the ge-iovm as alternative renderings of the same Latin

w^ord: ge 1 abidap Mk. 8.2, gecenned I accenned J. 8.41^

gepuoa 1 apoa Lu. 7.38, geseiun 1 asetun J. 20.13, gehengoit
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\ maehton ahoa Mk. 15.20, a- \ ge-warp Lu. 4.42. Other

such double-forms that could be used in absolutely the same

sense in the Li. gospels are (a-, ge-)cwoepa, (a-, ge-)cwoella,

(a- ge-) drysn(i)a, (a-, ge-) fyrhtiga, (a-, ge-) gema, (a-, ge-)

hena, (a-, ge-) hyda, (a-, ge-) Ufa, (a-, ge-) stiga, (a-, ge-)

styria, (a-, ge-) penna, (a-, ge-) wuldria etc. By the side of

these compounds we generally find the simple verbs with

no marked difTerence in sense: bida, cenna, cwoepa, gema

etc. As a rule ^e-forms and simple verbs are more fa-

voured than a-compunds. — It is of course uncertain how
far such (a-, ge-) doublets w^ere independenth^ formed and

how far a change of prefixes is to be assumed. That such a

change has taken place to a certain degree can hardly be doubt-

ed. — Now when ge- was universally dropped in the North,

the simple verb and the earlier ^e-verb coincided in form.

As a natural consequence of this, the number of simple verbs

already existing by the side of the a-compounds was con-

siderably increased. This may in many cases have occa-

sioned the dying out of the latter. The balance was turned

in favour of the simple verbs.

But another and mightier cause may have played an

important part here. It is in my opinion not due to mere

chance that the absence of a-verbs in M.E. is particularly

conspicuous in the very parts where Scandinavian influence

has been strongest.

As is well known, verbal prefixes in old Scandinavian

were early lost. The importance of this fact is not to be

overlooked. In the struggle between a-verbs and simple

verbs Scandinavian influence may often have secured victory

to the latter. Such an influence probably manifested itself

in various ways: (1) In many cases an English (a-)\evh

corresponded to a Scandinavian simplex. In a case like

O.K. arisan, O.N. risa the verbal stems coincided in form.

The adoption into English of the Scandinavian verb may
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have hastened the death of arisan. — In other cases the

etymological identity of an English and a Scand. verb was

easily recognized as in fo'ecta 'bring up' : (a-)fedan, fa

'receive': (a-)f6n, gjalda, 'pay, requite': (a-)geldan, hefja:

(a-)hebban, kjosa: (a-)ceosan. Here too the Scand. form

may have contributed to oust the Engl, compound verbs.

The English may often have adopted the Scand. simplex in

an anglicized form. — Of course it will never be possible

to tell in which particular cases Scand. influence of the

kind suggested has been at w^ork. The verbs just given are

only chosen out of a vast number in order to show^ the

correspondence of English and Scand. verbs of this kind.

(2) The tendency to supersede a-verbs may have been

particularly strong in the English speech used in the mouth

of Scandinavians. It is only natural to suppose that a Scan-

dinavian when speaking English should use a simple verb

in preference to an a- compound, supposing both were

used promiscuously; this was more in accordance w^ith the

habits of speech in his own language. Such a preference

of simple verbs is especially intelligible in cases where the

etymological identity of an English a- verb and its Scan-

dinavian equivalent was conspicuous. Cf. above (1). The

Scand. verb exercised an influence in favour of the English

simplex.

(3) Lastly, it seems to me very probable that the Scan-

dinavians, w^hen borrowing Engl, a-verbs into their own lan-

guage, actually dropped the particle to a certain extent. In

the Esthonian Swxd. dialects unstressed verbal prefixes in loan-

words from standard Swedish are very often dropped, owing

evidently to unstressed particles being unknown in these dia-

lects. See Danell, Nuckomalet p. 56. For the same reason

Scandinavians in old times may have dropped verbal a-

in English loan-words. Such decapitated forms may have

been partially reborrowed into English. In that way the
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simple verbs were further reinforced. — Consequently also

shortening of a-verbs may have played a more important

part in the North than in other dialects.

It has been noted as a peculiarity, that adject, pples

with a- are remarkably frequent in certain texts, even if

verbal a- is as good as completely lost in other cases. The

main cause of the frequent retention of these participles is

in my opinion to be looked for in their adjectival character.

Having passed over to another category of speech, they were

exempted from the analogical and levelling influence exercised

by verbal doublets with and without a prefix. Then also

a- in adrad, aferd etc. served to distinguish these words in

form from the corresponding verbal pples drad, ferd etc. This

has no doubt contributed to the preservation of the particle.

A similar phenomenon is met with also outside English. Ac-

cording to Behaghel, Grundriss I p. 713, certain Low German

dialects which as a rule drop ge- in pples, often retain the

particle in the same participles used in adjectival function.

2. Verbal be-.

Contrary to the usage of most O. E. verbal prefixes, be-

has remained in living use down to N. E. times. We are not as

a rule justified in assuming loss of this particle. By a few scho-

lars, however, such a loss is supposed to have taken place

rather extensively in early N.E. Compare below. So it will be

necessary to discuss here a few of the more important rela-

tions between primitive and te-compound. On the general

function of verbal be-, see esp. Lenze, Das Praefix hi- in der

altenglischen Nominal- und Verbalkomposition (1909), Franz,

Shakesp. Gr. § 76, N. E. D.
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be- is often used to change the rection of transitive

verbs and to turn intransitive verbs into transitive, e. g.

hedelve, beflow, behang, bemourn, beweep, bestride. But simple

verbs develop in the same direction. As early as O.E. times

we find murnan 'lament', wepan 'bewail' in tr. use, stregdan

'sprinkle with', see Lenze pp. 69— 70, 97; later on cas^ *cover

by casting on' 1577 (be- 1300), delve 'bury' 1200 (^e- O.E),

flow 'cover with water' 1382 (be- O.K.), hang 'furnish by han-

ging on' 1451 (be- O.E.), stride 'bestride' Shakesp. (be- O.K.).

Here the simple verbs appear later than the be-\erhs with

the same rection. But it would not be advisable to assume

loss of the particle. The change of rection of the simple

verb was doubtless due to influence from the compound with

be-. The coalescence of sense resulting, was favoured by

numerous verbal doublets where be- was added with a sheerly

intensive force. On the whole, the sense-development of a

simple verb is often set in its proper light, if associated with

that of a corresponding compound. The same vacillation

between simplex and fce-compound is met with in German,

where be- had much the same function as in English. Cf.

Hittmair, Die partikel be- p. 27: einen kdmpfen (E. to fight

a person), einen werfen (cf. E. cast) etc.

Especially in early N.E. be- was very frequently em-

ployed in deriving verbs from nouns. Attention will be draw^n

here to cases like becloud, bedew where the noun has an

instrumental sense. Also simple verbs with an instrumental

sense derived from nouns, are extremely common in English.

We need only mention e. g. M.E. belt, cap, coat, drop 'sprinkle

with drops', dew 'wet with dew', N.E. blood 'cover with blood'

1593, dirt 'cover with dirt' 1587, down 1602, fog 'envelop with

fog' 1599, cloak 1514, mat 1549, cloud 'darken with clouds' 1518,

dust 'cover with dust' 1592 etc. ^ For further instances see

* The source of these formations are of course O.E. verbs of the

same type. We find e. g. cldpian, clutian, helmian, beagian, wcetrian.
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Bladin, Studies on denom. verbs (1911) p. 154 f. I should

hardly have thought it necessary to mention this here, had it

jiot been assumed that be- has been dropped in this very set

of verbs. — Franz (Shakesp. Gr. § 662) has set forth the opi-

nion that adjectives in -ed, derived from nouns (fenomerf etc.

in Sh.), are largely due to participles of the type beclouded:

))Zwischen den partizipien beclouded, bevenomed und clouded,

venomed besteht . . . kein grosser bedeutungsunterschied; beide

paare stehen den adjectiven cloudy, venomous begrifflich sehr

nahe. Sie fallen in der form zusammen, sobald das prafix

schwindet, was in der elisabethanischen zeit bei vortonigen

wortteilen uberhaupt nichts ungewohnliches ist (vantage —
advantage, larum — alar[u]m. Das prafix konnte um so eher

fortfallen als es in einer ganzen anzahl von fallen bedeutungs-

los geworden war)). And further p. 553: »Somit darf mit recht

die frage aufgeworfen werden, ob eine form, wie venomed aus

bevenomed (oder vielleicht auch envenomed) gekiirzt oder aus

-dem substantiv venom -{- ed entstanden ist)). There is hardly

anything whatever to justify this view. I refer to what has

been said by Ekwall, Shakesp. Voc. p. XIV, foot-note. — That

past pples of simple denominative verbs are a partial source

of these adjectives in -ed also in N.E. times seems probable.

Participles like clouded, clouted, moated could easily be con-

verted into adjectives and associated with the corresponding

nouns. But why the compounds with be- should be at all

taken into account here, it is difficult to understand. There is

nothing to indicate that the O.E. mode of forming simple

denominative verbs had died out in early N.E. Consequently

there is no reason to assume loss of be-. — In several O.E.

sceadwian, gimmian, tilelian. The group was reinforced by cases like

stone (O.E. stctnan), dung (O.E. dgngan), shroud (O.E. scrydan) where the

O. E. stem-vvowels were altered owing to later influence of the correspond-

ing nouns. Cf. Palmgren, Gradation-nouns p. 7 f. Note also cases like

crown (O. F. coroner).
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denominative verbs be- was also used with privative function.

The O.E. heheafdian sometimes corresponds to the simple verb

head in M.E.; but the latter need not be shortened, a priv-

ative sense being often implied also in simple denom. verbs,

e. g. M.E. bowel, brain, beard etc., see Bladin p. 160. Cf.

M.H.G. houbeten, blatten etc., see Hittmair p. 190 ^

A few stray cases corresponding to O.E. be- compounds
remain to be mentioned:

hove 'behove', O.E. behofian. Not until 1450 in N.E.D.

But we find: J>ou wost I)at hones me Hav. 582, me houes

J)e buxumlier me here Will. 723. — hove is perhaps formed

analogically from behove after pairs like come : become, fall :

befall, seem : beseem, used in M.E. with the sense of *befil'.

Cf. N.E.D. Possibly it might be due to blending between

hove and an unrecorded *heve (from O.N. hoeva).

quethe 'bequeath' 1303. O.E. has only becwepan in this

sense. But it is doubtful whether we are here concerned

with shortening. We find the related sense 'promise' for

quethe ab. 1250, as also qiiide sb. 'promise' <: 'statement',

'speech'. As early as O.E. cwide sb. means also 'will'. Pro-

bably the M.E. quethe 'bequeath' is due to influence from

the latter; or else a new^ M.E. verb quethe wdth this sense

arose by the side of quide sb. 'will' (also quede, quepe) after

M.E. bequide : bequethe.

teach 'deliver' 1205 ^. O.E. betcvcan in this sense (tcvcan

'show, teach'). In early M.E. we also find take in the same

In van Dam-Stoffel, Shakesp. Pros. p. 28 f. quite a number of verbs

are enumerated whicb the authors seem to regard, at least partW, as short-

ened. As no reasons are given for this view, I do not feel it incumbent on
me to enter upon a discussion of the numerous forms adduced. Suffice

it to say that none of the verbs in this list can safely be regarded as

shortened. The forms given are probably partly meant to illustrate the

frequent occurrence of verbal synonyms with and without be- in Shake-

spere's time.

- The O.E. instance in N.E.D. is uncertain.
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sense (Hake something to s. o.') by the side of betake. It

may be that teach 'deliver' arose analogically by the side of

take after beteach : betake.

I think it possible that be- has sometimes been dropped

in one or the other case, even if this is not possible to prove.

The number of sense-doublets existing, especially in early

N.E., is remarkable, cf. van Dam 1. c, Franz pp. 98, 553. —
How little the force of be- was felt by the English themselves

in those times appears from a statement by Thynne (1598):

))in mony inglyshe woordes, this sj^llable (be) is sett before

to make yt moore signyficante and of force; as for 'moone'

we saye 'bemone', for 'sprincled', 'besprincled'; for 'dewed'

'bedewed' etc.)). See E.P].T.S. 9, p. 61.

Note. Other particles than those mentioned have probably not been

dropped. I call attention, however, to lose, leese 'lose' 1205, O.E. forleosan

(also Goth., O. H.G., O.L.G.). But there may have existed an O.K. *leosan

although not recorded, cf. O.E. (for)lor, lyre 'loss'. Blending in M.E. with

other simple verbs allied in form and sense must be taken into account

too. See N.E.D. s. v. lose. — According to N.E.D. sake v. is shortened

for forsake in the following instances: And sua ur sinnes for to sake 1300,

Trew charite so for to sake 1400, sche sakyth ure lay 1420. But it seems

possible that sake here represents O.E. sacan 'contend, act in opposition

to, deny'. — More remarkable is giiienes Curs. 25338 C., for forgiveness.

But the other MSS. have forgivenes; the form may be due to some mistake.



II. Aphaeresis in Romance and Latin loan-words,

§ 1. Material.

A. Old Eng-lish.

The aphaeretic Latin words occurring in O.E. have

already been briefly dealt with by Pogatscher, Zur Laut-

lehre p. 144. I repeat them here: a-: magdala, moniaca,

postol (O. H.G), profane, spaldiir; e-: biscop (O.H.G), pistol,

scort (excurtus; O.H.G), spendan (expendere; O.H.G.); /-: mccg-

(imago), sicvr (cf. O.H.G. storia); in-: wullnc (involucus:

according to Kluge, Grundriss p. 839; O.H.G.) ^ acofrian

(O.H.G.) 'recover' is either due to a- -f- *cofrian, shorte-

ned from Lat. recuperare, or else re- was directly replaced

by the Teutonic prefix, which could be used in the same sense

as re-. — cy(nce)-: ncvgla^s, gla's (cynoglossnin): en-: cyrfet

(cucurbita; O.H.G.); cer-: fille. — In O. H.G. w^e also find:

spunon (exponere), strnnzere (extruncare), zinsera (incensorium),

in O.S. fern (infernnm). See Franz, Die lateinisch-roman-

ischen Worter im Ahd. (1883) p. 59, and Kluge 's loanword-

list, Grundriss I p. 333 f. In the list given are not included

such words as strd't which may partl}^ have lost a prosthetic

e-. Also words like spendan (s -< ex) may have occurred in

vulgar Latin in a shortened form, see e. g. Meyer-Liibke,

Einfiihrung p. 120. But the complete absence of e before

^ I do not think it necessary to distinguish between words taken

over in the O.E. period and those borrowed at an earlier date.
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s -f- cons, in Old English as well as other Old Teut. dialects

is remarkable. Loss of e- must evidently be assumed to

some extent. See Pogatsclier I. c. As is well known, pro-

sthetic e- (i-) is recorded in Latin as early as the second

century.

B. Anglo-French.

Before dealing with aphseresis in M.E. and N.E. loan-

words, we shall have to pay some attention to the same

phenomenon in Anglo-French, the bulk of French loan-words

in English being borrowed from this dialect. That the occur-

rence of aphaeretic words is a characteristic feature of Anglo-

French has already been remarked by others. I refer to

Suchier, Vie Auban p. 34 f., Slimming, Boeve p. XLIII, Koch,

Afz. Bibl. I p. XLII, Vollmoller, Afz. Bibl. Ill p. 144, Matzke,

Mod. Phil. Ill p. 55, Burghardt, Einfluss des Englischen auf

das Anglofranzosische p. 3 f., Busch, Laut- und Formenlehre

der anglon. Sprache (1887) p. 9, Behrens, Lehnworter p. 05.

But the whole question has, after all, received very lit lie

attention and has not been dealt with in anything like an

exhaustive manner. Also in continental French dialects the

same phenomenon is met with, though it is apparently much
less common here than in A.Fr. A few instances from

Pic. texts are given by Foerster, Venus Deesse, Anm. v.

186 b. See also Nyrop, Gram. hist. I § 261, Meyer- Liibke,

Gram. I § 374, Zanardelli, Remarques sur les prefixes de I'an-

cien francais, Langues et Dialectes I p. 83—90. It would evi-

dently carry us too far to enter into a detailed exposition of the

French aph^eresis in general. But the French, and more par-

ticulary the A.Fr., apha?resis interests us in so far as it may
give us a clue as to the origin of many aphicretic loan-woi ds

in English. It is important for our purpose to know I he

extent of aphseresis in Anglo-French, because otherwise we
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cannot decide how far shortening has to be assumed in

English. With this object in view I have gone through a

fair number of A.Fr. texts from the 12th— 14th c. ^

In the following list I include many cases which I do not

consider as unquestionable instances of aphseresis, but which

may belong here. As possibly aphseretic I give a number of

words which do not occur, or are only rarely recorded, in a

certain sense on the continent, the longer form being the

regular one. For information on the latter point I have

relied on Godefroy's dictionary. Several of the shortenings

given have been mentioned before by the authors just quoted.

1) a-.

handoner: Se si me baiindenase Ipom. 990 B., tut Eng-

leterre a li baundone Langt. I 486 B., A. a-.

batre 'abate': nus le batames Yearb. a. 313, le bref ne se

batera poynt ib. b. 73, demandoms Jugement sy nostre bref

puysse batre b. 219, cf. a. 89 le bref sa abatit, b. 73 se abbalyst.

batement 'abatement': al batement deu bref Yearb. a. 43,

avowum le batement ib. 313, cf. 457 pur abatement de bref.

bisme 'abyss' (Gf.): li bysme Camb. 271.15.

brive 'rapid': corant e brevez Be. 2475 D.

cheson, caison etc. (Gf.): la moie caisun Ar. XI 520, une

chancon, chancun Gai. 17 D.L., la cheson Rym. I 974 (1305),

par mal choison Pol. songs 64, sanz cheson Langt. I 226 B.,

la chesoiin ib. II 124, 218, B. Venchesoun, altre chesons II 238

B., achesouns A., la cheyson Plain te 303 H.

cater 'buy' (Gf.): II ne dit qil les chata Yearb. c. 40 B.,

chat Anel 180, chatera ib. 179, chatai ib. 181, cater Blonde

2649, de son sank nous chata Boz. 185, purra chater Apoc.

1064.

cesmer 'adorn' etc.: cemer MS. Digby, ab. 1282 (Suchier

^ Compare the list of abbreviations at the beginning of the book,

where the age of MSS. and the Hke has been noted.
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1. c. p. 35), Ragaii la secunde ceme de corsage Langt. I 34 B.,

A. aceyme.

chevir, chever tr. 'accomplish, bring to an end' [Gf.

(1)]: la queu busoigne ne poeit estre chevie Champ. 35,

la plainte est cheuye Langt. II 186, choses ore chevyes ib.

260; chever Modw., 13th c. (Suchier 1. c. p. 34).

coler 'embrace' [Gf. (2)]: si ly va coler Be. 1489 D., la

baise e cole Langt. I 10.

coillir 'enter' (road etc.)': vers Abilent ad sa veye coUe

Be. 1533 D., coile la voie ib. 3376 D., e coilent un pre ib.

3130 D.

cord 'consent': par sun gre e par sun cord Derm. 2616.

corder 'agree' (Gf. quotes some O.F. instances from the

continent. Littre says about this word, s. v. accorder: ))0n

dit souvent dans le peuple corder pour: etre, vivre en bonne

intelligence . . . ce semble etre un apocope de accordery).):

Avant que moi se puist corder Blonde 3371.

douher 'dub' etc. [Gf.: Scheler, Lex. (1)]: quinze mil se

dohhent Be. 3488 D., me ueult douher Oct. 2945, li rois out

fait douher ib. 3065, te douberoi ib. 3754, fist ... ses hommes
douher ib. 3566, ad duhhe Langt. I 174, douher Alb. 378,

duhber ib. 718. — douhour 'raccommodeur': le dohhour Boz.

39. Gf. gives duhbeour Maniere de langage (Anglo-French,

1396).

faitie adj. 'pretty, fine': la pucele au cors faitie Oct. 4039,

bele e feytee Plet 1455 O., L. afeifee.

faire 'affair' is prob. meant in la fere Gai. 6060 L.H.

ferir 'belong, be due' [Gf., 1295 (1)J: Quanque ferut a

tel dreiture Adg. 153.19, Co ne fert pas a bon rei Ipom. 3244

B., A. naferreit.

fuhler (Gf.): Quant la chape out fuhlez Derm. 597 (Gf.).

se genuillier 'kneel': se genuillad Gai. 4449 L., se genoilla

ib. 5681 L., se genoilla Oct. 2477. Gf. quotes 2 inst. from

Thomas de Kent, English clergyman, 13th c.
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se jiier 'make use of: il se jiiast d^X enfant Dorm. 1469.

lose 'famous': le lose Derm. 1686, la lose ib. 2552, ef.

alosez 603, 1700.

masser 'amass' (Gf.) Modw. 13th c. (Suchier 1. c. p. 35).

mender 'amend' |Gf. (1)] Wadington, see Gf.

merciment (Gf., 1380): la merciement Yearb. a. 297 (2),

b. 525. Gf.: les mercimens Bozon, Serm.

mi, mie 'friend': ma mije Plainte 531 H., mon my Louis 70.

mont adv.: e munt e jus Plet 177 L., e munt e aval

Dorm. 637 O., L. amiint.

pareillier [Gf. Benoit (1)] 'prepare': soun host ad pa-
raille Langt. I 118 C, A. apparaylle.

se pareillier 'compare ones, to' [Gf. pareillier 'rendre egal',,

(1)]: vers vus ne me parail Gai. 6030, R. maparil

peler 'call' (Gf., 1): Et a curt de Rome le pelerentThoiw.

671 (also Gf.), Hom le pele mestre Ewart ib. 1072, Touz ly

peloiit ly bel malveis Ipom. 3267 B., A. I'ape/e/?/; /^e/e Blonde

2640, pelez Ren. 2427, pele Louis 57 (2), 70.

pendre 'appertain, belong': horn aki la mevci pent Horn-

1746 C. (other MSS. apent), cil . . . A ki la lyure (— I'eur)

alkes pent Ipom. 8610 B., A. apent.

pentis [Gf.: pendich, 1337 (1)]: Pentis, Pentys Alb. 584 (2),

585, les pentyz 271.

postoile 'pope', probably in la postoile Gai. 959 L.

prentis 'apprentice': le prentiz, nulle prentiz Alb. 272, le

prentice ib. 383.

prendre iearn': par tens avra je plus pris Blonde 3150,.

j'avois trestot France pris Ren. 2364. Cf. prise

prester 'prepare': vus irrez aussi \us prester Be. 1556 D.,^

alez vus prester ib. 1601, se prestent a combatre Langt. I 132„

presle Wadington 1506, 2786, 4799, preste Louis 67.

prise 'instruction' etc.: Tut nel out ele 6e prise Plet 1331

O., L. iVaprise, a la prise De vostre escole Plainte 803-

H.U.R.Ph.
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prochier 'approach': Se vus plest, la prucer Ipom. 2845

B,, A. aprocher, n'osa procher ib. 8376 B., Tant k'il procha

vers la nuit ib. 2952 A., il ne ose vous prochir Champ. 233,

mult sovent prochaynt Langt. I 92, ne la pout procher ib. I

88; j'ava de celui prochier Blonde 3125.

proprier 'appropriate': Caloyune ... ad ly ad proprie

Langt. II 106.

raisnier tr. 'address' (Gf.): Ten prist a resnier Oct. 1170.

raisoner tr. 'address' (Gf.): Lunt pris .... a resuner Gai.

362, le raisona Oct. 340, les prist a resoner ib. 1003, le rai-

sonerent Thom. 686, ly resoiine Ipom. 3190 B., A. I'aresune,

ad Ismeine resone ib. 8459 B., A. aresunee, y ent fust resonez

Champ. 240.

se rester 'stop' (Gf., 1286): se restiit Ipom. 9437 B., A.

sarestut; se reshit Horn 1005 O., C. sarestut.

se router [Gf. se router 'aller, marcher' (1)]: tant se

rutent Ipom. 4931 B., A. sarutent.

saillir 'attack': prestz de saillir icel grant urs Gai. 200

D., R. prist asaillir; au roi qui molt est sallis Oct. 5240, amur

durement le saut Ipom. 951 A., B. Vasaut, cil le saillent ib.

7450 B., A. Vasaillent, ly sailleront ceux ib. 7458 B., A. Vasaillent,

la cite sauderunt Derm. 1557, cf. asaudrunt la cite 1872,

sailly Louis 69.

saut 'attack': des sautz maient Ipom. 7525 B., A. d'asauz,

a icel saut Derm. 491, Irestut ior . . . ad le saut issi dure ib. 495.

segier 'besiege': A Londres vint si la segat Gai. 3371

R., si la segerent Gai. 5793, le segait Langt. II 24 C, A.

Vassegait.

semblee 'assembly' (Gf.: Wace): firent grant semble Line.

3, la semble Cust. 221, 222, cele semble Ipom. 6941 B., A.

asemblee.

sembler 'assemble' (Gf.) : Ke ci fussez semlez Horn

1565 H. (other Mss. a-), or i samblent niut grant gent Ipom.

3328 B., A. asemblent, semble Louis 57.

8
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sener 'strike, hit': un cheualer en senad Gai. 2801 L.,

R. en asenad, parmi I'espalle li sena Ipom. 5386 A., B. Vasena,

de suz la buche le sena ib. 3653 B., A. Vasena, du cotel le

sena Langt. II 66 A., Vessena B., C, D., li quida ben sener

Be. 1310 D.

sentir *consent': vus i sentez Thorn, le Mart. (Hippeau),

ace. to Mois}'. Gf. gives 3 instances of (le) sent sb. 'con-

sent' from Hainnau, 1416.,

seri adj. 'dark': la nuit est serrez Be. 2655 D., serre ib.

2905 D.

soagier 'assuage' [Gf., (1)]: le cunforte e suage Aub.

284, la gwerre se suage Langt. I 10 C., A. s'esivage, se swage

ib. I 420 A., B. se assuage, seit swage Plainte 249 U.

soudre 'absolve' (Gf.; two of the three instances given

in Gf. are probably A. Fr.): Elstruet solst, Gai. 4084 D., R. asolt

tache 'kind of ornament': sa main a ses tachez tent,

Ipom. 8787 B., A. ataches.

talenter 'please': bien lui talenta Ipom. 470 B., A.

atalenta.

teindre 'hit, overtake': le tainent Amad. 93.54 G., Vatai-

nent, il I'a taint parmi I'escu Oct 2420.; teint ^d]. 'exhausted':

11 est ja mut teynt e las Ipom. 10186 B., A. atenf, if teynt

does not mean here 'pale' (tinctus).

iendre 'wait, pay attention to' [Gf. tendant 'waiting for',

1537 (1)]. It is difficult to distinguish atendre from entendre,

which is used in the same sense] : s'il I'ad tendu Ipom. 7468

B., A. I'ad atendu, ta moiller fot vos tendez Ren. 2978; or i

tende Dorm. 50 L., ne tent a ren Ipom. 5295 B., A. n'entent,

tendez a mai Pol. songs 64.

tourne 'attourney': le tourne Yearb. c. 17, 55, 98, al tourne

ib. 125, cf. Vatourne ib. 125, 126.

se iourner 'attorn ones, to': David se tourna a M. Yearb. c.

59, B., D. sattorna, cf. 66 se attourna.
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traper: Ainsi porront estre trapes Blonde 3363, trape

Louis 66.

val adv.: e mimt e val Dorm. 637 O., ca val Aedw. 2866.

valer: de sun col I'aveit vale Ipom. 2727 B., A. avale,

en vala jus une corde Foulq. 309, le vala . . . desque la terre

ib. 306, cf. sen avalerent de la tour 309.

vant, vant-: I'escu ad vant mis Be. 2312 D.; del vaundit

Roger, Yearb. Edw. I (1302—3) p. 79, le vaundit maundement

Doc. Irel. 212, le vauntdist Priour, Rec. pari. 116, le vaiint-

ditz, le vaiintdit ib. 117, 194, les vaiintdits, les vauntditez ib.

117, la vant garde Foulq. 317.

vantage: la vantage Yearb. Edw. I (1304—5) p. 209.

verement 'averment': Yearb.: la ver(r)ement a. 313, b.

79, 97, 99, 597, le verement b. 127, ke verement y courge b.

627. Gf. quotes the word from Stat. Edw. III.

voueson 'advowson': la voweson, la voueson Yearb. a.

45 (2), 69, 283, 305, b. 141 (2), 157; cf. le avoueson b. 163,

le quel avoweson a. 205 etc.

vuegle 'blind': al vogle Aedw. 2850, les vougles Chr.

Lond. 46, fust veogle Foulq. 411 (Gf.), tout voegte Gow. 2926.

vueglesce: voeglesce Gow. 10624.

2) e-.

a. Prosthetic e-.

Under this heading I include any e- preceding s -f- voice-

less stop. In early Anglo-French texts prosthetic e- is often

absent after a preceding vowel. We find e. g. cele spee, la

spee, ma sperance, la steille, ne stoat, veire storie, see Grass,

Adamsspiel p. XXXVIII, Schlosser, Lautverhaltnisse der Quatre

livres des rois (1886) p. 71, Hammer, Brandan, Zt. IX

p. 104, and Nyrop I § 493. Note the remarkable as ches

Horn 2220 H., C.O. as escties, cf. a esches 2551, and co streit

ib. O. 3320. Also e- in es- <: ex- has sometimes been

analogically dropped: se spandet Brand. 571, me scorcent
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1401, a squarrie Rois 250, asquarie (:= a es-) ib, 245 by the

side of a esqiiarie 266. — From the Arundel psalter I add:

chi speirent XII 19, cume spus ib. 1 and even: en sperance

XI 516, sil stablis ('constituisti') ib. 520, del spirement (*in-

spiratione') ib. 531. — That forms without e- are by no

means absent even in later Anglo French texts, is sufficiently

proved by the following list, which is not complete: fist

stiilcie Gai. 1012 L. (perhaps due to Latin influence), se scrienf

Oct. 3259, le grant martire Ki . . . li truble e schonge Ipom.

1523 (probably schange is for eschange) \ As sporons Ipom.

9928 B., Vn scharbokle ib. 3301 B., un scovhon Rym. Ill

1056, ne sperniroms ib. I 876, de spicerie ib. 224, reed ou

streym (= etrein) ib. 259, ou streijin ib. 337, largees ou

strettez ('narrow') ib. 336, en siang Apoc. 1235, sposailles De

conjuge, 14th c. (Busch p. 9), le stiir Derm. 774, les steilesr

Apoc. 628, Quant faim lui streigne Gow. 8697, il fait baier,^

streigner ib. 7951, cf. estreindre ib. 763.

As we see the shorter forms are not confined to the

position after a vowel.

In the following cases both e and s are omitted in

the spelling:

chaper 'escape': gardez ke il ne vus chape mie Be.

2294 D.

charnir (Gf.): ne charny Ipom. 6526 B., rens ne fount

for charnir ib. 5302 B., A. es-, moy avez charni Boz. 38.

cheqiiier: la chekere Statutes, 1275 (F'ehr, Die Sprache des

Handels in Altengland p. 71), le chekker Chr. Lond. 46.

charlete 'scarlet': de charlete Apoc. 971.

clari: le jor est clarre Be. 2907 D., haute vois e dare

ib. 2837.

^ As a curious counterpart of as chess, e schange I call attention to

the curious spelling (mult par fu ore) fole eschatioe Ipom. 1015 A. (= e

chative B.). Such a spelling points to writing from dictation.
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conser (Gf., cf. Foerster, Venus, 186 b.): pour soi conser

Blonde 3112.

coufle 'milan': le coiifle Boz. 20 (2), 121, 171.

crire 'write': si com (cum) I'estory crye Langt. I 158,

202, que set- crire Champ. 233, 234.

se crier (cf. se scrient p. 116): se crie Ipom. 3587, 10101

B., A. sescrie, se criont ib. 10473 B., si est en haut crie Be.

850 B.

panir (Gf., cf. Foerster 1. c, 186 b.): ce ros panirra

Pol. songs 63.

palle 'shoulder': le palle Ipom. 5386 B.

pee 'sword' Foulq. 19 (ace. to Suchier, 1. c. p. 35).

pervier: un pervier Blonde 3158.

pes 'thick': li bois est mut pes asis Ipom. 3380 B.,

A. espes.

pouser 'marr}': poiiser Blonde 3164, bosez Ren. 2977.

b. es- bef. voiced eons, and f.

se bair 'be frightened': se bai Dorm. 1157 O., L. sesbai:

cf. bai adj. (Several instances in Gf.): bays Ipom. 7812 B.,

A. ebais, bais ib. 10221 A., B. esbays.

se bloir: se bloy Ipom. 1494 B., A. s'esbloi.

se freiier be afraid': li reis se freit Ipom. 3045 B.,

A. s'effreie.

se [order 'exert ones.' (Gf. gives 1 inst. from 1613): se

forcait Langt. I 62 C., A. s'en forcayt, B. s'aforceit.

forcie adj. 'strong' etc.: fu ben force Be. 1338 D., comence

la joie entre els forcez ib. 2992.

gare 'frightened, wretched' etc.: pute gent e garre Be.

2838 D., cf. Gf.: pute gent esgaree: ne pouerus ne garez

Be. 3076, molt garree Oct. 1666, fust li reis garriz Ipom.

5148.

se joir 'rejoice': se ioiet Adg. 25.203, se joi Jos. 1052 O.,
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s'en ioieroiint Ipom. 2554 B., se joye ib. 2601 B., se joiissent

ib. 4717 B., A. s'esgoissent, sejoye Langt. I 128 A., B. s'enyo/e,

C. s'en est joye, se joist ib. 176 B., A. s'en joyst, se joyst

ib. II 54.

lais sb. 'ride': il ad fet un lece Be. 548 B.
'

se laissier Tide at full speed': vers Ipomedon se lesse

Ipom. 7432 B., A. ses-, se lessent ib. 9543 B., A. ses-; laissiez

adj. 'at full speed': venent tuz lecez Be. 3765 D.

maiier, se maiier 'be frightened': des sautz maient Ipom.

7525 B., se maye ib. 6276 A., 6552 B., Plet 739 O., 14

v., O. sen mate, ne yous maie mi Pol. songs p. 65.

se ragier 'become angry': se rage Ipom. 7167 B., A. ses-,

s'en rage ib. 6010 A., B. s'arage: ragie 'enraged': pur poi n'est

ragez Be. 3435 D.

se uanir 'vanish': (Gf. vanir intr.) il s'en vany Ipom.

10376 B., A. s'en esvani.

se veilUer 'awake': eyns ke . . . se put ueiler Be. 1558 D.,

se veylla Jos. 2854 O., se vailla Ipom. 3597, 8229 B., se

veillount ib. 3538 B., se ne veille ib. 4498 B.; A. has only

s'es-. — veillie 'awake': quant est veille Be. 3441 D.

se vertaer 'exert ones.': se vertue Ipom. 3675, 4909 B.,

A. s'es-.

c. Other cases.

glise 'church': en glise Brand. 446, la glise Ar. XII, 11,

saynte glise Rom. IV 397.11, a glises Apoc. 1414.

lehiaire : letuarie Donnei 59. The usual form also in

cont. O.F., see Gf.

Piphcmie: la Piphanye Langt I 390 A., C. le Piphanye.

qiiinoctium : qiiinocium Gomp. 1710 S.

sample 'example': le sample Thom. 1199, vostre sample

Yearb. b. 81.

suier: comenca les miens siiier Blonde 3138.

vangile: le vangele Apoc. 775.
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vangeliser: A vangeliser Apoc. 776.

vesque: le vesche Rois 3, Henri yesA* de Abirden Rym.

I 844, prestres e veskes Jos. 2369 L., la vaske Dorm. 1479 O.,

le vesques Thorn. 442, le vesque ib. 259, 265, 307, 385.

vesqiied: le vesqued Camb. 205.9.

In continental O.F. dialects the loss of e- in this group

is well evidenced. I call attention here to some instances

found in continental texts. — Dialogues de St. Gregoire,

ab. 1200: la glise 20.16, 26.11, 34.2, 35.8, 41.14, 79.17 etc.,

Romaine glise 31.10, par glises 20.20, les glises 80.2, etc.; li

ueskes 17.21, 20.16, 23.18, 28.11, 34.15, 37.21, al ueske 37.20,

lo ueske 28.25, 36.14, mien ueske 25.23, etc., la ueskiet 33.22,

meisme ueschiet 38.8. — Mousket, Chronicle (ed. Reiffenberg)

ab. 1240: la glise 1148, 3380, 3387, 4859; sainte glise 1840,

1928, 2368, 2604, lor glises 3619, les glises 3679, fist on glises

3932 etc. (very fq.), li vesques 503, le vesque 501, 507, 857

etc., Et vesques 336, (dont) vesques 393, etc. (very fq.), li

veskies 1206, la vesquie 1482, les veskies 1202, le vangelistre

4764, le vangeliste 6379, le vangille 6429, la cite sillierent

19437 (exiliare). — Raudouin de Conde (ed. Scheler) 13th c:

sainte glise 6.147, au sai (= essai) 353.2443, sale 140.204,

sayer 17.6. — Neumann (Zur Laut- und Flexionslehre p. 63)

quotes glise ))nach vokalischem Auslaut)) from Picardian docu-

ments of the 13th c. — From Foerster 1. c. I quote a few

additional cases from 13th cent, texts: suer (essuyer), sart,

semplaire.

3) en-.

se batre 'plunge (into)': en un rivier me hati Rlonde

3127.

se buschier: se bouche Langt. I 222 D., A. senbuche, se

buchait ib. I 424 (Gf.), R. s'en buscheit

buschement: le buschement Derm. 713 (Gf.), un enbuche-

ment ib. 697.
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censier (Gf.): Od censers encers Brand. 679, un censier

Rois 391, ib. encensiers.

chaener: urs chaenez Be. 3289 D.

combrer (Gf., 1242, 1): Tut le mund est ja cumbre

Plainte 703 Ph.

contrer: ben estes contre Be. 1210 D., ben nus est conire

ib. 1851 D., a bataille contrier Pol. songs 66, le contrail Langt.

I 252 C, a Medeweye cuntreient ib. I 346 B., A. en-.

curtiner (Gf.: Thorn, de Kent, Horn and 1 inst. from

16th c): la sale curtinee Horn 4159 H., C. en-, curtinees Adg.

21.57, cortinee Gust. 226.

dormi 'asleep': est dormye Langt. I 10 D., A. en-.

fermerie 'infirmary': la fermerie Gow. 21435.

fondrer 'smash': Pieie meint heaume e foundre Ipom.

4834 B., A. enfundre.

ganer 'deceive': fu ganes Blonde 3121, le ganames ib. 3146.

gin: gines Bat. de Mansourah (1249, MS. 14th c), Su-

chier 1. c. p. 35.

ginour: vo gineour Destr. de Rome 903 (Gf.). MS. 14th c.

ginous: sages et ginus Ambroise, Estoire de la guerre

sainte, Anglo-Frencli MS.

Glais 'English', Gleterre 'England': Glais Pol. songs 65

(3), Gloise ib. 66, Gleter Louis (Matzke 1. c. p. 59). — These

words occur only in the satirical poems.

jornee 'daybreak': la iornee Gai. 3907 R., H. leniournee,

la jurneye Jos. 2620 O., L. lenjurnee, en la jurnee Ipom.

4480 B., A. le jurnee.

peindre 'push, thrust' (Gf. has se peindre refl. 'se pre-

cipiter'): le peinst en loinz de sun cors Ipom. 6235 B., A.

Venpeinst, II le peint Horn 4089 H., G. lenpeinst.

seignier 'teach': le seinna Jos. 1609. — seignie adj.: tant

seingnes e curteis Derm. 37.

iendre 'hear, intend' (Gf. 'avoir I'intention de', 1, 15th c):

le ray I'ad tenduz 'listened to' Langt. I 260 D., A. entenduz.
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ne il estre le tent 'intends' ib. II 208 C, A. Ventent, tendii

Blonde 2702, tent Louis 58.

terrer 'bury' (Gf. has terrer in the sense of 'couvrir de

terre') Chron. anglon. I 116 (Suchier 1, c. p. 35).

terrin Moyal, pure' etc. (integer): nette e terrine Dorm.

370 O., cf. nette e enterrine Plet 946 L., O. aterryne.

tomber 'bury': li tumbait Langt. I 54 B., est tombe ib.

I 468 B., A. en-.

va'ie 'attack': frez un uaie Derm. 702.

veisie 'merry' etc.: Tut issi veisez Ipom. 3263 B., A. en-,

veise ib. 8597.

voier 'send' (Gf. 1317, 1): a vus voia Be. 198 B.

4) de- (des-).

comforter: se comfortent Ipom. 3843 B., A. se descum-

fortent.

deignier 'disdain': Tant iert fer Que al cunte deignoui

parler Derm. 2781, alui deignout uenir parler ib. 889.

deignous: Here e deignouse Ipom. 2178 B., A. de-.

duit: uerrai del dait cum serrez alosez Horn 4361 C,

cf. al deduit ib. 4414, 4454, de joye ne de duit Ipom. 1237

A., B. (or perhaps de duit = deduit).

fendere 'defender' (Gf. fendeur, 1, 14th c): li fendere de

els Ar. XII 32.

lit 'crime': ses fol liz Be. 1248 D.

sconfiture: le sconfiture Roy. lett. 272. But perhaps

*esconfiture may be started from. Gf. quotes esconfire (1),

cf. M.Du. esconfieren (Verdam).

seisine 'disseisin': novele seisyne Plainte 481 Ph., sesin ib. R.

5) re-.

couvrer 'recover': sa force ... ad il ben covere Be.

1339 D.

creant: mort e creant Be. 1796 D.
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freitoiir 'refectory': en fraitur Brand. 697, le freitour

Gow. 21435.

pondre 'repondre': porta Pol. songs, see Suchier I. c. p.

35; Behrens, 1. c. p. 65, quotes two instances of pona from

another satirical piece. ^
,

C. Middle and New English.

It has been thought to be tlie best plan to give the words

in each group in alphabetical order. Derivatives with suffixes

are given only if they occur also in French. The material

has not been arranged from a strictly etymological point of

view. Thus I have thought it best to place M.E. words

that have lost an original O.F. es- (<c Lat. ex-) under a-,

which (as partly in A.Fr. too) is the regular M.E. represent-

ative of O.F. es-, except before voiceless stops. Cases which

have lost es- before ch [ts] as chape (also achape in M.E.)

must be placed separately, for reasons that will be mentioned

later on. — Our list contains a number of words which are

recorded without the initial syllable also in A.Fr. or in

other O.F. dialects. Such words and other uncertain cases

like stroy (under c/e-), where e-, not de-, has perhaps been

dropped, are marked with a star. — The figures after

each word give the earliest date of appearance found. In

cases where the N.E.D. fails us, the deficiency has been

^ If I have omitted from the above list certain words given as

shortened by Stimming and others, tliat is because tliey do not seem

important or probable enough to deserve mentioning. I have not included

e. g. bonaire Be. (= debonaire); it may simph^ be a bahuvrihi com-

pound and need not be due to loss of de-; bonairete is usual in Gf.;

servir 'deserve' Be. (in Gf.; cf. Germ., Du. dienen = 'verdienen', Swed.

'tjana nagot'; besides there is a verb asservir in the same sense); mene

adj. Be. 2254 (archers plusurs e autre mene gent) is said by Stimming

to be for demene, which is hardly correct; mene is here rather = meien

'moyen', cf. Bozon p. 138: menez gentz.
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supplied partly by other dictionaries, partly by a study of

the texts themselves. In such cases the date given as the

earliest can not, of course, be implicitly trusted. For com-

parison's sake the earliest date of the complete form is added

in round brackets. N.E. shortenings occurring only in vul-

gar or dialect speech are not included.

1) a-.

*bandon v. 1300 (1375), cf. p. 110.

*base V. 1375 (1393), cf. N.E.D.

*bash 1340 (1325), -ment 1325 (1410), cf. p. 117.

'bate V. 1300 (1270), -ment 1677 (1513), cf. p. 110.

'bay sb. [to stand at (a) bay] 1314 (1350). Cf. N.E.D.

beisance 1556 (o-; 1393, abaisance 1671); obeisance -\-

abaisance.

bet V. 1597 (1380), sb. 1592 (1315).

biliment 1553 (1422).

*bisme 1513 (1300). Cf. p. 110.

bominable 15th c. (1366).

bomination 1589 (1325).

bound 1568 (1374).

bonndance 1446 (1340).

bridge v. 1330 (1303), -ment 1534 (1494).

*buse V. 1589 (1413). Gf. gives 1 quot. for baser from

ab. 1500.

*but *abut on, adjoin' 1523 (1463), wpartly aphetio) (N.

E.D.), but O.F. boater is usual in this sense (Gf.).

cashew 1703 (acajou 1725).

cate 'provisions' 1461 (1386), cf. A. Fr. cater v., p. 110.

cater sb. 1400 (1386), eatery 1455 (1377).

cess V. 'assess' 1494 (1447), -ment 1540 (1540), -or 1565

(1380).

*chesoun 1300 (an- 1230, a- 1330). Cf. p. 110.
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*chieve 'bring to an end, accomplish' 1426 (1325). Aph.

according to N.E.D. But cf. p. 111.

colet 'acolyte' 1382 (1315).

*coll 'embrace' 1320 (1340). Cf. p. 111.

'cord sb. 1300 (1297). Cf. p. 111.

'cord V. 1300 (1123). -ment 1320 (1330), -able 1485

(1374). Cf. p. 111.

count sb. is perhaps aphetic in 'geve a comptes 1526

(Calculus a cowntes 1450) which corresponds to earlier giue

acuntis 1260, geve acomptes 1398 (N.E.D.). Otherwise from

O.F. conte.

'countable 1495 (1583), 'cou/?/a/7/ 'responsible' 1638(1453)

are given as often aphaeretic in N.E.D., but cf. O.F. confer

*rendre compte, ses comptes', contable 'qui a des comptes a

rendre' (Of.).

coutre V. (not in N.E.D.): coutrid Rutland pap. p. 6 (end

of 15th c, a- 1606), -ment 1621 (1549).

'coy 'to calm' 1340 (1350), or from coy adj. (N.E.D.).

croche 'grasp, acquire' etc. 1380, 'encroach' 1592, (a-,

en- 1325).

cuse v.: casing 1470, cuser 1589 (accuse 1297).

cute 1731 (1570).

'dub ab. 1100 (1450); -ment 14th c. (1325). Cf. p. 111.

faite V. 'tame, train' 1362 (1230). Cf. O.F. /az7/er 'arran-

ger' (Gf.) and p. 111.

feer 'alTeer, settle' (not in N.E.D.): fered ab. 1430

(Fehr, Sprache des Handels in Altengland p. 71), their ferynge

day Engl. Gilds p. 421, (a- 1440). - feerour 1711 (1467).

*fer, feir: in all his fers Curs. Gott. 22116 (Cott. afers).

Cf. p. 111. - feir 'appearance' 1440 (perh. f. effeir); (a- 1300).

'fere 'appertain' 1300 (1375). Cf. p. 111.

'fde 'arrange (letters)' etc. 1450 (a- is not found). Cf. Fehr

1. c. p. 78. N.E.D. proposes Engl, derivation from fde 'string'.

'force V. refl. 'exert ones.' 1300 (1297). Cf. p. 117.
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fray sb. Rob. Br. Chr. 6948 (a- 1303).

*fray v. 1300 (1314). Cf. p. 117.

gist 'put out cattle to pasture' 1483 (1598), -er 1483,

-ment 1511 (1527).

"•gree 1380 (1374), -ment 1400 (1398). But O.F. greer,

greement are rather common.

gregge 'aggravate, make heavy' 1340 (1382).

huge 1275 (a- not found).

journ 'adjourn' (not in N.E.D.): this Parlement schuld

be jorned Capgr. Chr. 2(56 (a-: 'appoint a day' 1330, 'defer'

1430).

larm (lariim) sb. 1530 (1325), v. 1595 (1590).

lay sb. 'alloy' 1375 (1377).

lay V. 'alloy' 1489 (1377).

lectory 'cockstone' 1275 (1), alectoria 1398. A.Fr. alec-

tore Gai. 4889.

*legge 'alleviate' 1400 (1340), legeance 14th c. (1297).

But see Gf. legier 'alleger' (Be. 2236: legera), also legeance

'allegement'.

ledge 'allege' 1300 (1300), legeance 1425 (1400).

*lemhic, limbeck 1350 (1374). But Gf. has /am6/c (Suppl.).

*lose 'praise' 1305 (1314). Cf. p. 112.

*loiv V. wpartl}^ aphetio) (N.E.D.) In the sense of 'credit

(a sum etc.) to a person', 'compensate for' (I have lowed

hem for al thenges, 15th c, see Fehr 1. c. p. 71), low may
be for allow. But note also O.F. her 'salarier, recompenser,

donner' (Gf.). In the general sense of 'accept, allow, grant'

(He lowde \um scope 1587), O.F. /oer 'approve, advise' is the

probable source. To 'Jiu mi wille me al wil la Curs. F^dinb.

20034, V. 1. alon (N.PZ.D.), should be compared O.F. 'II li

loent sa volontei' (Gf.). La vus merrai si vus me loez Gai.

318 ('if you advise me', 'if you allow me').

lunge sb. 1748 (1731).

*may 'dismay' v. 1380 (1380). Cf. p. 118.
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*mass V. 1380 (1481). Cf. p. 112.

*mend v. 1200 (1220), -ment 1300 (1297). Cf. p. 112.

mend sb. 1300 (1314).

"merce, mercy 'amerce' 1303 (1375), -ment 1303 (1386).

But note O. F. mercier *punir' once in Gf. Cf. p. 112.

mese 'appease' 14th c. (1325).

mortize 1380 (1377), -ment 1465 (1618).

natomy: the Nathomy 1541 (1540). Cf. dial, atomy.

noint: H. S. 9494 noyted, (a- 1325).

noy sb. 1320 (1230).

noy V. 1330 (1250), -ance 1330 (1386), -ons 1340 (1340),

-ment 1502 (1460). In the sense 'hurt' O.F. nuire is a par-

tial source of noy. noiand West Midi. Ps. 24.22, 26.3, is to

be compared to 'les nuisanz a mei' Oxford ps. p. 43.1.

parel sb. 1330 (1330).

'pare! v. 1350 (1250). Cf. p. 112.

pariior 1530 (1528).

peal sb. 1377 (1297).

'peal Y. 1400 (1330), pelour 1393. Cf. p. 112.

*pear 1375 (1250). ))Aphetic)), N.E.D. But O.F. pareir

is usual (Of.).

*pend 'belong to' etc. 1320 (1325). Cf. p. 112.

*pentice 1325 (1616). Cf. p. 112.

pert 1250 (1297).

ply V. 14th c. (1374), pliable 'applicable' 1596 (1555).

pocalips 1377 (1230).

point V. 'appoint' 1440 (1374).

*pointment 1400 (1425). Gf. poyntement, 1418 (1).

*poplexy (poplesy) 1386 (1386). O.F. poplisie Froissart

(Gf. Suppl.).

port sb. 'that which anything brings in' 1450 (1481).

pose V. 'question' etc.; Prompt, (s. v. examyn), H. posyn,

P. posen, (a- 1315).

postate 1387 (1340).
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pothecary 1386 (1366).

prentice 1300 (1362). Cf. p. 112.

*proach 1426 (1305). Cf. p. 113.

Oquaint v. 1300 (1225), -ance 1300 (1300). O.F. cointier

*faire la connaissance de', once in Gf.

rabite 14th c. (1250).

^ache V. 1400 (1315), later rash (1523), also race 1350

(1315); but cf. O.F. rachier in Gf.

*rack 'arrack' 1602(1602). Also in French, see Nyrop I 253.

Oraign 'arraign' 1444 (1325), -mentliilO (1548). Cf. p. 113.

ray sb. 'dress, outfit' etc. 1399 (1300). In the sense of

'rank, line' (1481), ray may be due to O.F. *rei (Cf. roi

in Gf.). See N.E.D.

ray v. 1380 (1297), raiment 1440 (1400).

*rear sb. 1600 (1340). But rear, elliptic for rear-guard

(O.F. rere-garde), with subsequent extension of sense, may
be the real source of this word. Cf. N.E.D.

rerage 1377 (1315).

rere v. 1330 (1340).

*reason tr. 'question' 14th c. (1250). Cf. p. 113.

*rest 'stop, check' etc. 1440 (a-: intr. 1325, tr. 1374). Cf.

A.Fr. se rester p. 113.

rest sb. 'a means of stopping' 1387 (1400).

rithmetique Ben Jonson, Tub (GifFord) p. 469, (a- 1250).

*rwe 'arrive' 1300 (1205). Also O.F. river (Gf.).

'sail 'attack' 1300 (1230), sail^e 'assault' 1470. Cf. p. 113.

'sample 1300 (1230), 'sampler 1300 {en- 1474). Cf. pp.

118, 119.

sassinate 1656, 1 (1618).

sassination 1623, 1 (1605).

'sault sb. 1297 (1230). Cf. p. 113.

sanlt V. 1387 (1450).

'say sb. 1400 (1330). Gf.: sai 1346 (2). Cf. p. 119.

'say V. 'essay' 1330 (1330). Cf. p. 119.
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*semhle 1250 (1297). Cf. p. 113.

*sembly Curs. Cott. 13680 etc. (1300). Cf. p. 113.

*sent sb. Will. 1983 at sent, 3017 at o sent, (a- 1315). Gf.

sent, 1416, Hainnau (3).

\sent V. 'consent' Shor. I 1848, (a- 1315). Cf. p. 114.

seth 'satisfaction' 1382 (1340).

sewer 'waiter' etc. 14th c. (1478).

\sie(je Y. 1330 (R. Br. Chr. 9920), (a- 1297). Cf. p. 113.

sign V. 1338 (1297), -ment 1429 (1393).

sistence 'assistance' (1) 1513 (1398).

size 'session, size' 1300 (1297), sizer 1303 (1330).

soar V. 1386 (a-, e- do not occur),

*socie V. Wicl. (Gloss.), Bokenh. 86.267, (a- 1380). Gf.

gives one doubtful instance of socier.

*soil 'absolve' Curs. Cott. 29359, (a- 1300). Cf. p. 114.

strologer, end of 16th c, Metzger p. 87, (a- 1374).

*suage 1330 (1300). Cf. p. 114.

*snre v. 1400—50 (1375), surance 15th c. (1386). Gf.:

surer 1432, 1652 (2), surance.

(*)tache 'fasten, attach' 1310 (perh. partly from tache sb.,

see N.E.D.), 'lay hold of a person' 1400 (1330), 'attack'

1400-50, -ment 1400 (1447).

tocA' V. 'attack' 1720 (1600).

Uainder sb. 1469, 1 (1473). Gf. has one inst. of taindre

'punir' 1468.

taint sb. 'a hit in tilting' 1400 (1525), 'conviction'

1530 (1528).

*taint ppl. adj. 'convicted, atTected, exhausted' etc. 1330

(1303). There is no reason to make F. eteint a partial source

of this adjective; thus N.E.D. Cf. Gf. ataindre. We are

hardly justified in doing so, because then the M.E. form to

be expected would be *steint not teint ^). — taint v. 'convict'

^) In the passage: ful of yre, wyp colour (X.E.D.: colour here =
choler!) teijnt R. Br. Chr. 10903, icynt is clearly not for attaint, as supposed
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1375 (1340), 'exhaust': so honger haj) hern teijnte Fer. 2506 (so

hunger hur hauef) enteynte ib. 2590), 'strike, hit' 1525. Cf. p. 114.

iame 'broach' 1386 (1314).

*tend 'give attention to, attend to' etc. 1330 (1300),

'wait' 1604 (1475); -ance 1573 (1374), -ant adj. 14th c. (1393),

sb, 1586. Cf. p. 114.

tent 'attention' 1300 (the earliest form is entent 1320,

a- 1450), *-we 1350 (en- 1374, a- 1382). Gf. tentif (1).

tent adj. 'attentive' 1400 (1482).

tention is used in mod. Engl, as a miHtary word of com-

mand. See N.E.D.

tire sb. 14th c. (1250).

tire V. Will. 263, 4478 (a- 1297).

*vale 'lower' R. Br. Chr. 12384 (a- 1314). Cf. p. 115.

vance v. H. S. 5516, Caxt. Aym. 273.2 (a- 1230), -ment

H.S. 5514 (a- 1297).

*vant-: vamp 1230 (a- does not occur), vaumbras R.Br.

Chr. 10030 (a- 1440), vauntwarde 1297 (a- 1375), also ellip-

tic vaunt 1629 (see N.E.D. s. v. rear), vaunplate Lib. Desc.

1644, vancourier 16th c. (1603), vanmure 16th c. (1530).

Cf. p. 115.

*vanish ab. 1375 (a- not found, e- 1432—50). Cf. p. 118.

* vantage Curs. Cott. 8015 (a- 1330). Cf. p. 115.

venture: hit was euyn but a venture D. Troy 1441

(a- 1230).

venture v.: venterer sb. Machyn p. 116 (a- 1300).

y^r// 'prudent' 1375 (1330).

{*)vice: vis R. Br. Chr. 7652 P. (ab. 1390), Mire, Instr.

1225, the' vise Plumpton corr. (ab. 1500) pp. 140, 143, (a-

1297). But O. F. vis 'opinion' (il m'est vis, Gf.) may be a

partial source of this word.

vise v.: whan I vise me weel Capgr. Kath. 103.386,

in N.E.D., but is quite a different word (Lat. tinctiis, prop. 'dyed'). Also

the instance *teijiit and pale' (in N.E.D.) is doubtful.
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3"e myth a be vysyd ib. 92.246, I vise you Roister D. 26.

(a- 1297).

* vacate: a voket H.S. 5402 (a- 1340). But note Med.

Lat. vocatus 'advocatus', Du Cange, (O. F. voiie).

*voweson Rob. Gl. 9678 (a- 1300). Gf. p. 115.

*vowrij 14th c. (1330). But Gf.: vouerie. Cf. p. 156.

voivtry Wiel. Mt. 19.9, Mux, Festial p. 72.7 (a- 1366);

voutriere 1400 (avowtrer 1370),

2) e-, es-.

a. e bef. sc (sq), sp, st.

The shortened words belonging here form a very large

group. Of all the initial vowels dealt with, e- in this parti-

cular position has been dropped most frequently. In a vast

number of cases the corresponding forms with e- are unre-

corded in English. I am not going to give an exhaustive list

of these words. In order to show how very strong the ten-

dency to aphaeresis has been in this group, I give a collection

of the cases found in the N.E.D. under sc-. They are scab-

bard 1297, sea/fold 1349 (cf. O. F. (e)schaffaiit), scald 1225,

scale 'shell' 13.., scalier 1652, scallion (scaloun) 13.. (e-

1847, 1; also A. F. scaloun, N.E.D.), scallop 1400 (1610), scanof/e

1225, scantillon 1300, (cf. eschantillon 1720, 1), scape 1275

(a- 1250, e- 1300), scapple 1443, scar 1388 (1543), scarbot 1440,

scarboyle 1502, scarce 1290 (also O.N.F. scars), scare 1205,

scorn (scam) 1200 (ascorn 1553, 1), scarf 1555, scarlet 1250,

scarp 1. 1562, 2. 1589 (1688), scotch 1420, scavage 1474

(also A. Fr. scaivage), scoleie 1386, sconce 1392, scorch

1400, scourge 1225, scout 1553 (1560), scrayfish Vdm, screeve

1450, screw 1404, scrimish 1523, scrimer 1602 (1572), serine

1300, scrip 1300, scrite 1297 (escript 1483 Caxt.), scritoire

1665 (1706), scrivein 1300 (1734, 1; escrivener 1415), sctow^

1225 (1598), scry 1419 fa- 1325, e- 1475 Caxt.), saza^e
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1450 (1513), scudler 1470, scullery 1440 (esquillery 1601,

A. F. la Squillerie, N.E.D.), scuncheon 1372, scuse 1491 (1225,

cf. ex-), scusation 1430, scutch 1088, scutcheon 1366 (1480).

— As we see, the great majority of these words have no

byforms with e-, or else the latter are found much later,

with the exception of escape, escout, escrimer, escuse (influ-

enced by excuse); ascry is earlier than scry. — Of the words

with sp, sq, st given in Stratmann the following have no

M.E. byforms with e-; spaniel, sparple, spavin, spawn, spigot,

spoil, springal (e- 1605), sponge, spurge, square, squash, squat,

squinancy, squire 'square' (e- 16th c), squirrel, stable 'stable'

stage, stay (a- 1513, 1), stallion, staniin (e- 1701), stank

(estangue 1628), stanch (a- 1430, 1), standard (e- 1586),

stomach, stone, -ie (a- 1300, e- 1581), store (a- v. 1297, sb.

1330), story, stout adj., v., stover (e- 1523), strait (e- v. 1529),

stray (a- 14th c, e- 1581), strie, strife, strive, stubble, stuff

(a- v.), sturdy, sturgeon, stuve (esteiv sb. 1566). In M.E.

texts of the 13th and 14th centuries loss of e- is the regular

tiling^). Cf. Behrens 1. c. p. 182. — As a rule initial s is

retained in M.E. I know only one exception, cole 'school'

(Fr. ecole), occurs several times in the South Engl. Legendary

(Horstmann) 14th c. See N.E.D. — N.E. forms with loss

of s will be given in section c.

') Before about 1350 e-forms are extremeh' rare in English. We
find: escape 1300, esciise 1225, espy v. 1320, esqiiaijmous 1303 (1), estate 1225,

espleit ab. 1300, estellation 1300 (1); with a-: ascape 1250, ascry 1325, aspy

1225, astate 1225, astoiie (-ie) 1300, astore 1297, astrangle 1297, lastray adv.

1325, astudy 1225, astiiff v. a- in these words may parth' represent the native

prefix a-. — After that time e-forms become somewliat more usual. Before

1500 we find: escarmouche 1475, escondiiy 1450, 1, escript 1483 Caxt,, escrip-

ture 1489 Caxt., escroeles 1483 Caxt., escry 1475 Caxt.. escutcheon 1480, espace

1483 Caxt, especial 1386 Ch,, esperance 1430, espeir 1393 Gower, esperile 1475

Caxt., espial 1386 Ch., espy sb. 1386 Ch. , espzce sb. 1386 Ch., es7)/n7HaZ 1386

Ch., espousal 1393 Gower, espouse 1475 Caxt,, espiot 1490 Caxt., esprise 1474

Caxt, esprove 1480 Caxt., espire 'inspire' 1430, 'expire' 1483 Caxt., esquele 1371,

esquire 1475 Caxt., establish (estable) 1374 Ch., estal 1480 Caxt., esteem 1450,
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b. es- bef. ch-[ts].

*chcipe 'escape' 1375 (achape 1250, es- 1340). Cf. p. 116.

cheat sb. 1375 (1330), -er 1330.

check, ches^ 1314 (es- does not occur; acheck v. 1384,

once).

* chequer 1297 (1300). Cf. p. 116. ))At first only contextual

in such phrases as at the chequer)) (N.E.D.)

chine 1300 (es-, a- do not occur).

c. e- in other eases.

clipse sb. 1300 (1300), \. 1398 (1393).

cliptic 1430 (1391).

feet sb.: the fek 1470 (1385).

fectually 1485 (1375).

gypcian (gipsy): a gypcian Curs. 5655, 5698 Gott. (the

other MSS. e-). N.E.D. : 1537 (1388).

Uectuary: 1225 letuarie (1398). Cf. p. 118.

leet *list of persons ehgible' 1414 (e///e 'election' 1330,

1), lite 'bishop elect' 1425 (1387).

Epiphany: the pyffanie 14th c. (1310). Cf. p. 118.

pitome: a Pitomie 1589 (1529).

query 'gentleman of the equerry' etc. 1526 (1552).

quip V. 1741 (1523, acquip 18th c).

estimation 1374, estopp 1420, estonre 1481 Cax{., estrain 1483 C-Axt., estrange

adj. 1374 Ch., v. 1483 Gaxt., -er 1471, esfran^/e 1483 Caxt, esfre/e 1393 Gow.,

estndy 1474 Caxt., estiidiant 1481 Caxt. — The more frequent introduction of

e-forms in late iM. E. was probably due to the growing influence of literary

French, whereby the written forms came to play a more important part

than before. It is particularly interesting to note that more than half

of the words given are first met with in Caxton, several of them also in

the writings of Chaucer and his followers. — In the 13tli and 14th cen-

turies the majority of loan-words probably belonged to the spoken language

preparatory to their being used in writing; a strong point in favour of

this view is the nearly total absence of prosthetic e- in earlier M.E. MSS.

Later on the opposite process became more usual.
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red \. 1432 (1417).

sential 'essential': the sensuals 1513 (1340, a- 16th c).

tamin 1552 (es- 1701, e- 1714).

ticket ab. 1600 (Skeat, Et. D.) — (etiquette 'label' 1827).

tinsel 16th c. (Skeat, Et. D.), tensell Henslowe's diary p.

104 (ab. 1600). e- not found.

*vangel, vangely: Sc. leg. 27.1401 {)e ivangete, Wicl. van-

gelie (see Gloss.), Wyntoun, Ghr. (ab. 1430) 280.142 the

wangylle, hys wcmgelys ib. 288.408. Cf. p. 118.

*vangelist: Curs. Cott. 12703 J)e wangelist, Ayenb. p. 112

pe wangeliste; (e- 1175). Cf p. 119.

3) /- (hi-).

dropsy 1290 (1300).

magine 1530 Palsgr. *I magine (1);? maginate 1623 (1),

(imagine 1340, imaginate 1563).

4) O- (ho-).

*portunity 1508 (1374). Shortened also in French:

portnnite (Gf.)

spital 1225 (1300).

[casion 'occasion' occurs as a vulgar form in Shakesp.,

Lear IV 6,240, Ben Jonson, Tub, I 1. Also in Jones, Pract.

Phon. p. 68: ))especially after o or a vowel)).]

5) ec-.

secutour 1300 (ex- 1280). But we find also M.E. esecii-

tour, O.K. es(s)ec-.

ceptionahle (1) 1702 (1664). Cf. the modern vulgar cept

'except'.

*stravagant 16th c. (1387); or from It. (N.E.D.)

siraimge v.? (1690).

6) en-(in-).

bassade 1458 (am- 1450, also e/n- en-),

bassadour 1400: basset (am-, em-, en- 14th c.)
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bassadry (1) 1462 (1386).

*bush V. 1330 (en- 1330, a- 1300), -ment 1330 (en- 1330,

a- 1380). Cf. p. 119.

brue 'imbrue' 1560 (1430).

cense sb. 1375 (1290).

cense v. 1386 (1303).

*censer 1250 (1382). Cf. p. 120.

* chant 'enchant': chanter sb. 1297 (1297), -ment 1297

(1297), chanting spells Peele (ed. BuUen), O. W. 194, chaunted

herbs 1587 (van Dam). Godefroy, however, records O. F.

chanter intr. 'faire des enchantements' Mousket, also chante-

ment, cf. Foerster 1. c. 186 b.

chase 'enchase' 1438 (1463).

cloy 'to prick a horse in shoeing' 1530 (en- 1393,

a- 1325).

continent adv. 'instantly' (not inN.E.D.): contenent Ma-

chyn, Diary (1550—63) pp. 119, 122, 135, 193, cf. incontinent

152, (in- 1425).

^counter v. 1325 (en- 1300, a- 1350). Cf. p. 120.

counter sb. 1330 (en- 1297, a- 1314).

^courage v. 1470 (en- 1483, a- 1596), or from courage

sb. (N.ED.)
* crease 'increase' intr. 1380 (1315), tr. 1475 (14th c).

a- 1401, 1535. Probably aphetic ace. to N.E.D. (O.F. en-

or a-). But O.F. creistre intr. is frequent, and occurs also in

transitive use (1 quot. in Of.), cf. A.Fr.: Deus li creisse ses

ans Thom. le Martyr (Moisy). Or else the trans, use developed

in English.

cumber sb. 1303 (1330).

^cumber v. 1300 (en- 1330, a- 1314), -ment 1300 (1330),

cumbrance 1303 (en- 1314, a- 1489), cumlyrous 1375 (en- 1384,

a- 1392). Of. combreux Palsgr. (1). Cf. p. 120.

*dite 'summon, indict' 1440 (1303), -ment 1308 (1303),

-er 1303. The sense 'charge, summon' for enditer is proper
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to A.Fr.; diter may have occurred in the same sense, though

casually not recorded. Cf. N.E.D.

fant *child' 13 . . (in- 1382, en- 1450, 1).

feet 'infect' 1541 (1374).

*fermery 1377, fermerere 1386 — (enfermerere 1430; cf.

infirmary 1625). Cf. p. 120.

firmity (1) 1426 (1375).

form 'inform (of)' 1399 (1386 'apprise').

found 'be numbed' 1430 (a- 13 . ., en- not found).

*founder 'burst, smash' etc. 13 . . (en- 'batter in' 1475,

a- 'disable' 1366). In the senses of 'send to the bottom,

fall down', O.F. fondrer may be the source, otherwise prob-

ably O.F. en- or a-, effondrer. See p. 120.

*gin 1200 (1300), -our 1300 (1325), -ous 1425 (1325). Cf.

p. 120.

join 'enjoin' 1303 (en- 1225, a- 1400).

lumine, limn 'to illuminate letters, books' 1330 (luminer

sb.), limn 1400; en- 1366. In this particular sense Of. gives

only enluminer, otherwise also luminer.

pair 1300 (em- 1374, a- 1297), -ment 1330 (em- 1340,

a- 1388).

peach 1460 (em- 1380, a- 1315).

pester 1536 (1601, 2).

ploy V. 1670 (1460), ployment 1612 (van Dam).

prise 'enterprise' (not in N.E.D.): mani lujjer przse Rob.

Gl. 10742; (em- 1300, a- 1320).

*roll 'enroll' 1377 (1350). English derivation from roll

sb. (N.E.D.) seems less probable.

*tend 'intend' 1340—70 (en- 1374, a- 1455), -ment 'sense'

1519 (en- 1390, a- 1430). Cf. p. 120.

tent 'purpose' 1300 (en-, a- 1225).

tention 'intention' 1587 (1340).

*terment 'burial' 1389 (1330). But cf. A.Fr. Ferrer 'bury*

p. 121. l'^
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tice 'entice': Misc. 67.266, ab. 1275, H.S. 7715, (en-

1297, a- 1450); -ment H.S. 3922, (en- 1303, a- 1483).

* treat 'entreat' Ben Jonson (van Dam) (en- 'plead for'

1430). Perhaps shortened. But the earlier sense 'enter into

negotiations of a thing', which easily developed the additional

sense 'ask for', was common to both entreat and treat (treat

a peace, marriage etc., CD.). The sense 'ask for' did not

occur in French. A similar shade of sense appears in treaty:

I must to the humble man send humble treaties Shakesp.

Ant. Ill, 11, 62.

vie 'envy'? 14th c. (Behrens 1. c. p. 65) (en- 1280).

vie 'vie' Chaucer, Tanner MS. (Skeat, Et. D.), Mire,

Instr. 435, (en- 1369).

7) de- (di-).

hate V. 'fight' 1300 (1300), batable 1453.

hate sb. 'strife' 1300 (1300).

ceive 'deceive' (1) P. PI. 1.77 I., ab. 1400, (de- 1300).

cess sb. 'decease' (1): after the sesse of her 1419 (1330).

clenzon 'declension' 1440 (1565).

*dain v. 'disdain' 1400 (1380). Gf. p. 121. .

dain sb. 1400 (1374).

*deignous 1330 (1374). Cf. p. 121.

*dute sb. 1300 (1297). Gf. p. 121.

face 'deface' (1) 1400 (1325).

yame v. 'defame' 1393 (1303), /ama/zo/? 1325(1303). Un-

certain. Gf. N.E.D.

fend 1300 (1250), '-our West Midi. Ps. 120.4. Gf. p. 121.

'

: fence 1330 (1297), fensible 1325 (1297), fensive 1583 (1400).

yray 'defray' 1450 (1543). ))Short f. defraip\ N.E.D.

Improbable, cf. O.F. fraier (Gf.).

grade 'degrade' (1) 1400-50 (1325).

'

. licious 1420 (1300).

lite V. 'delight' 1300 (1225). Only in Gurs.
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*lwer 'set free' 1300 (1225). ))PartIy aphetio) (N.E.D.)

Gf. gives only one inst. of liurer in this sense. I add: liuret

^eripiat' Ar. XII 5, liuerere 'liberator' ib. XI 580, liiierer Wad.

7518. - Uivre adj. 1400 (1325). Cf. however Plainte 329 H.: Iwere.

main 'domain' 1454 (1300).

scend 'descend' (1) Curs. 22499 F. sende, (de- 1300).

*scerne (1) 1590 Spenser, (14th c), wafter It. scernerey>

(N.E.D.).

*scomfit 1303 (1225), also ascomfit 1450. Note O.F.

esconfire, see p. 121.

*scour (scover) 'divulge' etc. 1584, scoveronr sb. 1400

(1300). Gf. also escoverer.

*scry 'descry' 1528 (1340), f. descry (N.E.D.). But we
may as well start from ascry 'descry' 1400, escry 1581.

scry 'describe' 1400 (1330).

sciimber 'evacuate the faeces' 1400 (1725).

*sdeign 'disdain' 1590 (1380). But cf. N.E.D.

'Hension 'dissension' 1602 (1300): My neyghbours are

full of sension and tention (N.E.D. s. v. tention).

spair 'despair' is probably meant in: al J)e roialme was

in speyr ffor of his body was non heyr B. Br. Chr. 14321,

we bej) in speire J)at sche be dig't to sinne Lib. Desc. 1817;

(de- 1325).

spence 'pantry' Gh. Cant. D. 1931, (de- 1320 'expendi-

ture', 1622 'pantry'). In this sense probably for O.F. despense,

in other senses perhaps for espense. See Gf.

*spencer Curs. Cott. 4447, Bob. Gl. p. 583, H.S. 6070, (de-

1297). But there is also an O.F. espencer (Gf.).

*sperse 'disperse' Spenser, (1450); if sperse is not simply

another spelling for sparse v. Note disparse and disperse in

N.E.D.

spise V. Barl. & Jos. 1. 166 (Horstm.), MS. ab. 1360, (1297).

spile Curs. 15568, Am. & Amil. 1601, Lib. Desc. 1369

(de- 1297), spitoiis Curs. 14097 (de- 14 . .).
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*splaij R. Br. Chr. 9918, (1320), but note A.Fr. espleier

Fant. 1281 L.

sport sb. Editha 1. 4686, ab. 1420, (de- 1303).

sport V. Caxt. Eneyd. 124.2, (de- 1374).

spate 1225 (1225).

stain Wycl. Gen. 37.31, Capgr. Chr. 232, (de- 1385),

stance 'distance': })an fel a stauns betwix the emperoure

and the Pope, Capgr. Chr. 93, (de- 1290). Cf. 'felle gret

distauns' ib. p. 131.

stinct Clare (1793—1864), see van Dam; (di- 1382).

stract (1) 1614, C. D., (1398).

straught ab. 1580, C. D., (1393). Cf. also astraught 1564,

(asposit f. disposit 1535).

stress 'distress, force' H.S. 5004, (de- 1297). Corresponds

better in sense with O.F. destrece ihan with es/rece 'etroitesse,

lieu etroit, oppression' (Gf.).

'stray ab. 1200 (1225, also a- 1200). But we find O.F.

estraire (Gf.).

sturb 1225 (1225).

*sturbance Mire, Fest. 185.14. But we find A.Fr. estorbance

Yearb. b. 113. (de- 1297).

vide 'divide' (1): and videt {)e viser with a vile dynt

D. Troy 1249; (divide 1374).

vice 'device' ab. 1400, Rob. Gl. 1610, A. 27, (de- 1290).

8) re-.

bellion (1) 1549 (van Dam), (re- 1340). Not in N.E.D.

*cotlect 'remember' (1) 1610 (1559). Or a special use of

collect V. Cf. N.E.D.

"cover 'recover' 1250, kever 1297 (re- 1330), -ance 1300

(re- 1375). Sometimes the form cover may represent the

Old English word. - Cf. pp. 94, 121.

*creannt 1225 (13 . .). Cf. p. 121.

yreitour 1290 (refrectore 1432-50, 1). Cf. p. 122.
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hearse v.: hersing sb. (1) 1420 (1800); hersall (1) Spenser

(re- 138(5).

9) con-.

cern v. (1) 1596 (1450).

found (2) 1382 (1300): beth founded, 1592 A plague

found you.

panion 1553 (1297).

tendon (1) 1602 (1382).

trive V. (1) Tusser (1524-1580), see van Dam; (con- 1325).

10) other eases.

oh-: *tain v. 'obtain, get' 1501 (1425): yet ... here be

now rent teijned. But perhaps tain is here for attain 'come

into possession of. tain intr. 'obtain' may be from O.F.

tenir. Cf. N.E.D. — phi-: losophij Rastell, Interlude 1211,

(1297), losopher ib. 1141, (1325).

Note. In Jones' Practical Phonography (1701) we find a conside-

rable number of aph. forms. Cf. Ekwall, Intr. p. CCXLVI f. Most of

the forms adduced by Jones have already been mentioned as appear-

ing long before bis time: bate, coiitremeni, larm, mend, parel, qtiaint-

ancc, vantage, vowtry, Pipliany, vangelist, cumber, peach, tice, and many

others, wbich it would be no use repeating bere. The following cases,

however, I have found recorded only in Jones' work: (an)nnity, (ap)pei)d-

age, (n)pocrgpIia, '>(a)sarabacca, (a.t)tiirn, {at)tournment, (ai)tonrney (cf.

A.F'r. toiirner, toiirne sb., p. 114), (a.)spersion, (at)tractive, {ii)venne, (a)t>ers/o/j

;

(ec)clesiastical, (e)Uxir, (e)quinoctial, (e)qmvalent, (e)quivocal, (e)tymology

;

(o)bedience, (o)pinion: ))by tbe vulgar»; (en)dorse, (in)telligence, (in)veigle

(cf. A.Fr. vuegle adj., p. 115). fend in 'fend and prove' is not for o//e/jd, as

said by Jones, but for defend, see N.E.I). Jones' fence for offence is per-

haps due to a similar mistake. — It must not be concluded from the

great number of aph. forms given by Jones that they were, all of them,

recognized in tbe standard pronunciation of his time. The extreme fre-

quency of aph. words in Jones' book is no doubt partly due to Jones

having picked them up in different parts of England. In one part of the

country a shortened form may have been used that was unknown in an-

other and vice versa. — Nor do I believe that all the cases of shortening

given by Jones are to be implicitly relied upon. To a man of Jones'

speculative mind it must have been puzzling to note the frequencj' of
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sense-doublets with and without a prefix. If Jones knew, for instance, that

in many cases where lie himself used only the longer form of a word, a

corresponding shorter one was often used bj^ educated people in the pro-

vinces, this may easily have led him to overestimate the number of aph.

forms existing. He may occasional!}' have put in a form which existed

only in his imagination. These considerations make us somewhat doubtful

as to the value of Jones' statements in this respect, as far as details go.

— The cases with e- dropped are uncertain from another point of view.

See Ekwall, p. CGXLVIII. — Many other short forms mentioned by Jones

need not be due to aplueresis: company, nihilate, propriate, nuilgent, miil-

sion, damage, feoff' etc. etc. — We cannot know either, whether some

purelj' vulgar or dialectal cases have not slipped in occasionally; only

pinion, however, is expressly stated to be a vulgar form. — The nu-

merous shortened forms occurring in Jones are not a proof of aphaeresis

having been especialh' common in his time, but they are an interesting

proof of the frequent use of aph. forms c. 1700.

In most of the words enumerated above it is an initial

vowel or a prefix that has been dropped, only exceptionally

other syllables, e. g. O.E. (nw)(jkvs, fille, cyrfet, N. E. losophij,

losopher. — Aph. words that belong only to N.E. vulgar or

dialect speech have not been included. As is well known,

the frequent occurrence of aph. forms is in our days a marked

feature of uneducated speech in general. See e. g. Hofer,

Mod. Sprachen IV, p. 308 f., Sunden, Elliptical words p. 66.

Here we find many shortenings which have probably never

been used in the language of educated people. I mention

the following dialect words: demic 'epidemic', dickyment

'predicament', varment 'preferment', iimptuoiis 'presumptuous',

sistence 'subsistence', sturtion 'nasturtium', torioiis 'notorious',

varsal 'universal', sponsible 'responsible' (used by Sir Walter

Scott, Rob Roy XXVI, as a Scotch dialect-form, see CD.).

See Metzger's list 1. c. p. 85 f. — Here the shortening

does not seem to be confined to any particular syllables. —
The frequent use of aph. words was probably looked upon

early as characteristic of vulgar and dialect language. We
find an interesting example of this in Ben Jonson's play 'A

tale of a tub' (quoted from Gibson's edition). It is remarkable
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how often the author puts aph. forms in the mouth of the

dialect-speaking persons he introduces here. The following

words are not given in the dictionaries and were probably

regarded by the author as distinctly vulgar forms: 'casions p.

441, 'port 'report' p. 442, 'scourse 'discourse' p. 442, 'ciority

'authority' p. 448, 'zurd 'absurd' p. 443; note further vize

'advise' p. 456, 'scuse p. 470, 'mends p. 458. Cf. also van

Dam 1. c. p. 34 f. — In Shakespere we find casion Lr. IV^

6, 240, versal Rom. II, 4, 219 used in dialect-coloured speech.

Aphaeresis in loan-words is not restricted to any parli-

cular time. It is true the great majority of aph. French

words appear in M.H This, however, need not necessarily

imply that the tendency to aphaeresis in itself was greater

at that period. We must remember that the bulk of French

words were borrowed in M.E. times. Besides, as will be

pointed out below, the appearance of aphaeretic loan-words

in M.E. was due to a complex of reasons which cannot be

solely referred to English tendencies. Further, we have to

reckon with literary and learned influence of various kinds

which counteracted the tendency to aphaeresis in N.E. — More-

over, if an aph. form occurs both in M.E. and N.E., it is not,

of course, always certain that the N.E. form is a direct con-

tinuation of the M.E. one; shortening may have taken place

at different times in the same word. But this we have no

means to prove.

Along with the appearance of aph. French words in

M.E. we find a strong tendency to drop initial syllables in

Anglo-French. Before 1200 such forms are comparatively

rare. We find, however, as early as the 12th century: bisme,

caisun, glise, vesque, censer, fendere, fraitur. Cf. above. In the

13th and 14th centuries such forms abound, although dif-

ferent MSS. vary considerably on this point. Boeve de Haum-
tone (esp. MS.D.), Ipomedon (esp. MS.B.), Chardri (csp.

MS.O.), Dermot, Langtoft's Chronicle, are a few of the texts
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where aph. words are found most frequently. In other sour-

ces they are more scarcely represented. Thus, in the col-

lection of letters from the 14th century edited by Champol-

lion-Figeac, Tome II, such cases are almost entirely absent.

But here also other A. P^r. traits are avoided in the ortho-

graphy. See Vising, Franska spraket i England III, p. 12.

We note one interesting exception. On pp. 230—240 we find

a number of A. Fr. peculiiarities denoted also in the spelling,

e. g. acrire p. 235, la portour p. 233, metta (for mit) p. 235,

etc. In these few pages also some aph. forms are met with:

crire pp. 233, 234, prochir p. 233, resonez p. 240. The letter-

writer cannot help complaining of the ignorance of his clerk:

'me tenez pur excusez qar je n'e autre clerk . . . Pur ce me
ordennez un autre tiel . . . que set crire. Pur serten, je ai

pour que vous n'entendez pas sete letre, le frere ecrit si

malement . .
.' p. 233, and further on p. 234: 'ordenez un

clerc que set crire . . .
.'; 'me excusez devers monseignur

que mes letres sont si malemerit escrit'. Evidently much
stress was laid on a ))correct)) spelling in those days. — An

interesting proof of the currency of aph. forms in A.Fr. is

afforded by passages in certain French poems satirizing the

A.Fr. pronunciation in general. Such poems are Jehan et

Blonde, The song of the peace with England, Fabliau de

deux Angloys et I'anel, and others enumerated by Matzke

in his paper: Some examples of P'rench as spoken by Eng-

lishmen, Mod. Phil. Ill p. 47. Matzke makes an interesting

study of the language in the Anglo-French passages occurring

in these poems and mentions as a characteristic trait the

frequent occurrence of aph. words (see pp. 55, 59). See

also Behrens, Beitrage p. 65. Compare above: contrier, maiier,

peler, saillir, iendre etc. It is in these pieces especially the

born Englishman, speaking French, who is made fun of:

Mais one tant ne s'i sot garder Que n'i entrelardast I'ang-

lois Anel 36—37, Son bon li velt dire en francois Mais la
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langue torne a englois ib. p. 178, Si vaut a lui parler fran-

chois Mais sa langue torne en englois Blonde 2635—6. See

Matzke pp. 48, 51. This points to the possibility of these

forms having been especially favoured in the French speech

as used by Englishmen. If that is so, we may ask ourselves

whether aph. words in A.Fr. are not in some measure due

to English influence. This question has been touched upon

by Burghardt 1. c. p. 4. The possibility of F^nglish influ-

ence on Anglo-French pronunciation was particularly em-

phasized by Morsbach in his paper: Die angebliche originali-

tat des fruhmittel-englischen King Horn (in Festgabe fiir

W. Foerster, 1902), cf. especially p. 330. The extent of this

influence however, has not yet been sufficiently investigated.

How far English influence is to be assumed in our particular

case will be discussed in ^j 2, B.

§ 2. Origin and causes of aphaeresis in loan-words.

A. Psycholog'ical factors of a g-eneral nature.

Before entering upon a discussion of the special factors

giving rise to aphaeresis in loan-words, we have to pay atten-

tion to some general points of view applying to the question

as a whole. — A comparison with other languages serves

to throw some light on the question. Aphseresis in loan-

words is not especially characteristic of English. The ten-

dency in question is widely spread also in other Teutonic

languages. We have already mentioned several shortened

Latin words appearing in the Old Gmc. languages. The

same phenomenon recurs in French loan-words in M.H.G.

I mention: leisieren (eslaissier), parelieren, rauit, samlieren,

schumpfentiurey spitdl. See the loan-word lists in Kassewitz,

Die franzosischen Worter im Mittelhochdeutschen (1890) pp.
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98, 103 f., Palander, Der franz. Einfluss auf die deiitsche

Sprache im 12 Jahrh. (1902), passim. — Tiie numerous

French loan-words in Dn. extremely often exhibit loss of

the initial syllable. I refer to the copious material adduced

by Salverda de Grave, De Fransche Woorden in het Neder-

landsch (Amsterdam 1906) pp. 297, 303 f. Just as in English

we here find loss af a-, es-, o-, en- (in-), de- and sporadi-

cally re: bandoen, miraal, selgieren 'assail', petancy 'impor-

tance', duut, spijt, sepline 'discipline', kalisse (recolissie) are

a few instances out of a vast number. — It deserves to be

mentioned that loan-words in French too are especially apt

to lose their initial vowels. See Nyrop, Gram. I § 261; Gaston

Paris Rom. XXX p. 428: ))Le mot alahastre ... a parfois,

comnie il est arrive souvent aux mots etrangers et

surtout aux mots grecs, perdu sa premiere syllabo).

We may ask ourselves whether the loss of initial syl-

lables in loan-words is not a linguistic principle applying

to languages in general. Even if, as is undoubtedly the case

in English, there exist special circumstances favouring the

loss of unstressed initial syllables in the particular language,

we are not justified in overlooking tlie additional causes that

may result from the mere circumstance of a word having

been imported from without and only gradually assimilated

into the native vocabulary. This point has quite as great a

claim on our attention, as the factors of a more special na-

ture that will be dealt with further below. By applying an

one-sided point of view to the question, in one direction or

in the other, we might easily be led into errors.

Before passing on, I would call attention to one special

kind of language where aphaeretic words are very frequently

met with. It is the children's language that I am allu-

ding to here. In Kipling's Just so stories (Tauchn.), for in-

stance, we find a number of cases illustrating this peculia-

rity. The aph. forms are a characteristic feature of the nur-
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sery language that is imitated here: 'member pp. 52, 155, 'citement

^excitement' p. 155, 'xactly p. 164, 'state pp. 9, 10 etc., 'sera-

dating 'excruciating' pp. 23, 25, 29, 'sclusivelij pp. 52, 53 etc.,

'satiable 'insatiable' pp. 71, 72, 'scuse pp. 74, 75, 'vantage pip.

83, 84, 'splain 'explain' pp. 136, 142, 'splaining p. 135,

'fended 'offended' p. 135. — German instances of the same

phenomenon are given by Stern, Die Kindersprache (1907)

p. 287: pot for kompot, lein 'allein', put 'kaput' etc. In Swe-

dish similar instances are often to be observed in the lang-

uage of the little ones: garr 'cigarr', kla 'choklad' etc. —
The psychological process leading to such abbreviations has

been very aptly defined by the authors of ))Die Kindersprache))

just quoted, see p. 285: ))die dem Sprachinhalt zugewandte kind-

liche Aufmerksamkeit eilt im allgemeinen der Aussprache

voran . . . Es strebt im Kinde alles auf das Kernelement des

Wortes bin, das daher schon dort in die Artikulation ein-

dringt, wo es noch nicht fallig ist. 1st diesem Drange Ge-

niige getan, so verlauft die Aufmerksamkeit ruhiger und audi

die dem Kern folgenden Elemente konnen sich relativ geltend

machen. Infolge dieses psychischen Verhaltens unterliegen

die Anfange der Worte im allgemeinen am meisten, das Ende

weniger, und die Mitte am wenigsten der Verstiimmelung)).

It is especially interesting to observe that it is nearly always

the initial syllable that suffers loss. Cf. ib. p. 287: ))End-

silben werden ausserordentlich selten elidiert)).

The process through w^hich a loan-word is gradually

assimilated into ordinary language and the manner in which

a child acquires its native tongue in my opinion offer certain

points of resemblance. Children learn their language gra-

dually by borrowing. They pick up by ear the words they

hear used around them. In the same way a loan-word,

from being used at first only in certain circles, gradually

spreads further by being constantly reborrowed. A man of

the people, for instance, who picks up an unusual word he
10
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has heard used by his betters is in much the same position

as a child picking up a word it did not know before. In

both cases we are concerned with a foreign element that is

transplanted into new soil. The hearer's attention fixes itself

upon the first stressed syllable of the word. Hence the

syllable (or syllables) preceding the principal accent is

omitted in the pronunciation. We may characterize the

whole process as being due to the reproduction of an im-

perfect memorial picture. — This, I believe, is the safest way
of explaining many violent shortenings in vulgar and dialect

speech like versal, demic, sistence etc. ^ See p. 140. It

seems a matter of course that the longer the word is, the

more easily it must be subject to such shortening. It does

not help us much in such cases to refer vaguely to the lack

of stress of the initial syllables, to unstressed elements being

apt to be ))slurred over)) etc. ^

The psychological character of the phenomenon dealt

with makes it difficult to adduce positive proofs of this

theory. But the factors mentioned are important and deserve

careful consideration ^

^ An important factor is, of course, also that these initial syllables

were unknown in pretonic position in native words and hence difficult

to reproduce.

- A phenomenon closely related to the loss of foreign prefixes is

their interchange, which is characteristic of uneducated speech. See Franz,

Dialektsprache bei Dickens, Engl. Stud. XII p. 242 f. The dialect-speaker

has a vague idea that a prefixal syllable has to be pronounced, but forgets

which. From Ben Jonson, Tub I quote: despected 'suspected' p. 451, rfe/ecf

'reject' p. 453, comprehend (= 'apprehend') all such as are despected p. 456,

perportions 'proportions' p. 468; on p. 448 we find iijasfanfiaZ 'substantial'.

— '))a—a sedukshiiTi)). y>Abdiikshin, ye cockney)), said Mulvaney,' Kip-

ling, Plain tales (Tauchn.) p. 75 f. — In children's language: her eyes

shone with incitement (= 'excitement'). Just so stories p. 157.

' The parallelism with children's language that has been suggested

is, of course, not absolute. In a child's speech shortening is no doubt

often favoured also by other circumstances, such as imperfect articulatory

power. But on the whole, I believe, the comparison holds good.
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A loan-word must be particularly subject to shortening

at its first appearance in the language, before being generally

adopted into the speech of the majority of people. In spread-

ing from an originally narrow sphere it runs a constant

risk of being imperfectly reproduced. On the other hand, it

is a matter of course that abbreviations of this kind must

be counteracted by several circumstances. In N.E., learned

influence, the influence of spelling etc. no doubt largely pre-

vents such forms from arising and gaining a footing in edu-

cated speech. Individual mispronunciations of this kind are

certainly often corrected immediately they appear. It seems

indubitable that the appearance of forms like losopher, losophy

(recorded very rarely, see above) must be quite ephemeric in

educated language, if it cannot be supposed that they arose

as playful abbreviations in slang. But if the latter alterna-

tive holds good, we are no longer concerned with aphaeresis

but with elliptical shortening. (The form 'sophy recorded

by van Dam 1. c, is probably due to such intentional

abbreviation; note the Greek word aocpla *wisdom'). — In

vulgar speech and dialects, on the other hand, where a

corrective influence of the kind mentioned is not at work,

even shortenings of a rather violent character have a fair

chance of being generally admitted. In educated language

the greater familiarity with the foreign word-material counter-

acts the whole tendency. — In M.E. such violent short-

enings as losopher, versal etc. do not seem to be recorded.

But aphaeresis may have had a wider range in M.E. too

than appears from the texts. Many shortenings may have

been used also here by quite illiterate people, although they

were felt too vulgar to be admitted in writing. Also the

constant touch with French in M.E. is to be considered.

On the other hand, it seems only natural that mispronuncia-

tions are especially favoured in N.E. dialects; the increased

rapidity of speech brings with it a more indistinct articulation
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of unstressed syllables, which must consequently be more

liable to be imperfectly reproduced.

The corrective tendencies alluded to above counteract

to a certain degree the adoption of shortened loan-words in

general. But these tendencies must have been of less strength

in some cases than in others. If, for instance, prefixes like

a-, en- were occasionally dropped by imperfect reproduction,

say in the 14th century, we have to take into account the

existence in the language of other doublets with and without

a- or en-, taken over from the French (see p. 165 f.). It is

only natural if the analogical conservative influence from such

doublets often got the better of corrective tendencies acting

in an opposite direction. — If, on the other hand, absurd,

occasion, universal etc. were imperfectly reproduced, the short-

ened forms surd etc. which resulted had small chances of being

tolerated in educated language, because there were no ana-

logous cases to justify their existence.

From what has been said, it follows that I consider

imperfect reproduction a factor to be reckoned with also in

cases where special circumstances may have been at work.

So as not to be misunderstood, I repeat that imperfect repro-

duction of the kind suggested, is possible only as long as a

word has not been fully incorporated into the language.

Shortening, however, may take place not only when a

^vord spreads from certain strata in the same language to

others. It is to be supposed that aphaeresis arose also in

the very act of borrowing a word from another language.

In M.E. many words w^ere no doubt taken over directly from

spoken Anglo-French. This circumstance may have been im-

portant. It is evidently the same point that Pogatscher

has in view when dealing with aph. O.E. words from Latin.

He says on p. 143: ))Das Wesen der germanischen Apharese,

welche fiir biscop durch romanische Lautgesetze verbiirgt ist,

wird darin zu suchen sein, dass der Germane aus der Kette
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von Silben romanischer Rede unter Einmengung der Vor-

stellung des gewohnlichen Baues germanischer Worte nur

jene Silbe oder Silben als dem Lehnworte zugehorig aus-

scheidet, welche unter und etwa nach dem Accent stehen.

Eine derartige Auffassung ist schwerer bei konsonantischem,

ausserordentlich leicht bei vokalischem Anlaute moglich, denn

bei letzterem ftihrt die Unsicherkeit in der Zuteilung zum

vorausgehenden oder folgenden Worte oft selbst den gebo-

renen Romanen und daher um so eber den Germanen irre».

Here we find for the first and only time, I believe, the opi-

nion clearly expressed that aphaeresis in loan-words must

not be regarded from absolutely the same point of view as

abbreviation of native words, Onl}^ it may be doubted

whether the process leading to abbreviation is always of the

kind suggested by Pogatscher.

After this discussion of the general tendency to drop

initial syllables in loan-words I am proceeding to deal with

the special factors that have given rise to aphaeresis in cer-

tain categories of words, or else contributed to the preser-

vation and adoption of imperfectly reproduced forms.

B. Special factors.

1. Old English.

As regards the Latin loan-words in O.E. I have little

to add to what has been said before. Loss of Lat. a- occurs

in several nouns. Aphaeresis was no doubt favoured here

by the fact that no nouns with initial pretonic a- existed in

O.E. except in verbal derivatives {afandung etc.), where the

connection with the verb was distinctly felt. Besides Lat.

a- may have differed in quantity etc. from native a-. — As

regards the loss of e-, i-, it is to be noted that these vowels

were altogether lacking in initial pret. position in O.E. On
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prosthetic e- cf. p. 169 f. — cyrfet is probably a case of haplo-

logy; fille may be due to cerfille being interpreted as a com-

pound; see Pogatscher 1. c. p. 144. (n(F)glces is remarkable. —

2. Anglo-French, Middle and New English.

In dealing with the origin of aph. French loan-words in

English it has been considered necessary to pay some atten-

tion to the causes which gave rise to aphaeresis in Anglo-French

also, as many words w^ere evidently taken over in a shortened

form from this language. But I have not thought it neces-

sary to deal with the Anglo-French and the English aphaer-

esis in separate places. I have thought it best to combine,

in my treatment of each group, the causes operating in

Anglo-French and those operating in English. The relations

between aphaeresis in one language and in the other will

be shown best by adopting this method.

We have said that many aph. words in f^nglish were

no doubt borrowed from Anglo-French. I would ask an-

other question here: can the appearance of aph. words in

A.Fr. have anything to do with the aphaeresis in English?

One would feel inclined to give a strong answer in the

negative. Genuine English words are extremely scarce in

A.Fr. writings. It would hardly be possible to assume that

the Anglo-French borrowed aph. French loan-words in

English back into their own language. As a rule the short-

ened words in A.Fr. are no doubt due to shortening in

Anglo-French. But we must not overlook another circum-

stance, viz. that many English people spoke French side

by side with their own mother-tongue. Now, also a bilingual

Englishman no doubt avoided as far as possible mixing

English words with his French, at any rate so long as

the French population was looked upon as the ruling class.

But the question is whether a French-speaking English-
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man, say in the 14th century, could avoid all influence of

the French loan-words occurring in English. He could hardly,

I believe, help associating in some degree these loan-words

with the corresponding Anglo-French words. — It is a well-

known fact that any person speaking a foreign tongue is

exposed to mistakes owing to the influence of the stock of bor-

rowed words in his own language. He is apt to transfer senses

proper to the latter, to the corresponding words in the foreign

language, even if these senses no longer occur in this lang-

uage but have developed in his own native tongue. Or we

may express the matter thus: certain words are reborrowed

from the mother tongue into the foreign language, even

though they are made to conform to the pronunciation of

the latter. This point may be developed still further. There

can be no doubt that a person who knows French, for instance,

very imperfectly but has to speak it for some reason or

other, resorts in a considerable degree to the French loan-

words in his own language. He simply ))frenchifies)) the

words he feels to be of French origin, when they become

useful in supplying his defective knowledge of the language.

It must have been especially tempting to an Englishman in

the Middle Ages to ))frenchify)) words in this way. The

number of loan-words existing in English in e. g. the 14th

century was sufficiently great for an Englishman to make

himself tolerably well understood, even if he knew very little

French. It is conceivable that in this way a prefix-less French

form which arose in t^nglish sometimes came to be used by a

French-speaking Englishman, the more so as there must have

been considerable hesitation with regard to the use of pre-

fixes also in the genuine Anglo-French. Especially the latter

circumstance makes it possible that a shortened form which

arose in the way suggested could find its way into Anglo-French

proper. — We have seen that the use of aph. forms in the

corrupt French spoken by English people was exposed to
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the satire of continental French authors. See p. 142. The
particularly frequent occurrence of aph. forms in this speech

may in my opinion partly he due to the factors mentioned.

In this connection I would call attention to another cir-

cumstance which may have been of some importance in

our case. — There can be little doubt that A. Fr.MSS. were

often copied by scribes of English birth. The MS.D. of

Boeve de Haumtone may be a case belonging here. It has

been pointed out by the editor — in my opinion rightly —
that the numerous gross blunders occurring in this MS. are

probably in part to be ascribed to copyists with a poor

knowledge of French. See Introd. p. VII. — The frequent

occurrence of aph. forms in MSS. of this careless type is in

my opinion, if only in a small degree, due to direct influence

from the side of English. We may partly be concerned with

scribal errors committed by English copyists. Such scribal

errors would be psychologically intelligible. An Englishman

copying out a French MS. must often have been struck by

certain words in the MS. corresponding to loan-words in

his own language. When he was about to write down
such a form, the recollection of the English loan-word may
for a moment have been uppermost is his mind. In this

way the associative influence of an aph. French word in

English which the scribe used in his own speech, and had

perhaps often read in English MSS., may have led him to

omit unintentionally the prefix of a corresponding French form

in the MS. he was copying.

I have suggested above, that an aph. form which arose

in English may occasionally have found its way into A.Fr.

By this I do not mean to say that A.Fr. aph. forms

have this origin in general. On the contrary, as will be pointed

out below, aphaeresis in A.Fr. is certainly in the majority

of cases due to genuine French tendencies, even though the
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latter may have been supported and strengthened by a number

of English people speaking French.

Many words in our list of aph. words in English have

been marked as uncertain. There are a few facts connected

with this question that have not yet been considered. — If

e. g. the word cordment appears by the side of acordmeni it is

not certain that the latter word is always the immediate source

of the shorter form, even if acordment exists is French; cord-

ment may simply be due to cord v. The same may be true

of other suffixal derivatives from verbs. — Inversely, point

V. (1440) may be due to pointment (1400) which is recorded

earlier. Here the pair apointment (1425): apoint (1374) may
easily have given rise to point by the side of pointment. cate

sb. (1461) may be due to cater (1400) on the analogy of

acater (1386): acate (1386), semhlij (1300) to semble (1250)

owing to asembly (1300): asemhle (1297), qnaintance (1300)

to quaint (1300) or else quaint to qnaintance, cf. acquaint

(1225): acquaintance (1300). saij v. (1330) is perhaps some-

times the source of say sb. (1400), cf. assay sb., v. (1330).

It is not even certain that saut sb. is always from asaut.

On the analogy of asail (1230): asaut (1230), saut (1297)

may have arisen by the side of sail v. (1300). In cases like

those mentioned it is difficult to draw the line between

independent word-formation and analogical shortening. It

would, however, hardly be worth while working out this

point in detail. It is impossible to draw certain conclusions

as to the strength of such word-formative tendencies. The

only thing we can say is that the number of aph. forms

quoted might be reduced by applying this point of view.

On the other hand, even in such cases as cordment, semhly

etc. it seems safest to start from the immediately cor-

responding ground-words, even though also the factors

adduced deserve consideration. — After these preliminary
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remarks I shall discuss in detail the causes which produce

aphaeretic words in different cases.

a. a-, en-, es- (except before c, ch, p, I).

Burghardt (1. c. p. 3) has laid stress on the importance

of such spellings as la fere, la posloile, la segat instead of

Vafere etc. — Shortened (a-) nouns are especially common in

A.Fr. MSS. after the definite article. Cf. above: chesoiin,

lose, merciment, semhlee, vantage, verement, voueson. It is

somewhat difficult, however, to know the exact value of such

spellings. In the same MS. of Gaimar where la fere, la po-

stoile occur we also find cases like aa cunterent 55, sa par-

ceit 3785; here it is of course doubtful whether the scribe

meant anything but s'acunterent, saparceit. Unfortunately,

there is also reason to believe that editors of A.Fr. MSS. have

been rather careless in reproducing the division of words in

the MSS. We as a rule get no information as to the prin-

ciples followed by editors in this respect, if principles there

are ^ It follows that in order to attain trustworthy results

with regard to these spellings we should have to examine

the MSS. themselves to find out the individual spelling habits

of each scribe. This it has not been possible for me to do.

Thus it may be that one or another example given in my
list is not quite reliable. But we have no reason to doubt

that la in many such cases is meant to be a separate word.

The point is too important to be overlooked. For one text

I find a distinct statement as to the frequency of spellings

of the type la fere. In the very valuable and interesting in-

troduction to the Yearbooks of Edward II edited by Maitland

for the Selden society (1903), we find on p. LXXXVII the

^ Even ill such a careful edition as that of Horn by Stengel (Ausg.

und Abh. VIII) we read in the preface: wHinsichtlich der Worttrennung

ist ini Grossen und Ganzen(!) der handschriftliche Gebrauch reproduziert,

doch ist das ofters begegnende Zerreissen eines Wortes moglichst vermieden)).
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following remark: ))With strange frequency it has happened

that, the vowel of the definite article (le or la) having been elided,

the remaining / has detached and appropriated the a with

which the next w^ord began: instances are la peel, la voweson,

la toiirne, la postoyley). But also here we are precluded from

detailed observations by the editor's remark on the same

page: »Without express notice the editor may be suffered to

restore the missing letter to its rightful owner)). But the

statement in itself is valuable. In the work mentioned we

also find le tourne pp. 17, 55, 98 and al toiirne p. 125. Keep-

ing in mind the frequent spellings of the type la tourne in

the same text we do not think it too bold to assume that

tourne arose through wrong separation of the definite article.

With regard to masculine nouns the condition of such mis-

interpretation was evidently the well known fact that the fem.

form la could be used for le. la for le is recorded in the 13th

century. See Boeve p. XII. As a further proof of the importance

of the point in question I mention from Rec. Pari. (1305)

the following forms: le vauntdist, le vauntditz, le vauntdit, les

vauntditez, les vauntditz, see p. 115 — on the other hand la

mesoun avauntdiste 116, les chartres avauntditez p. 117, sa

dette avauni diste 130. So far as I have seen, the shortened

forms just mentioned occur in these records only after the

definite article, which is a sufficient indication as to their

origin. — In Yearb. a. and b. (1292—1294) the extreme

frequency of spellings like la merciement, la verement, la

voweson is striking. See above. 17 instances of these forms

out of the 18 noted in the Yearbooks occur after the def.

article.

The account of this phenomenon would not be com-

plete without paying some attention to other doublets of the

same type which, if they were not themselves due to loss of

a-, may have played a part in calling other doublets into exi-

stence. We find: del avision Gai. 247, 261, 264, la vision
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290, le luinciement ib. 3861, D.L.H. lan(n)iinc(i)ement; Year-

books: la mesurement Yearb. b. 67(2), 81(3), bref de mesiire-

ment ib. 367, mes ke mesurement avant la garrantie . . . ne

deyt cure ib. 67, cf. a- 67, 81, 367 etc., la quitance b. 7(2),

21, 23, 41, 123(3) etc. (numerous instances after la), in other

positions I found de quitance 111, but (en, eel etc.) aquitance

b. 7, 41, 547, la nusaimce a. 417, 419, bref de nnsauntz

Yearb. Edw. I (1304-05) p. 303, bref de Anusance ib. 331,

al cnnte rendre ib. 115, but in the same page: soun aciinte

rendre, rendist aciinte, la vowerie a. 71, la voniierye b. 137

(only after la), a- a. 283 etc.; les apiirtenaunce Langt. I 438,

B. la portenance, les apurtenaunce ib. 494, D. scs pur-

tenaunce. — This list might be considerably added to, but the

examples quoted are sufficient to show the vacillation between

forms with and without a-. — Wrong separation of the de-

finite article no doubt accounts for the loss of a- in a

number of cases. Cf. also Nyrop I § 261. — As an instance

of the opposite process of a- being prelixed to a noun I

mention: (A Deu face) le avoii Langt. II. 88 A., where the

other MSS. have le vou, le won, le vow 'vow'. Cf. ib. p. 288

la none ay fet, D. le vowe. la vane with la for le was probably

interpreted as Vauou, hence the spelling le avon ^

In one or another case a- was perhaps dropped through

haplology or fusion with an a immediately preceding.

Suchier, 1. c. p. 29, quotes amendement, abredune <: a

Abredune from Modwenna. — Similarly the adverbs mont,

val are probably due to lamont (Adam 863) <: la amont,

laval -< la aval, which could be easily interpreted as la mont,

la val. Cf. Nyrop I g§ 285, 287.

As regards the A. Fr. loss of en- in the nouns gin, fer-

merie, terrin etc., I will only suggest that we may be partly

concerned with loss of a- here too. It is to be noted that

^ Tims the M. E. noun avow 'vow' need not have arisen in English,

as supposed by Skeat, Et. D., but may be due to Anglo-French.
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a- is found for en-, not only in verbs, but also in other

parts of speech: aterryne Plet 946 O., arevre (inreverens) ib.

1356 ()., asemble adv. Ipom. 5075 A. I am not going to

enter upon the difficult question whether this a- is merely

due to a change of prefixes or whether phonological factors

are to be considered, e- was perhaps sometimes an inter-

mediate stage. That n in en could become mute is made

probable by spellings such as e for en adv. in Chardri, Plet

1669 etc., equestes Plainte 625 H., eyins Wad. 8824 v. 1. This

question, however, needs to be further investigated. Cf.

further Stimming, Boeve p. 217. We may observe also the

early disappearance of nazalization of vowels in A. Fr. Cf. Stim-

ming 1. c. p. 217. Supposing n in en- could become mute,

this may have been of some importance. — terrine (nette e ^')

may have originated in the collocation 'nette e enterrine,

w^hich was probably a more or less set phrase. The develop-

ment may have been this: c enterrine >- *enterrine > e terrine.

We know that e in the adverb en, and though apparently

more seldom in the prefix en-, could be dropped in O.F. after

monosyllabic words ending in a vowel. See Nyrop I § 286,

Suchier 1. c. p. 31. Or else e *eterrine> e terrine. Cf. la amont.

— ginus in 'sages et ~' is perhaps to be accounted for in a

similar way. — But censier found twice in the 12th century

hardly allows of being interpreted in either of the ways sug-

gested; I know of no instances of e, a for en in nouns as early

as that. Was there a vulgar Lat. *censorium? Cf. O.H.G. zinsera.

In dealing with the loss of a-, en-, es- in verbs I think

it best to start with the prefix en-. Certain points con-

nected with the loss of en- throw some light upon the

whole question. — As an important circumstance I mention

in the first place the frequent interchange of a-, en-, es-,

which is a characteristic trait of Anglo-French. A collection

of examples has been given by Suchier 1. c. p. 35, Stimming,
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Boeve p. XLIV \ Thus, also in the case of a- and es- we
may often be concerned with loss of en-.

The adverb en <: Lat. inde coincided in form with the

O.K. particle en <: Lat. in-. We know that the adverb en was
in Old French very often put before verbs as a mere meaning-

less addition. Especially common it was before verbs express-

ing motion, but it was used with many other verbs too. To the

coalescence of this en with the following verb we owe modern
French enfiiir, emmener. Se Nyrop III §§ 473, 474. Meyer-

Liibke, Gram. Ill § 477, says about this en: ». . . vor allem

aber sagt die alte Sprache nicht nur audi en eissir, en eschaper,

en repairier u. dgl., sondern verbindet en iiberhaupt mit alien

moglichen Verben um ganz allgemein eine Beziehung zu

etwas anderem Gedachten, Gesagten anzudeuten, ohne dass

diese Beziehung sich klar erkennen liesse, oder um das An-

heben, Beginnen auszudriicken .... vgl. sen tenir a, nen

poiwoir plus ...... — I adduce here some instances from

A.Fr. texts where en is partly written separately, partly

joined to the verb: Dolcns en fu, quant Ven chaca Oct. 1583,

son cosin enchascat Gai. 1816, cf. Gel Siebrant kout chascez

ib. 1833, ses enfans . . . Qui furent chacie Oct. 3003, Ven-

chacent hors de se Langt. I 290, C. le chacent, S'e/z fuirent

Adg. 151.13, senfui ib. 13.100, en Grece sen fuayt Langt. I

0, B. se fueit, De France nos cuide en geter Oct. 2126, de la

chartre Ten geterent ib. 328, Encontre mont halt lengeita Gai.

5281 H., R. le geta, sen ala Adg. 78.62, s'e/? est ale ib. 77.32, se

imnt Dorm. 747 L., sen va Langt. I 154, si sen estut deuant

I'autel Adg. 11.47, a Monmartre sen monta Oct. 2562, Desouz

^ As examples of en- replacing a- and es- I add the following: ennisa

Adg. 69.88, engace ib. 23.138, engenoille ib. 22.65, enprouer Yearb. a. 435,

enresona Foulq. 289, s'enuance Oct. 3261, envoglayt Langt 1 340, endesse

Ipom. 6228 B.; eniiani Adg. 188.67, s'enioi ib. 25.214, enhiignet Camb.

58.23, engarre Plet 1546 O., senveijUe Jos. 2076 O., enmervillez Dorm. 1415

()., senmaie Plet 392 V., senmaija Foulq. 383, enfrac Langt. I 336. Gf.

Engl, inveigle, improve.
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M. en est montee ib. 1825, d'iloec s'en turna Adg. 196.94, Diloec

senturne Derm. 512, sen entra on tref Oct. 3291, s'en leve

Langt. I 422, B.C.D. se leve, sen leueit ib. I 12 B., del siecle

senpartist Adg. 75.41, parti sen ib. 52.52, la dame sen eueilli

Gai. 238, des diz sen esioit ib. 6038 L., sen vengat Gai. 5569,

D.H. se vengat, sen marid ib. 3958, H. se marrit, del mal nen

senti rien Adg. 70.136, te mercierai Gai. 382, D. ten mercierai,

mult leii peisa Gai. 5422, Altre delit, dunt Deu enpeise Adg.

144.108, lie lur enchalt ib. 144.131. The examples quoted suffice

to show that there existed a number of cases where the addi-

tion of en did not essentially affect the verbal sense ^ In those

of the cases mentioned where en precedes immediately the verb

it is not easy to know whether it was felt to belong to the

verb or not. The only criterion is the spelling, which is

not quite reliable as a test. But it seems probable that the

vacillation between en geter and engeter etc. reflects a similar

hesitation in the spoken language. In the follo>ving examples

there is no longer any doubt that en is one with the verb:

sumes enchacez Langt. II 104, Leyr ount enchace ib. I 36,

Les rays . . . ount mort e enchacez ib. I 42 etc., fust enfuiz

Gai. 5042, fu enfuit ib. 4162, Od eus leussent enmenee Hav.

699, m'ad engete hors de tere Plainte 70, cist Yen enmercie

Aub. 492 (=zVen mercie -}- Yenmercie); cf. il saturna pur tost

aler Jos. 1677 (probably for s'eniurna <c s'en turna, cf. above).

We have seen that considerable uncertainty must have

prevailed in many cases as to the real value of en adv. be-

fore a verb. Sometimes it was apprehended as a part of

the verb, sometimes not. It would only be natural if this

general uncertainty came to affect in course of time the

^ It is difficult to decide in some cases wliether en adv. or en- prefix

is meant, e. g. sen vengat (perhaps for senvengat), sen marid (<: senm. <
sesm.?). — Whether sen, ten etc. are sometimes side-forms to se, te etc.

after ne : nen, is a question that need not occupy us here. Cf. Rydberg.

Geschichte des franz. a, p. 621, Meyer-Lubke, Gram. I § 633. If such side-

forms existed, this was evidently another element of confusion.
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genuine prefix en~ too. In the material I have mentioned:

s'en biischeit, en senad, en vala, s'en forcait, sen joie, sen

maie, sen rage, sen vanij. It may very well be, that en in

these cases was meant to be a separate word. We find also

se buchait, li sena etc. It seems probable that shortening

arose by en- being interpreted as en adv. on the ana-

logy of numerous cases where the latter occurred before a

verb. The step from e. g. sen bnschier, s'e/? maiier to se buachier,

se maiier (cf. above) was an easy one. * We may partly be con-

cerned with blending here: en valer = envaler -{- en avaler, sen

joir =^s'enjoir-\-sen esjoir etc. Perhaps coler, cuser are also

implied in: en colant la beseit Langt. I 46 B., A. encolaunt,

men ciiserai Gai. 2654, cf. me/7 accuserai H.; Yen pnsnynait

Langt. I 106 C. is perhaps the source of le pnsonayt ib. A.

Note. The aph. words with original es- are most of them reflexive

verbs. The shortened forms as a rule appear after the reflexive pronoun.

It would be tempting to assume that e. g. .se bloy arose from s'e(s)hloy

by subtraction of .se-. But this explanation would not be satisfactory,

because the pronoun se (like le, me etc.) was no doubt pronounced with a.

Cf. Rydberg, Franz, o, p. 64.

I w^ould not go the length of saying that all cases of

aphaeresis in these verbs are to be explained in the manner

suggested. But it is important enough if some of them arc.

The uncertainty with regard to en- was increased in that

w^ay. It is further to be noted that the language possessed

several other sense-doublets of verbs with and without the

prefix en-. Many similar doublets with and without a- or

es- there existed too K Thus, evidentlv the (en-) doublets

^ As examples 1 mention: enclina Gai. 2354 H., L. clinad, cnfefj'a

Yearb. a. 367, feffa ib., enyverer Langt. 1 104, B. ivercr, scale Gust. I 284,

ensevely Langt. I 66, D. seveliz, himule Langt. I 38 B., en- 56 D.; nunciad

Rois 367, aniinciiims ib. 372, se seeit ib. 370, se asist ib. 229, il se fie

Fant. 412, L, s'afie, I'agree Fant. 779, L. le f/jee; loons, g;eo/is & approvons

Rym. I 856, looms, agreoms & approvoms ib. 938, piert 'appears' Gomp.

2519, confer Gai. 3935, D. L. acunier, laguellai ib. 5620, D. leguaitat, L.
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were somewhat added to also by a-, es- being often replaced

by en-. — The existence of numerous (en-) doublets origin-

ating in different ways may in course of time have occa-

sioned analogical loss of the prefix. That the analogical in-

fluence exercised by (en-) doublets must have affected the

particles a- and es- too, is evident from the fact that the

three particles could interchange with each other \ Accor-

dingly, we cannot know in special cases which of the par-

ticles has been dropped. — But in looking for the origin of

the general tendency to drop verbal a-, es-, en- we should,

I believe, turn our attention in the first place to the verbs

composed with en-.

I have put forth the opinion that shortening of verbs

was often due to analogical influence. One may be in some

doubt as to the exact nature of such an influence. One

would be inclined to assume that aprocher, encontrer or

others simply dropped the prefix on the analogy of such

pairs as agreer : greer, encliner : diner etc. I do not feel con-

vinced, however, that the process of analogy leading to aphaj-

resis w^as always of this kind. There are other possibilities

to be considered.

In our material we have mentioned many cases w^here

an aph. form occurs immediately after an unstressed mono-

syllable ending in e (= 9): le, se, me, ne etc. Such cases

are: ne fert, se genoilla, mc parail, \e pele, se prestent, \e peinsi,

le tent etc. This need not mean anything by itself; the cases

in which such monosyllables precede a verb are, of course.

le giieta, acreisseieni ib. 23, D. creisseient, Vacuminia Jos. 876, O. le cii-

minia, ne amiinte Plet 1086 L., O. ne munte, s'est parceiis Oct. 602, sapparceit

Gai. 3785 H., se dresca Ipom. 2413, B. s'adrescea, Vesgarda ib. 10431, B. le

garda, se merveillet Vie de St. Gilles 240, s'esmerveille ib. 1633, sesmarri

Gai. 5823, se marist ib. 2010.

^ Also a- for en-: agagez Yearb. a. 423, apleez Ipom. 6673 B. etc.;

a- for es-: s'aforceit Langt. I 62 B., aleue Gai. 5032, D. esleuez, s'arage

Ipom. 6010 B., aveillez Jos. 2616 L.O., etc.

11
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very large in number. In one MS., the B.-MS. of Ipom.

(beg. of 14th cent,), the frequent occurrence of aph. forms

in this position is rather striking. Considerably more than

half of the instances noted occur after le, se etc.: me
baiindenase, ne fert, se freit, se joye, se lesse, se maye, le

peinst, se rutent, se restiit, le sena, ne tent etc.; in these cases

MS. A. has men-, na- etc. As a typical instance of the va-

cillating usage I mention: Tant se pressent, tant ferm sarutent

4931 A.; in MS.B. the same passage runs: Tant s'enpressont,

tant se rutent.

The importance of the very fact that monosyllabic words

of this type extremely often came to stand immediately be-

fore a verb is not to be overlooked. From a phonetic point

of view the proclitic junction of se, le (^= s^, /a) etc. was no

doubt quite as close as that of sen-, sa-, ten-, la-. We
have further seen that there existed many verbs used in the

same sense with and without a prefix. It follows that the

language possessed a number of combinations interchanging

with each other, such as le greer : Vagreer, me fie : n\afie, le

sevelir : Vensevelir, se merveiller : s'enmerveiller etc. Or we may
express the matter thus: the proclitic syllables ten and le

very often interchanged with each other before a verb; simi-

larly sen and se, la and le, sa and se etc. What I mean to

say is this: the interchange ten: le (i= Id) etc. before a verb

may have been felt to be of a phonetic nature, to be an

alternation of the syllables ten, le rather than of /'
-f- en-

(prefix) and le (pronoun). Phonetic association may have

been stronger here than associations of a syntactical nature.

— This leads us to another theory as to the origin of aph.

verbs. On the analogy of the many cases where ten

and le, sa and se etc. interchanged with each other

before a verb lenient, s'areste, for instance, may have

been phonetically altered into letent, sereste (i. e. le tent,

se reste).
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In close relation to the loss of prefixes may often stand

the opposite phenomenon of a prefix being added to a verb.

It has been noted as characteristic of Anglo-French that it,

possesses several compound verbs which correspond only

to simple verbs in cont. French. See Suchier 1. c, p. 35,

Foerster, Adgar, p. 243. Such
^
cases are: s'amaria Chron.

anglon. (Michel) p. 103, s'acontient Oct. 176, mavaile Langt.

II 244 B. (A. me vaijlle), s'il encreient Ipom. 4890 B. (A. s'il

le crent), Amur Ventent en sun servage ib. 8735 B. (A. la

tent); here may also belong some apparent cases of sa, sen

for se: sen combati Gai. 1903, sa defendirent Derm. 489, sa

lance Jos. 1094 L. — Just as easily as the equations sa: x

= sa : se, len: x ^= ten : le were resolved into x = se and le

respectively, the equations se: x = se : sa, le: x ^=^ le : len ^\eTe

resolved into .r = sa and len. Similarly la tent may have given

len tent, lenient owing to the interchange len : la before verbs;

or else la tent > latent > lenient with change of prefixes.

As regards the loss of a-, there are a few other points

to be considered, segat in e. g. Vint a Londres, si ta segat

(cf. p. 113) may be due to I'asegfa/ being wrongly interpreted.

Compare above what has been said about the def. article.

— Sometimes we may be concerned with confusion betw^een

the prefix a- and a (^= a) before an infinitive. It has been

shown esp. by Burghardt 1. c. p. 23 f. that the infinitive in

A.Fr. w^as used now with a, now without a after the two

verbs comencer, prendre. The first instances of an infinitive

without a after comencer are found in Chardri, after prendre

such instances are still earlier. In les prist a resoner Oct.,

Ten prist a resnner ib., I'unt . . pris a resuner Gai., it may
be that resoner for aresoner etc. is due to the prefix a- being

misunderstood. Or else the two a- vow^els in a aresoner

were merged into one sound: a aresoner > aresoner or a re-

soner. Cf. p. 156 f. and Burghardt p. 32. — But I have
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not found much to show that such misinterpretations occurred

often.

,
It seems very Hkely that the strength of the shortening

tendencies dealt with above is partly to be accounted for bj^

the fact that so many Enghsh people spoke French. An

Englishman with an imperfect knowledge of the language must

have been especially exposed to mistakes such as removal

of a supposed definite article etc. Thus, even if the tenden-

cies to aphaeresis existed in A.Fr., these tendencies may have

gained in strength owing to English influence.

From w hat has been said, it is evident that many of the

shortened (a-, en-, es-) words in M.E. must have been taken

over from A.Fr. This need not, of course, preclude the pos-

sibility of many aph. forms being due to shortening in Eng-

lish, even if they occurred in A.Fr. On the other hand,

many aph. forms in English may be due to A.Fr., even if

they do not happen to be recorded in A.Fr. If e. g. M.E.

fermerie, gin existed also in A.Fr., there is no reason to doubt

that M.E. prise, tent, vie may be due to A.Fr. aphaeresis

too. The collection of aph. forms in A.Fr. given could

certainly be much added to by consulting a larger number

of texts. It would not be too bold to assume that any M.E.

loan-word of this kind may quite as well be due to A.Fr.

as to English aphseresis. It w^ould be a vain task to try

and draw a line betw^een cases which arose in one and in the

other language. — In several cases the aph. forms are re-

corded considerably earlier than the forms with a-, en-.

Such cases are: *bandon, coutre, *dub, *fere, gregge, *mass,

*mercy, *mercement, *pentice, pert, "prentice, "sampler, saut w
(may be formed in English from saut sb.), *semble, sewer,

taint sb. (but cf. taint v.), * vaumbras, * censer, *gin. Some-

times only the aph. form is found in English: *file, huge,

soar, *uamp, *fermerie. — It seems at least likely that most
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cases of this kind arose in A.Fr. rather than in EngHsh,

though chance has to he reckoned with here too.

Moreover, tlie fact must not be overlooked that many
shortenings in M.E. may have arisen in the very act of borrow-

ing a word from spoken Anglo-P'rench. Owing to misinter-

pretations of the same kind as those occurring in Anglo-

French, an Englishman may often have taken over a word in

a curtailed form, even if the latter did not exist in A.Fr.

Of the other aph. words belonging here c. 50 % are

recorded at about the same time as the complete forms. In

other cases the latter are earlier ^ Aph. forms recorded

only in N.E. are comparatively rare ^.

In our material we have already mentioned a number

of English double forms with and without a-, en-, which

may have arisen in French. The number of such doublets

could be considerably added to. Many similar word-pairs

existing in French were adopted into English: (a)broach,

(ac)compHsh, (ac)quittance, (a)mimsh, (a)moneste, (ap)pease,

(ap)percewe, (ap)piirtenance, (a)vaunt 'boast', (a)void, (en)arm,

(en)blanch, (en)chase, (en)damage, (en)feeble, (en)gender, (en)-

hance, (en)lace etc. Add to this that the native prefix a- had

a very vague meaning and was often dropped. Cf. p. 87 f.

The analogical and levelling influence exercised by numerous

doublets of the kind mentioned was no doubt the most im-

portant cause of a-, en- being dropped in E^nglish. I agree

^ Differences of time of less than 40 years are not taken into account.

^ 1500— 1600: beisance, bet, biliment, bomiiiation, bound (cf. M.E.

boundance), larm (lariim), natomij, paritor, sistence; briie, cloy, continent,

feet, pester, tention 'intention'. 1600—1700: rithmetique, sassinate, sassina-

tion, ploy. 1700—1800: cashew, cute, lunge, 'tention! is quite recent.

The ground-forms are recorded in M.E., with the exception of: apparitor

1528, acute 1570, anatomy 1540, empester 1601, assassinate 1618, -ation

1605, acajou 1725, alunge 1731. — I have not included here the cases marked
with an asterisk, nor derived forms like bridgement 1534 (cf. M.E. bridge).
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here in all essentials with what has been siiid by Jespersen,

A Modern English Grammar p. 281.

Another important circumstance is the agreement in

form of the prefix a- and the indefhiite article. This point

has been especially dwelt upon by Jespersen, Om subtrak-

tionsdannelser p. 20 f., and A Mod. Engl. Gram. p. 282. That

a- has been mistaken for the indefinite article in many cases

is indubitable. As, however, so many other circumstances

have contributed to the loss of a-, it is difficult to ascertain

in detail how far such misinterpretations are to be assumed.

I will call attention to some cases that probably belong

here. In WyclifTe we find: 'a dekene, and Honesym, acoUte

by the side of 'a dekene, and Honesym, a cohjte. See

N.E.D. In certain set phrases a misapprehension of this

kind is especially intelligible. O.F. faire effrai : mak affray

1330, we make a fray Towneley Plays, p. 175, a fray made

1432, had maid a fraye 1575; give accounts : g"iue aciintis

1260, to 3"eue acomptes 1398, geve a comptes 1526, cf. p. 124;

O.F. meitre en essai, faire essai (Littre): put it in assay 1374,

putte it in a saie 1525, setten in a say Gow. Conf. am. II 2090

(other MSS. assay); make assay 1386, 1477, to make a saie

1577, cf. A say scho tuk 1470, I took assay 1560; O.F. faire

asaat : assaut to make R.Br.Chr. 5035, thei maden a saut

1382, a sawte wx schall })em make Guy (Zupitza) 2210, gyue

assaut R.Br.Chr. 1641, gyve a sawte Caxt. Aym.; O.F. faire

asset: make asseth 1340, doon a seeth 1382, make acethe Prompt.

(Camden soc), a sythe P., sethe H.; O.F. faire avoutrie : do

avowtrie Wycl. Mt. 19.18, doth a voutrie ib. 19.9; O.F. crier

atarme : crie Alarum 1535, w^as cryed alarum 1523, cry a

larum 1523, cried a newe larum 1559; cf. to blowe alarme 1580,

to blowe a larme 1565. See N.E.D. At a venture is from earlier

at aventure. Cf. Jespersen, Mod. Engl. Gr. p. 284. — As examples

of the indefinite article being considered to be part of a word

we may reckon: accomplice 1485, adiyression 1482, cf. 'to make
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a digression' (N. E.D.), possibly avow, cf. make a vow Curs.

8434, Trill, avow, but see p. 156. — The uncertainty prevailing

in this respect is reflected by some spellings in Promptorium

Parvulorum (E.E.T.S.): A peele of bellys, A vaunt or boost,

A vow, also A litijl *a little'. These words are given under

A together with other words beginning with a-, in spite of

A being written separately. This shows some hesitation as

to the real import of a in the cases quoted. — The inter-

pretation of a- as the indefinite article, as well as the loss

of a- in nouns generally, was favoured by the fact that na-

tive nouns with a- were very rare (e. g. abode).

Now if it can be made probable that e. g. asay was

sometimes interpreted as a say, it does not follow, of course,

that the shortened form has always this origin, say may
sometimes be due to shortening in French, sometimes it may
have been formed from say v. (cf. p. 153), in other cases it

has perhaps arisen by an Englisman mistaking A.Fr, Vasai

for la sai in the run of spoken language. This may serve

as an example how fruitless it would be to try and apply

one common explanation to cases of this kind.

The adjective cute for acute (Lat. acutus) is perhaps to

be accounted for in the same way as live for alive, cf. p. 85.

As regards 'tention! as a word of command, compare what

has been said on p. 82, foot-note.

To judge by the N.E.D., the prefix en- in English always

passed through a- before disappearing: ))tlie toneless en- was

treated like the O.E. prefix an-, becoming a and then falling

away: enbush, abash, 'bushy>. Cf. further s. v. ambushmenf,

brue, cloy. This theory can of course not be accepted in

its entirety. It must not be overlooked that a- for en- in

M.E. is often due to a- being very frequently used for en- in

A.Fr. Cf. p. 161 foot-note. We find e. g. abuchez Derm.

706, 1355. In some, cases the r/-forni is much earlier

recorded than the en- form, e. g. apaiv, appeach, in others a-
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for en- is not recorded, as in enchase, imbrue, empesier. And
if a- for en- sometimes arose in English, this maj^ be due

to a change of prefixes also. Ho>Yever that may be, there is

nothing to prove that a transition en- > a- has anything to

do with the loss of the prefix. In cases where en- inter-

changes witli a- we must leave it an open question which

of the prefixes has disappeared. — In N.E.D. we find the

following statement s. v. cumber: ))it would be more satis-

factory to regard the English words as aphetic forms of the

encumber, acumber types but for their appearing earlier than

these)); and further s. v. pester: ))But several points in its

history are obscure; pester itself is found much earlier than

empester or impester; and the prefix em- was generally drop-

ped through an intermediate a- , but no parallel series

appears for pesters. Now, as regards (en)cumber, the short-

ened forms do not in fact appear much earlier than the en-

forms. Cf. p. 134. Some 20 or 30 years do not signify

much. That pester appears earlier than empester may be due

to chance, the words being comparatively rare. That em-

pester is an early loan-word is evident from s being pronounced.

— Apart from this, it is somewhat strange that the pos-

sibility of shortening in A.Fr. is disregarded in N.E.D. Gf.

above.

Before ending this chapter I will call attention to another

cause of aphseresis which in a few special cases may have

been more important than other causes. As aph. forms have

been mentioned the words bassadour 1400, bassadry 1462,

firmity 1426, continent 1550. Cf. also Jones' telligence. The

chief cause of aphaeresis in such cases may simply have

been the length of the words. Foreign words consisting of

more than three syllables must have been particulary exposed

to shortening in English. The tendency to reducing the length

of such words may have been strong enough to affect the

initial syllable. The same cause may have contributed to
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the loss of a- (and other initial syllables) in several words,

such as biliment, bominable, bomination, paritor, pothecary,

sassinate, sassination, strologer. — Concerning the general

tendency to shorten overlong words in different languages,

I may refer to the interesting paper by Meillet, called ))De

I'abregement de quelques mots longs)), Mem. soc. ling. Ill

p. 26 f. ))0n sait assez que les monosyllabes ont des

traitements speciaux; il ne faut pas perdre de vue que les

mots longs sont aussi exposes a subir des changements

particuliers en vertu de leur etendue memo), ib. p. 29.

b. e- before s + voiceless stop.

We have seen that the generalization of the e- forms

was not generally carried through in early A.Fr. Also later

cases exhibiting loss of e- as well as of s may at least partly

be due to the shorter forms surviving when s before a

voiceless stop began to be dropped. But we cannot tell

with certainty whether e. g. se crier is due to earlier se scrier

or to s'ecrier. Aph. words with initial cli (=: is), e. g. chaper,

are perhaps more often due to late loss of e after s had

become mute, earlier forms of the t3q3e *schaper being rare

and uncertain. Then the loss of the prefix is to be judged

in the same way as the loss of es- in group 2) b. Cf. above.

We find also e. g. : lachine Ipom. 7828 B., acrire Champ. II

235, apos(s)a (^= epousa) Yearb. a. 107, achape Yearb. b. 113,

enchange Plainte 201.

The almost regular disappearance of prosthetic e- in

M.E. loan-words (as well as in O.E. loan-words) is very

remarkable. We have pointed out that the generalization of

the e- forms was not completely carried through in A.Fr.

But the fact remains that the e- forms were much more usual

in A.Fr. than the shorter forms. Evidently the radical loss

of e in this position in English must be due to special causes
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which are not to be sought in French. That the existence

of doublets, with and without e-, in A.Fr., accounts in some
degree for the loss of e- in the loan-words, is evident. It is

probable too that the shorter forms were preferred by Eng-
lish people, because they were felt to be more natural. But

still this is not a sufficient explanation of the nearly total

absence of e- forms in M.E.

It is particularly noteworthy that the omission of pro-

sthetic e- is a tendency common to Teutonic languages in

general. Not only Latin loan-words in Old Gmc. dialects,

but also later loan-words from French in German and Dutch,

exhibit the same peculiarity. Cf. Kassewitz, Die franzosichen

Worter im Mittelhochdeutschen (1890) p. 98: ))Eine deutsche

Eigentiimlichkeit ist der Wegfall des prothetischen e-»; Sal-

vepda de Grave, Rom. XXX p. 106: ))e prosthetique est in-

connu dans les mots neerlandais)).

A satisfactory explanation of the fact mentioned has

not been given. Salverda de Grave (De Franse Woorden in

het Nederlands, 1906, p. 256) is inclined to ascribe the ab-

sence of prosthetic e in Dutch to ))het verschil tussen de

Germaanse en de Romaanse wanlaut)) — de eerste met sluiting

van het strottenhoofd, de laatste vokalies — ». This point of

view at any rate does not apply to the French words in

M.E. The ))glottal stop)) before initial vowels was no doubt

lost very early in English. See Morsbach p. 115.

I cannot give a definite solution of this intricate

question. I will call attention to a few points connected

with it. It seems evident that the English and the Germans

had a difficulty in pronouncing e in this position, he.nce

they left it out. This phenomenon may be compared to the

opposite case of French people prefixing an e to loan-words

with initial st etc. (esterman Gai. 492). The substitution of

initial est- for st- in French and of initial st- for est- in

English may be regarded as a result the same general ten-
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dency to exchange an unusual combination of sounds for a

more usual one ^ Initial unstressed e before st- etc. was

unlvnown in English. — The fact that the M.E. shortened

forms most often appear either to the exclusion of e-forms

or else much earlier than these, makes it probable that e-

Avas dropped in the very act of borrowing. Some attention

should perhaps be paid to the phonetic structure of the com-

binations esc-, esp-, est-. I have said that any unstressed

initial vowel in loan-words runs a certain risk of being

omitted through imperfect reproduction. This risk, it seems

to me, must have been greater in the case of unstressed e

before s than in the case of any other vowel (except z) in

the same position. From an acoustic point of view the dif-

ference between est- and st- must have been far less noti-

ceable than between e. g. ast- and st-. The place of arti-

^ It is possible that a- for prosthetic e- in a few loan-words (ascape

etc., see p. 131, foot-note) is partly due to sound-substitution also. But

this is somewhat uncertain, as a- for prosth. e- is recorded also in French

:

aspererent Ar. XII 5, astrainge ib. XII 35. Cf. Behrens 1. c. p. 96. That

the native prefix a- has been of some intluence here is made probable by

the fact that English a- for c- in this case as a rule appears in verbs,

(or in nouns intluenced by verbs with a-: ascrg, astore etc.), cf. p. 131. If

the a- forms were mainly due to A. Fr., we should expect to find a- in

nouns as often as in verbs, so long as it cannot be shown that a- for e- was

more usual in verbs in A.Fr. too. If we start from A.Fr. e-, it is easy to

understand that a- was more easily substituted for it in verbs than in

nouns, a- being rare in English nouns but frequent in verbs. — If it can

be assumed that English a- for e- is partly due to sound-substitution, this

would speak in favour of A.Fr. e- in this position approaching M.E!. o-

more than M. E. i-. Otherwise we should expect to find it sometimes

replaced by the English prefix i-; but we have no certain instances of this.

Cf. the spelling aestat A.R. (Behrens I. c. p. 96) and aestranges Ar. XII

p. 48, aestiit ib. XII p. 44. — According to Meyer-Liibke, Historische Gram-

matik der franzosischen Sprache (1908) § 133, O.F. initial pretonic e in

checked position was probably a close sound. — A.P'r. a- for e- has nothing to

say in the matter, as special circumstances may have been at work here.

Cf. e. g. Sophie Eckardt, Geschichte der Klangveranderungen altfranzosischer

Vortonvokale (1904) p. 22. -^ I do not venture to assert anything posi-

tively' on the exact quality of A.Fr. e- in this case.
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dilation of an e is not very far removed from that of an s,

and the transition from e to s is not a very abrupt one,

the latter being an open consonant. — Add to this that there

was an interchange between esp- and sp- etc. in A.Fr., and

that the English possessed a number of words with initial

s -\~ cons. The associative influence exercised by th« latter

group of words must have been considerable. — We may
conclude by saying that the radical loss of e before sc, sp,

st in English loan-words is due to a complex of reasons:

(1) the absence of initial unstressed e in this position in

English words, (2) the interchange of esc and sc etc. in

A.Fr., (3) the acoustic character of esc- etc.

In one group of words s has shared the fate of e:

chape, cheat, check, chess, chequer, chine; i. e. es- is lost be-

fore ch.(^ ts). As is w^ell known, loss of s before t, as well

as before c, p, is unknown in French loan-words in M.E.,

apart from quite sporadic cases. Cf. Zachrisson, Anglo-Nor-

man influence, p. 69 foot-note. I have mentioned the iso-

lated word cole 'school'; I add Apressly 'expressly' Holy Grail,

15th century (reference lost). Evidently there must have existed

special circumstances favouring the loss of .s before ch in

the words mentioned. The question naturally presents itself

whether the loss of s here is due to Anglo-French or to

English development. If the M.E. forms are due to A.Fr.

forms without s, this would presuppose that s before ch (ts)

was dropped earlier than before tlie simple sounds c, p, t. But

I know nothing else in favour of such an assumption. Accor-

dingly, it is not even probable that the actually occurring A.Fr.

forms chaper, chequer are the sources of English chape, chequer.

If they were,' w^e should expect to find forms like *late f.

state too, but such forms do not occur. — The N.E.D. seems

to start from tlie hypothesis that es- in this case passed

through a- before disappearing, cf. s. v. chine: wAphetie f.
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*(ichine for eschiney). But this is a bold assumption. Evi-

dently we are not justilied in regarding M.E. achape from

the same point of view as e. g. amay f. csmay. We do lind

achape as early as the year 1250, achetijd Capgr. Chr. p. 192.

But why then do we not find e. g. *atr'we f. estrive just as

well as achape f. eschape? The evidence of other English

loan-words leads us to the conclusion that A.F. es- could

not be replaced by a- until after s had become silent. It is

improbable that es- before ch deviated from this rule. Thus,

if it cannot be proved that A.Fr. s before is was dropped

earlier than s before t in other cases, we must suppose that

the English forms without s arose in English. — The loss

of s before ts in English is probably to be accounted for in

the following w^ay. e- before sis w^as dropped just as e- be-

fore si in other words. But the initial consonant-group re-

sulting did not exist in native words; hence it was exchanged

for is, which w^as usual in initial 'positions (chaff, chew etc.j K

— achape may be interpreted in different ways. Either it

may be due to blending between chape and aschape or else

aschape (with the syllabic division a-schape, cf. a-stat : siai)

> achape ^. ~

c. e- in other eases.

The loss of e- in group 2. c. is well evidenced on the

continent too. It seems to be of earl}^ origin. We find fre-

quent instances of glise, vesqiie as early as the 12th century

in the Dialogues de Gregoire. It is to be noted that initial

e- from Latin e-, except before s-combinations, is scarcely

represented in the O.K. vocabulary. This was in itself a

factor favouring loss of e- ^. The chief reason of e- being

^ Or by s in Northern dialects.

^ The explanation of achape in N. E.D. is in my opinion wrong: «A

l)y-form of escape adopted from late A.F, echapper.y>

^ I refer to Ascoli's interesting paper in Arch, glott. Ill 442 f., where

the loss of initial /- in Italian is dealt with. Cf. also Baist, Zt. VI 433
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dropped in glise etc. was no doubt the analogical influence

of forms with and without prosthetic e-. The vacillation

between espee and spee etc. spread to other words with ini-

tial e. The same explanation may apply to O.F. saier, sillier

etc. — This explanation is of course probable only, if the

loss of e- took place when .s before a consonant (in esl-y

esb- etc.) was still pronounced. We know that the alternation

of forms with and without prosthetic e- gave rise to ana-

logical loss of vowels as early as in vulgar Latin. Cf.

Meyer-Liibke, Einfiihrung p. 120. — Partly A.Fr. aph?eresis

in these w^ords may be due to the same causes as those

pointed out in section B. 2. a. We find e. g. laaesqiie GaiJ

283.133, laveske Dorm. 1275 O. (la vaske O. 1479), asaez

Adg. 70.114, asuer ib. 16.22. — The loss of e- in cases like

eletuarie, epiphany, eqiiinoctiiim was favoured by their being

long learned words of a rather special character.

From what has been* said, it follows that also in this

group of words the absence of e- in English is partly due

to shortening in French ^ It is a moot point to decide

wdiether e. g. piphanij, vangel, uangelist were shortened in

French or in English. That letiiarie is due to the abbre-

viated French form cannot be doubted. N.E. tamin, ticket,

tinsel have no e- forms by their side, etiquette, etamine re-

corded 150 and 200 years later cannot be taken into account.

It may be that these words are partly due to F'rench dialect-

forms without e-. Gf. quotes tiquete adj. from the 16th cen-

tury. But it is to be noted that English loss of e- was

particularly favoured by the fact that initial pretonic e was

as good as absent in native words '^. Sometimes e- is replaced

en for e in O.F. englise may liave been another method of avoiding the

unusual initial e-.

^ English say has been placed together with the a-\vords. Cf.

pp. 122, 153.

2 Cf. pp. 61 f., 72.
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by a-. We find agapcian Curs. 2594, apistle 14th cent.,

assential 16th cent., aquip 18th cent. (N.E.D.) It is not

always easy to tell whether an e- or an a- has been

dropped, a gypcian occurring twice in Curs, may very well

be due to agypcicm (cf. agapcian ib.) by subtraction of a

supposed indefinite article. The same may be true of a

Pitomie 1589. In other cases subtraction of the seems more

likely. M.E. pe vangelist easily arose from pevangelist (if

it is not a direct translation of A.Fr. le * oangeliste), the sen-

siials from tli'essentials etc. — pe fek of our entent 1500 (N.E.D.)

corresponds to tlieffect of his entent, Chaucer (N.E.D.) — Cf.

also p. 86. —

Note. From early N.E. time we have a direct statement connected

witli this question. Jones (1701) says that e- is often left unpronounced

after the, e. g. the 'clesiastical p. 67; a similar opinion is put forth on pp.

72, 89, 91. It seems more likely that what Jones seems to apprehend as

a loss of e- is nothing hut a subtraction: th'e- :>> the^. But it is difficult

to know if anything hut elision of e in tlie can be concluded from Jones'

statement. See Ekwall Introd. p. CCXLVIII, Jones was a theoretician.

Vacillation in this respect, however, was favoured in Jones' time by the

existence of numerous double forms with and without e, where the ab-

sence of e need not be due to shortening: (e)laborate, (e)miilgenf, (e)ma-

ciate, (e)numerate, (e)vaciiate, (e)vaporate, (e)ventilatc etc., all of which are

mentioned b}' Jones. Note further Jones' (e)special, (ejscape, (e)spy,

(e)sqiiire, (e)stablish, (E)states, also used by Shakespere in both forms.

The tendency to subtractions of this kind is not con-

fined to English. We have seen that it is often to be ob-

served in French. Cf. p. 154 f. It is of the same nature

as the tendency to confuse the prefix a- with the indefi-

nite article and analogous to the opposite phenomenon of a

sound or syllable being prefixed to a word ())agglutination))).

Cf. Fehr, Zur agglutination in der englischen Sprache, Fest-

schrift zum XIV. Neuphilologentage, Zurich 1910, p. 303 f.

^ The possibilit}' of e. g. tlie evangelist passing directly into the

vangelist by elision of the second e cannot be disproved; but it seems more
safe to start from the elision of e in the.
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and references ib. p. 310. That loan-words are particularly

subject to such misinterpretations needs no explanation.

Note. The majority of the words belonging to this group are lear-

ned words whose identity with the classical ground-forms is easily recog-

nized. In the case of such learned words conflicting tendencies are brought

into pla^^ On the one hand the tendency to shortening is favoured here

just as in other loan-words. On the other hand, it is counteracted by

the influence of the classical ground-forms. It need not surprise us that

M.E. eclipse, effect, epiphany were not shortened with the same regularity

as words with prosthetic e-, even if they were borrowed from French. —
Even a word like M.E. elite was exposed to influence from the learned

side-form elect. — The loss of prosthetic e on the other hand was often

favoured by Latin influence (state etc.) — The tendency to drop e- may
in itself have been as strong here as in the case of e before sc, sp, st, but

it was counteracted by the factors mentioned. The regular loss of e- in

early N.E. tamin, ticket, tinsel may partly be due to the absence of such

learned influence. The influence of the French ground-forms by itself

was not strong enough to prevent aphaeresis.

d. Othep vowels of syllables beginning' in a vowel.

The cases belonging here are not numerous. — The

M.E. loss of z- in idropsy may be due to z- being identified

with the native prefix z-. Imagine, appearing as magine once

in earl}^ N.F^., may have been apprehended as / magine.

Cf. e. g. Jones' pronunciation ei- for z- in imaginable, imagi-

nary, see P2kwall, Introd. p. CCVIII. — The loss of o in

(h)ospital was favoured by associative influence of the nu-

merous words with initial s -|- a consonant which were

due to loss of the vowel e-. As regards the loss of o- in

N.E., Jones' statement is of some interest. He says that

occasion, opportunity, oppose are sounded without o- especi-

ally after o (or a vowel). See pp. 68, 89. It seems possible

that the loss of o- sometimes originated in this position. As

regards occasion, opportunity the combination with no in cer-

tain usual expressions may have been important: I have no

occasion, I have no opportunity. On the disappearance of

the second of two adjoining vowels in a word see Jesperscn,
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Mod. Engl. gram. p. 280, Ekwall, Jones p. CCXLIX. But

poriiinity is early and may be due to French. Cf. p. 133.

pose is M.E. and has been regarded as due to apose. — I

have also adduced a few words where ec- may have been

dropped. The examples are, however, somewhat uncertain.

seciitoiir may be due to loss of e- rather than of ec-. We
can not know whether k might not sometimes be mute in

N.E. exceptionable, extravagant too. ex- was sometimes pro-

nounced as es- in learned words in French. Cf. Eiselein,

Darstellung der lautlichen Entwickelung der franz. Lehn-

worter (1898) p. 56, Nyrop I § 406. stravagant is perhaps

from Italian, extravagant : stravagant may have given rise to

stravage by the side of extravage. — Loss of ec- could pos-

sibly originate in such combinations as th 'extravagant j> the

*\vtravagant; cf. the 'xpounder (if anything but th 'expoun-

der is meant?) quoted from Heywood b}^ van Dam-Stoffel

1. c. p. 37. Initial x would naturally be simplified to s. In

executour the loss of ec- was favoured by the succession of

the syllables ec, sec.

Note. According to Jones initial vowels were often left unpro-

nounced in his time after a preceding vowel. He says that e- and o- are

omitted after a vowel, esp. e, o, Cf. above. On pp. 75, 85, 94 we find a

similar statement with regard to initial a-. Thus it is said on p. 94 that

assault, assay, assemble, assess, assize, assizes, assurance, assure, assuage

are pronounced without «-, especiallj'^ after a vowel. It would hardly be

advisable to draw far-reaching conclusions from Jones' statement on this

point. In the first place, it is to be noted that the words just mentioned

appear in M.E. We have at least no reason to assume that thej^ arose in

Jones' time. After all, Jones only tells us that these forms were used

especially after a vowel. He does not tell us expressly that they origina-

ted in that position, even if such may have been his opinion. We know
that one of two adjoining vowels was liable to disappearance in early N.E.

It would not be very surprising if aph. forms came to be used more fre-

quently after a vowel than the longer forms with initial a-, e- etc. —
Whether an initial vowel was also in one or another case dropped after

a preceding vowel, it is difficult to ascertain. It would be theoretically

possible. — In this connection I call attention to a few spellings in

early N.E. poetry, adduced by van Dam-Stoff'el: so 'xceed, my 'ndeavours

12
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Ben Jonson, she 'xacts Drayton, I "mplore Butler, Hudibras. Cf. van

Dam-Stoffel 1. c. p. 37, Chapters on English printing etc. p. 104. But the

value of such spellings remains doubtful, so long as the use of the

apostrophe in early N.E. poetry has not been further inquired into. It is

possible that an apostrophe was occasionally put instead of an unstressed

vowel, to indicate that the latter was not to be reckoned as a syllable in

the verse. I here fully agree with what has been said by Victor, Shake-

speare Phonology p. 114. — / 'ndeavour etc. would, however, be analogous

to such cases as / 'm, I 've, you 're etc. See van Dam-Stoffel 1. c. pp.

145-146.

e. de- (di-) and other syllables beginning in a consonant.

The shortened (de-) words in Anglo-French call for

the following remarks. — The form comforter looks suspi-

cious. It coincides in form with comforter 'console' (e. g.

Boeve 1541). It seems strange that the same word should

be used in nearly opposite senses. It is perhaps more likely

that comforter in Ipom. has come in b}' some mistake. —
As regards /// it should be noted that it occurs in the care-

less MS. D. of Boeve. See p. 152. — seisine instead of dis-

seisine 'eviction' is perhaps only an erroneous use of seisine

'taking possession'. Both words were law-terms. The exact

difference in sense bet\veen them may not have been clear

to everybody ^ — fendere in 'li fendere de els' might be

due to a scribal error. In *defendeYe de' orthographic dissi-

milation would be intellegible. The isolated continental in-

stance fendeur in Gf. may have arisen in a similar way:

aide e fent/eur de la colte. Cf. Meringer, Aus dem Leben

der Sprache pp. 98, 141. — deigner, deignous, date are prob-

ably due to haplology. Cf. dicace Guerre de Metz 2239. —
After all, the loss of de- in A. Fr. occurs only in rare and,

at least partly, uncertain instances.

In English the loss of de- is remarkably frequent. Most

^ The passage in MS. H. of Plainte reads: Novele disseisine (v. 1.

seisyne, sesin) e href de drcit M'unt despoili, — seisine might possibly give

sense too.
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cases are recorded in M.E. Only a few isolated cases arose

after that time: sension, stract, straught, stinct ^ scerne, sdain,

sperse. straught, siract may have been formed analogically

after distress : stress. — scerne, sdain, sperse are uncertain.

As may be seen from the list given, de- is dropped

most frequently before sc, sp, st. Several of these cases,

however, are marked as uncertain, scomfit, scover, scry, spen-

cer, splay, stray, sturbance are possibly due to French forms

with initial e-. Similar doublets in M.E. are (de)sparple,

(de)spoil, (de)strain 'compel'. I add a few A.Fr. cases: estur-

nai Ar. XI 523, desturnes ib. 525, despier (f. espier) Donnei

532, deschorchee, eschorchee Bozon (according to Stimming p.

232); note also esmaela Ipom. 5145 A., B. desmailla. In

Froissart: despert, espert, destainfe (= estainte); see Scheler's

glossaries. — It seems very likely that the vacillation be-

tween des- and es- in certain words in Anglo-French was a

source of confusion to an Englishman. If an Englishman

heard that d before esc- etc. was in certain cases arbitrary,

the notion may easily have slipped in that it was arbitrary

in other cases too. — The interchange of des- and es-, com-

bined with a strong associative influence from the numerous

words with initial sc- etc., may even have been a cause of

mishearing. In the run of spoken language despnter, for

instance, may sometimes have been apprehended as esputer by

an Englishman. The factors mentioned make it probable that

e. g. despnter could be shortened in the very act of borrow-

ing. It need not surprise us that forms like *espute do not

occur, e before s -f- cons, was regularly absent in M.E., ex-

cept in late M.E., where the e- forms were due to literary

influence. See p. 131. As a very good example of the oppo-

^ stinct may be a dialect-form. It occurs (according to van Dam-
Stoffel) once in a poem of Clare, who wrote a dialect-coloured language.

See Diet, of Nat, Biogr,
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site process of cl(e) being prefixed to a word I mention M.E.

desclandre (scandalum).

Fairly often simplex and de- compound are used in

about the same sense in A.Fr. I mention: defuluz & deha-

tuz Ipom. 4945 B., A. batiiz 'beaten', deperdu ib. 4962 A., B.

perdu, freint e fendu 'split' ib. 5068, B. defendu, I'escu fent

ib. 8290, B. defeat, lunt deguerpi Gai. 1973, trestut guerpi ib.

1941, len vnt dechasce ib. 3558, D. clmcied, del pais grant

part guasterent ib. 2198, tut lurent deguaste ib. 3400, la dolur

ken ad mene ib. 2640, H. demenee, duel menoient Oct. 3499,

doleur demenoient ib. 3630, deners demone Bo. 534 B., un dener

mone ib. 2840, les unt mors, trenchi 'cut to pieces' ib. 2769

(probably shortened according to Slimming, p. XLIV), les ad

detrenchez ib. 3090, demorer ^-emain' Bozon 74, A. niorer. — de-

seems often to be used as a mere intensive prefix. Whether

this vacillation between forms with and without de- was strong

enough to give rise to analogical loss of de- in A.Fr., I will

utter no opinion about. I do not know how a loss of de-

in A.Fr, should be best accounted for. To an Englishman

this interchange of forms must have been confusing. It may
not always have been clear to English people that de in

e. g. defendre 'split', deperdre, used by the side of the simple

verbs, w^as a constituent part of the word, de- may in such

cases have been apprehended as a sort of pleonastic addition

just as en often was. But if such a notion was present in

cases like those mentioned, it may easily have been transferred

also to de- in e. g. defendre 'defend', debatre. Owing to

a misapprehension of this kind defendre, debatre and others

may sometimes have been taken over from spoken Anglo-

French with omission of de-. — Thus many aph. (de-) w^ords

were no doubt directly or indirectly due to Anglo-French.

The analogical influence from doublets which arose in this way
favoured loss of de- in English too. — Moreover, imperfectly

reproduced (de-) forms had a fair chance of keeping their
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ground in the language. Compare what has been said on

p. 148.

Loss of other particles than those mentioned occurs

quite sporadically. — In A.Fr. a few words exhibit loss of

re-. — fraitiir is recorded as early as in Brandan. — couvrePy

creant both occur in MS. D. of Boeve. Cf. above. — As

regards pona, see Suchier p. 35. — In English re-, con- are

absent in a few rarely recorded cases, none of which has

survived. — I must leave it undecided what special factors

have contributed to the loss of these particles.

Note, found 'confound' is perhaps due to found, O.F. fondre 'de-

truire, renverser' (see Gf.), being confused with confound. — panion f,

companion may partly be elliptical. The word is used in the somewhat

modified sense of 'mate, fellow'. See the examples in N.E. D.



Additions.

Page 37. To judge by Jones's Practical Phonography (1701), enough could

be pronounced without e- in early N.E.

- » 79. skew adj. 1609, adv. 1706, probably f. askew adv. 1570 («-

+

skew v.).

stride f. astride, according to Jones, p. 94.

» 94. tone f. atione, according to Jones, p. 105. polster f. upholster

is a pronunciation recorded bj' Jones, p. 90. Perhaps f. a-pol-

ster, cf. earW N.E. apon f. upon. A supposed particle has

possibly been dropped also here.

)) 165, foot-note 2. Add, 1. 2 : strologer, venture v.; 1. A : tack ; 1. 6:

attack 1600.
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